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 COUNC'IL KILLS' APARTM ENT IDEA 
Tie vote ruled as thumbs-down 
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EVERYONE LENDS A HAND. Miss Elan Travel Heather Brelfeld and Coco, the Clown, with 
Edith Kawinski, plant flowers in a concrete planter appropriately placed in front of City Hall and 
purchased in memory of George Little, Edith's father and the founding father of Terrace. It was one 
of 60 planted around town Saturday as part of the Terrace Beautification Society's continuing 
efforts to make the town look better. 
i 
by Ted Strachan 
The vote was tied - -  a negative 
vote, according to Municipal Act 
rules - -  and yet another apartment 
development in Terrace has died in 
the formative stages. 
About 35 residents who live near 
the proposed location, 3221 Ken- 
ney St., waited patiently in cham- 
bers for Terrace city council's final 
decision Monday night, and at 8:41 
p.m. their moment arrived. The 
motion by aldermen Danny Sheri- 
dan and Darryl Laurent called for 
the third reading of the zoning 
change. If this hurdle had been 
cleared, the bylaw would go  to 
final reading and become law. 
Tribruck Investments would be 
allowed to proceed with the con- 
struction of their Kenney St. apart- 
ment complex. 
It didn't happen. Acting mayor 
Bob Cooper sided with Sheridan 
and Lament; aldermen Rick King, 
Ruth Halleck and Me Takhar did 
not. The vote was tied, and the 
motion was defeated. The rezoning 
issue was dead. Mayor Jack Talstra 
didn't vote on the matter. His 
- -  Continued on page A2 
Wedeene buy 
falls through 
A deal that could have re-started 
the bankrupt Wedeene River saw- 
mill in Prince Rupert has failed 
because the buyer couldn't get log 
exporting privileges from the Min- 
istry of Forests. 
lnterpac Forest Products of 
Vancouver made an offer on the 
bankrupt operation last month. The 
proposal, which receiver Peat 
Marwick characterized as the best 
offer received to date, was sched- 
uled to be heard in a Vancouver 
court May 6, but Interpac with- 
drew before the application could 
be made. 
Andy Amanovich, lnterpac's 
manager of forestry and enginecr- 
fng, said Monday their offer was 
"subject to being satisfied the 
ministry wouldn't pull the m R out 
from under us". 
Amanovich said Interpac has 
concluded the Wedeene operation 
would need offshore log exporting 
income for at least two years to 
become a viable operation. The 
ministry wouldn't grant it. 
Wedeene had requested per- 
.nission to export 10 percent of the 
saw logs cut on its forest liccnccs 
a few months prior to declaring 
bankruptcy in November 1990. 
The logs it wanted to export were 
too large in diameter for the Prince 
Rupert mill to handle, but the 
ministry refused the export appli- 
cation. Wedecne management said 
at the time the additional income 
from the high prices available on 
the export market could have 
financed modifications to the mill 
that would have allowed them to 
process the bigger logs. 
Amanovich described the minis- 
try's attitude as "intransigent, 
unrealistic and inflexible". 
"Wedeene lost, and we have no 
intention of losing equivalent 
amounts of money," he said. 
"It's a tough show, it's hard to 
make it work. Exports arc part of 
life on the north coast." 
Amanovich said Interpac is still 
interested in picking up the 
Wedecne assets "if the government 
comcs  8ro l lnd" .  
Todd Martin of Peat Marwick 
declined to comment on the situ- 
ation but said Wedcene will con- 
centrate on market logging for the 
rest of 1991 on its forest licences 
in the North Coast Forest District. 
The company has temporary per. 
mission from the Ministry of For- 
csts to continue logging on its 
tenures without operating the saw- 
mill . . . . .  
When the mill closed down its 
debts stood at more than $20 mii. 
lion. 
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property abuts what was the pro- 
posed site for the development, so 
he left chambers before the item 
was discussed. 
The basis for discussion during a 
Committee of the Whole meeting 
prior to the council vote was the 
results of stormy traffic study. 
During the course of that study a 
vari'ety of unconfirmed reports 
emerged. Someone wanting the 
numbers to be low would, accord- 
ing to rumour, move the counting 
rod off the road for a while. Some- 
one else wanting the count to be 
honest would put it back. And yet 
another resident, wanting the count 
high, would bum up a few litres of 
gas by driving back and forth over 
the counting rod. 
One resident even claims to have 
been threatened with physical 
violence by a city alderman. He 
says he has witnesses to the 
alleged threat, and in a letter to 
mayor and council Monday night 
he asked for a public apology. 
That issue remains unresolved. 
The traffic study was completed, 
though. "We did Suffer a lot of 
vandalism," said Public Works 
Committee chairman Ruth Halleck. 
"We were called out several times 
to put the rods back in place. It 
made it difficult, but we got some 
counts nevertheless." 
The result? If the apartment 
complex were built, a 10 percent 
increase in motor vehicle traffic 
could be expected on Lazelle. The 
actual counts are difficult to 
analyze. With only one counting 
rod, counts were takenat three 
different locations on different 
days. In rough numbers it appears 
as though the 24-hour daily aver- 
age on Kenney at Lazelle runs 
around 4,.300 cars. On Lazelle at 
Kenney the range is from 841 to 
1,612 for a questionable average of 
/ 
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around 1,200. And on Lazelle at 
Munree the number is probably 
around 2,6(}0 cars a day.., but 
that's not using one of the four 
day-long counts at that location, 
where only 397 cars were 
recorded. 
Ten percent of around 2,000 cars 
is 200 more a day. How acceptable 
this might be in any particular 
neighbourhood is really a matter of 
perspective. It depends on where 
you live relative to the issue. Still, 
why did our city aldermen vote the 
way they did? Except for one, we 
don't know. Alderman Rick King 
responded to our message but to 
be fair we're holding his com- 
ments until we can present all at 
the same time. The missing five 
were intercepted by either a tape 
machine or secretary.., except for 
one. Did one city alderman close 
his office for the day? 
And we're still left with one of 
our original questions. If the Tfl-' 
brock application is denied, will 
that discourage other developers 
from even bothering? Tom 
Bmckal's answer a few weeks ago 
was, "Most definitely." This fol- 
lows a comment by one of the 
speakers at the Northwest Housing 
Forum, who said a developer 
views a community by the demand 
for homing, the supply of serviced 
land, appropriate zoning, local 
regulatory restrictions, availability 
of material and trades, and the 
economy a~ s~ability of the com- 
munity. 
There may be hope, although It's 
several months away. Within a 
couple of months the city will 
begin holding public meetings to 
discuss land use and modelHng. 
This will lead to more public meet- 
ings to decide on a new Official 
Community Plan to replace the one 
no one seems to like. 
NOTIC 
All playing fields in theTerrace and Thornhill 
area schools will be fertilized monthly. This 
program will run from May through October 
1991. 
4535 Greig Avenue. Terrace, B.C. VgG IM7 
Ed de Wage (right) was swom in as a provincial court judge in Terrace May 24. The ceremony 
was conducted by the Chief Judge of the Provincial Court His Honor William Diebolt (centre). 
de Walle replaces Administrative Judge E.L. Iverson (left) of Terrace, who is moving to Nanalmo. 
New Terrace judge sworn in 
TERRACE m Every seat was 
taken and people lined up along 
three walls in Courtroom #1 on the. 
afternoon of May 24 to witness 
Terrace lawyer Ed de Walle being 
sworn in as a judge of the provin- 
cial court. 
One bystander remarked that 
every lawyer from Prince Rupert 
to Smithers was present, de Walle 
removed his barrister's gown and 
donned the judicial robes before 
taking the oath of office, adminis- 
teredby Chief Provincial Court 
Judge William Diebolt, who came 
to Terrace from Vancouver for the 
occasion. B.C. Attorney General 
• Russ Fraser also attended the cere- 
mony. 
de Walle, who said he originally 
came to Terrace in a "temporary" 
position with Talstra and Com. 
party, has been practising family 
and criminal law here for 11 years. 
Judge Dieboit said that in con- 
sidering de Walle's application for 
the bench he had heard de Waile 
described by legal colleagues as 
"competent,. well-prepared, com- 
passionate and affable", all qual- 
ities he found eminently suitable 
for a judge. 
Diebolt explained the process of 
appointment. First the applicant 
has to be of good standing as a 
lawyer and apply to the judicial 
council. Opinions on the applicant 
are sought by the council from 
O 
I-] Master Card I-I Visa 
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM 
1 year- -  $39.00, plus GST 
Close Up magazine, $10 extra in Terrace and Thornhill 
I !  Cheque I] Money Order 
Please send a subscription to: 
Card No . . . .  
Expiry Date i 
Name 
Address 
Postal Code 
Phone 
Seniors in Terrace and District $30.00 
Seniors oulside of Terrace and District $33.00 
, . .  , ,  Oul Of Canada $100.00 
Mail or bring this form to: 
Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 
both members of the bar and of 
the bench. The applicant is then 
interviewed by the judicial council, 
a procedure that Diebolt said can 
include "some very probing ques- 
tions". If the applicant is still 
found to be suitable judge matedai 
at that point, a recommendation f r 
appointment is given to the Attor- 
ney General. That recommendation 
is taken to Cabinet, where the 
appointment is ratified by Order in 
Council. "It's a very carefully 
considered process," Dlebolt said. 
He reminded e Waile that his 
new role requires impartiality, not 
advocacy. "Out of conflict the 
court seeks to re-establish erenity. 
A judge is expected to have a 
proper judicial attitude, an appro- 
priate judicial temperament. A
judge must control the manner of 
the proceedings." 
de Walle was also welcomed to 
the bench by departing Terrace 
administrative judge E.L. Iverson 
("You have earned the respect of 
all."), Attorney General Fraser 
("One of the things that makes 
B.C. beautiful is a justice system 
that is totally reliable."), Terrace 
lawyer Gordon Cmmpton for the 
federal Attorney General ("I 
always found Ed de Walle's fore- 
most quality is common sense."), 
Don Silversides for the Law 
Society ("Nothing but the highest 
standards, a Credit to the legal 
community.") and Carlie Trueman 
for the Pdnee Rupert County Bar 
Association ("We're pleased to 
have one of our own appointed, 
someone who knows the terri- 
tory."). 
Sndthers lawyer Mark Takehashi 
spoke on behalf Of the Bar Associ- 
ation. He said he found de Walle 
honest, hard-working and fair- 
minded. He added, "We like you 
now. We hope we will like you a 
year from now." The courtroom 
burst into laughter. 
de Walle said his 16 years of 
practising law has served him well. 
"I learn more about life from each 
case," he said. "In the courtroom 
you have the full range of human 
circumstance. 
"Thank you for placing your trust 
in me for this awesome responsi- 
bility... I trust and hope in some 
small way to bring honour to the 
judicial system and this free and 
democratic society." 
de Walle is the first judge 
appointed to the Terrace bench 
who was practising law here at the 
time of his appointment. 
1 
This week's SPECIAL/// 
1990 Jetta (Diesel) 
FANTASTIC FUEL ECONOMY 
sun roof, AM/AM stereo cassette 
standard transmission 
low mileage 
$10,500 
~2 ~ke lm Ave.. Terrace 63,q-eS,qS Dr 7262 
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R,E M, Lee .Foundation annuai auction.coming this weekend 
by Betty Barton 
The R.E.M. Lee fIospital Foun- 
dation will hold their third annual 
dinner and auction Saturday night 
ing of refreshments, dinner, the 
auction with Leo DeJong, and 
surprise ntertainment noted on the 
program only as The Race. Presi- 
dent Marlaine Webber explains 
at the Inn of the West. Master of that it will be a horse race with 
Ceremonies Doug Thompson will various community members play- 
guide guests through..an fun even- ing the horses. 
Foundation representative Kath- 
leen Delgatty reports that to date 
more than $300,000 has been 
raised towards a CT Scanner for 
Mills Memorial Hospital and the 
region. Last year, the Foundation 
added more than $36,000 in pro- 
ceeds from the dinner and auction 
The debris from most of the diseased North Sparks and Halliwell trees surrounding Skeenaview 
Park is gone.., including the stumps. The few remaining trees, along Heritage Park, will be removed 
in mid-September. The city has budgeted $10,000 for the replacement of trees and fencing, and 
another $10,000 for the construction of a sidewalk on the west side of North Sparks. 
MORE HIGHWAYS CONTRACTS OPENED 
Fifteen of the 28 private road 
maintenance contracts for B.C.'s 
highways have now been opened 
for offers. The latest group of four 
were announced by the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways May 
15, but the Terrace district is not 
among them. 
The ministry expects the offer 
and awarding process to take about 
100 days from the time the con- 
tracts are opened to the time the 
deals are complete. The latest 
group includes the North Coast, 
Bulkley-Nass, North Island and 
Ko0tenay-Boundary contracts. 
The North Coast contract, cur- 
rently held by O'Brien Road and 
Bridge, originally a logging firm 
from the Queen Charlotte Islands, 
covers the Queen Charlottes and 
the Prince Rupert area to a point 
on Highway 16 about halfway 
between Terrace and Prince 
• - - 7  
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TERRACE AUTO DEALERS 
AUCTION SALE 
Saturday, June 8, 1991 
INDOORS AT TH E 
TERRACE ARENA 
3220 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
SALE STARTS AT 11 A.M. 
On the block will be 75-80 
1990 and older models 
cars, trucks, 4x4's, vans 
from the dealers of Terrace. 
VIEWING FRIDAY, JUNE 7, 1991 
SALE CONDUCTED BY 
PROFESSIONAL AUCTIONEERS 
Mike & Monty Aldoff 
of 
FRONTIER AUCTION SERVICES LTD. 
KAMLOOPS, B.C. 
PHONE 372-0560 
Rupert. The area contains 486 
lane-kilometres o f highway and 16 
bridges. The current three-year 
contract is valued at $7,400,000. 
The Bulkley-Nass contract covers 
the roads from Kitwanga to 
Stewart and northward to the Spat- 
zizi area, and east to Smithers, 
Babine and Telkwa. NorRoadCo, 
the present contractor, receives 
$30,100,000 for three years of 
maintenance on 2,551 lane-kilo- 
metres of road and 84 bridges. 
The Terrace district contract is 
expected to go up for offers some- 
time in July. The district covers 
1,144 lane-kilometres of road and 
106 bridges. The contract is valued 
at $11.7 million over three years, 
plus 20 months of maintenance 
worth $1.6 million on the Shames 
Mountain access road and the 
Nisga'a Highway. 
to their coffers. 
This year's auction will offer a 
number of items for bidding, in- 
eluding an evening for two at the 
Bavarian Inn, a return Hight for 
two to Edmonton, a magic horn 
used to ward off invaders at Kit- 
wanga, several works of arts, a 
home or commercial security sys- 
tem, one week at a condominium 
at Whistler, a fishing trip, a cos- 
metic care service package of a 
massage, two manicure,s, and a 
facial, and golf bag and clubs. 
The tickets are for sale at Ev's 
Men's Wear for $50 per person. 
$23 million to be 
spent this year on. 
region's highways 
Most of the capital work to do 
done on the Skeena region's high- 
ways in the next fiscal year will be 
continuations of work already 
begun. The district's budget for the 
year is $23 million. 
Regional highways manager John 
Buckle said yesterday work will 
include another 12 kilometres of 
road reconstruction and paving on 
the Nisga'a Highway from the 
Cedar River crossing to Sand 
Lake, part of a project that will 
eventually rebuild and pave the 
entire road from Rosswood to New 
Aiyansh. Buckle said $4.6 million 
will be spent on that work this 
year. 
Also included in the budget is 
replacement of two bridges south 
of Rosswood for $2 million. The 
contract award was announced two 
weeks ago. , . . . .  
Another $4 million in paving is 
being done on Highway 16 west of 
Terrace, Buckle said. 
The single biggest project in the 
area will be the Hanna Creek road 
work scheduled for a 15-kilometre 
stretch of Highway 37 north of 
Meziadin Junction. This year 
$6,125,000 in reconstruction and 
paving will be done on the road, 
part of a larger, long-term project 
to pave Highway 37 north to 
Dease Lake. 
Smaller projects to be done this 
year include work around intersec- 
tions on Highway 37 near Lakelse 
Lake that are considered unsafe, 
and several small engineering 
studies in the order of $50,000. 
The latter includes an engineering 
study for an access road to Kit- 
selas from Terrace North. 
The mad-spanning electric sign 
at the western edge of Terrace is 
slotted for replacement this year 
with a modem digital sign. Buckle 
said the existing sign is "19'70's 
technology" and a new sign will 
give the ministry the ability to 
display more messages on road 
conditions for the benefit of 
drivers headed toward Prince 
Rupert. The new sign will also 
eliminate the chore of changing 
light bulbs - -  it uses electronically 
controlled reflectors. Both the 
Terrace sign and its counterpart at 
the Prince Rupert end will be 
replaced this year at a total cost of 
about $200,000. 
Ottawa closure not law yet 
TERRACE - -  The closure of 
Ottawa St. went to third reading in 
council chambers Monday night 
and that's where it will sit until 
Canada Safeway Ltd. offers a few 
guarantees. 
Skeena Mall and Overwaitea 
have both filed concerns with the 
city that they will lose access to 
Greig Ave. once Ottawa is closed. 
City administrator Bob Hallsor told 
Skeena Mall manager Lynda Bret- 
feld Monday night that Safeway 
will have to ensure that the relo- 
cated Ottawa St. is open and ready 
for use before the existing Ottawa 
St. is closed. 
STATF OF.THFI :C   
~ • Anti-vibration suspension system • Electronic solid state ignition • Chrome plated cylinder wall for extended • SAFE-T-TIP ~ anti-kickback device engine life • Chain brake • CSA certified 
HOMELITE" MODEL 300 Regular $479" 
,^k,~,,,,, , I,.,.,d,,,,,,l,,,.,,~ t , , . . , ; .  NOW... $399" 
B RIVER INDUSTRIES OFFER EXPIRES 
(TERRACE) LTD. MAY 31, 1991 
4427 Highway 16 TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5L5 
635-7383- -  FAX: 635-4076 
"Complete" Automohve, Logging, Minmg & Industrial Supply Centre 
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two northwest enures is pulp, 
which has to be chipped and sold 
to pulp mills. Bell said an inte- 
grated company that uses chips 
within its own operations coukt 
"internalize the supply and 
demand". 
We star mills to continue to 
run as company seeks buyer 
The Westar sawmilling and log- 
ging operations in Kitwanga and 
Hazelton will continue to run while 
the ~ company tries to sell them, 
Westar's chief executive officer 
Larry Bell said Monday. 
The Westar group announced 
May 24 that its entire forestry 
division is being offered for sale. 
In addition to the Hazelton-Kit- 
wanga operation, Westar also has 
sawmills in Vanderhoof, Castlegar 
and Malakwa, a small community 
20 kilometres west of Revelstoke. 
If the forestry assets are sold, 
Westar would be left with onlyits 
two coal mines in southeastern 
B.C. and the Roberts Bank bulk 
commodity shipping terminal south 
of Vancouver. 
The company says it decided to 
sell the forestry division to reduce 
debt. 
"It will be sold as a going con- 
cern," Bell said of Westar's north- 
west operations. The company has 
a high-tech sawmill and whole-log 
chipper at Camaby near Hazelton 
and an older mill at Kitwanga. The 
manufacturing operations are 
attached to two forest tenures, a 
replaceable forest licence in the 
Kispiox Timber supply Area with 
an Annual Allowable Cut of 
607,000 cubic metres and a Tree 
Farm License with an AAC of 
104,000 cubic metres north of 
Kitwanga. 
Bell said Westar does not issue 
public accounts that segregate the 
financial performance ofindividual 
mills, but he thinks the two saw- 
mills "may have greater value in 
the hands of others". 
,'=as we move toward more effi- 
ciency, manufacturers tend to 
specialize in lumber size and spe- 
cies," he explained. That trend 
works to the advantage of large 
forest companies that have a var- 
iety of mill types and can trade 
logs internally from several ten- 
ures. For Westar, wood chips are 
also a problem ~ 60 percent of 
the overall timber profile on its 
were valued a $6. "13e shares now 
trade at less than a dollar. Wesmr's 
sales Tor fiscal 1990, according to 
the May 24 announcement, were 
$243.5 million. 
Bell said Westar will honour its 
employment commitments for the 
Kitwanga mill, which was shut 
down due to timber shortage from 
May 1990 to February 1991. Em- 
ploying workers in Kitwanga is a 
.conditi°n of Westar's forest 
licences, but keeping the mill 
going is costing the company 
Bell said timber is being brought 
in from as far away as Alberta to 
supply the operation. "It's getting 
expensive," he remarked. 
Westar's timber marketing divi- 
sion, which handles timber sales 
for the Skeena Cellulose mill in 
Terrace, will also be sold, Bell 
said. There have been some recent 
changes to the marketing organiz- 
ation, with sales people being 
directly attached to the manufac- 
turing plants. Camaby, Bell said, 
now has four marketing people 
assigned to it. "There have been 
some improvements, but to some 
extent we're still manufacturing 
according to the log rather than 
what the market demands," he 
said. 
The Ministry of Forests, which 
will have to approve the conditions 
of any sale that takes place, has 
been informed that the forest divi- 
Westar's marketing arm has been 
a leader in opening up European 
and Pacific Rim sales of B.C. 
timber and has received awards for 
its innovative approach to offshore 
sales of wood products. 
Bell said other forest companies 
have expressed interest in buying 
the Westar operations but he 
couldn't respond to any questions 
on the subject because Westar is a 
publicly traded company. 
Westar was originally formedin 
1984 as a ,number of separate 
resource, operatiOns rolled together 
by tic Bennett government under 
the B.C. Resources Investment 
Corporation. Shares were issued to 
everyone in B.C. At that ime they 
~ Kermode Friendship Society 
The Kermode Friendship Society would like to 
invite you to our CAREER DAY '91 
May 31, 1991 
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Terrace Inn- Dolly Varden Room, 
4551 Greig Avenue, Terrace 
Invitations have gone out to Resource Persons from: 
A) Post Secondary Institutions 
B)'lndustnes & Unions 
C) Governments: Federal, Provincial & Municipal 
D) Services Organizations 
E) Health Field 
F) Wholesale & Retail Outlets i 
G) Financial Institutions 
H) Tribal/Band Cou.ncils 
I) Native Organizat'onsllnstitutlons 
PURPOSE: To offer students from the 
Northwest an opportumty to view, speak and 
hear different resource people. To learn what 
career opportumhes are open to them~ 
sion is on the block, Bell said. 
That is one reason he doesn't 
expect a sale to be complete until 
te  this year. 
la"No sale will take place unless 
an appropriate price can be 
obtained for the assets," the May 
24 announcement stated. 
WANTED: 
Rent-tO-Own 
Have $20,000 deposit, looking for small, 
profitable business, preferably grocery. For 
a family, must include living accommodation 
and be close to schools. 
Contact: 
C. umphrey 
#683 --- 10760 149th Ave. 
Edmonton, Alberta TSE 2M8 
or call 
1-403-478-0298 
. , , , ° ' ,  
,.._ ' : ::i: ~ ~ 
ut~ ii ' • • .  ~i 
50,000 Km 
/ 
, °  
/ 
OUR LOWEST PRICE 
ALL SEASON RADIAL IS A 
Sizes Low Price 
P155/80R 13 $43.99 
P185/75R14 57.99 
P195/75R14 58.99 
P205/75R14 66.99 
P205/75R15 66.99 
P215/75R 15 70.99 
P225/75R15 79.99 
THESE PRICES INCLUDE OUR 
NEW TREAD LIFE GUARANTEE 
KALeTIRE 
]t~,~ o~ ".* IF WE SELL IT . . .  WE GUARANTEE IT! 
~,~?;;,tlG. @,~,,~, ~ Quality-Selection-Price PLUS 
.. FE~I ~y.~\~'~.~t~,?~e.~. 'I Mechanical Services INCLUDING Brakes- Shocks- Alignments 
~, • . . .~L~).:, .~u ~ct j lLv ~,.,IV"-, " . I .~Lv  w~,vmLw~ n . , , , . , . .w~-  
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Fi rst Responder system putto test 
by Ted Strachan A short time later, an ambulance fire department's First Responder 
It's Wednesday, June 22. The 
time is 3 p.m. and the phone at the 
Terrace fire department rings. 
Assistant fire chief Per Halvorsen 
answers. The caller is excited... A
male cyclist has been struck by a 
car which fled the scene. The 
location is the corner of Emerson 
and Davis and the man is seriously. 
injured, bleeding from the mouth 
and unconscious. 
Halvorsen opens the window to 
the truck bay and relays this infor- 
mation to firefighters Rick Owe~ 
and Dean Prins. Ii's code 3, he 
says. Owens writes important 
information on a piece of paper 
and the two firefighters head for 
Rescue 01.  
Lights flashing, siren blaring, 
Owens turns right onto Lazelle 
while Prim marls the radio. Slow- 
ing to check for oncoming traffic, 
he proceeds through the intersec- 
tion. There is a passenger car 
ahead, and the driver of it obeys 
the law and pulls over to the side 
of the road. Owens turns right at 
Sparks and left onto Davis. A 
block ahead, a man is frantically 
waving his arms to attract their 
attention. 
Owens arrives at the scene. The 
victim is lying on the grass beside 
the road, his condition obviously 
serious. Prins attends to the victim 
immediately while Owens collects 
the .First Responder kit from the 
backof  01. Within two minutes~ 
give or take a few seconds, the 
injured man is getting professional 
help. 
arrives. The crew, Kelly Oilday 
and Tom St. Laurent, both Level 1 
Emergency Medical Assistants, 
take charge of the situation and 
Owens and Prins become helpers... 
"An extra set of hands," says Gil- 
day. 
For thosc who witnessed this 
accident, it wasn't real. It was a 
First Respondertraining exercise 
in which instructor Dean Tetreau 
was able to measure the ability of 
his fellow firefighters to work as 
First Responders. How did Owens 
and Pfins measure up? According 
to Tetreau, "They did a great job." 
Terrace firefighters are now 
trained as First Rcsponders and 
Terrace ambulance unit chief Mike 
Dwyer says he will be testing their 
ability soon. And once Terrace 
firefighters have passed their 
exams, the Terrace Fire Depart- 
ment will have official First 
Responder status. 
The general public may not 
notice the difference at first. Ter- 
raccresidents will still phone the 
same emergency number, 638- 
1102, in the event of a medical 
emergency. That phone call in the 
scenario above only came to the 
fire department only because it 
was an in-city training exercise. In 
reality, during the four days each 
week when the Terrace ambulance 
station is fully manned for 11 
hours each day, the fire department 
status could really pay off. B.C. 
Ambulance dispatch in Karnloops 
will-do all the usual things. The 
on-call ambulance crew will be 
paged and head immediately for 
the ambulance station. 
If the emergency is within Ter- 
race city limits, though, there is 
one more thing that Kamloops 
dispatch will do. As soon as the 
ambulance crew has been paged, 
the dispatcher make a second call 
to the Terrace Fire Department and 
the First Responder system will 
come into play. The on-duty fire- 
fighter will page two firefighters 
and then leave immediately in 
Rescue 01. One of the two extra 
firefighters will go immediately to
the fire hall so it is not left unat- 
tended, and the other will head 
directly to the scene to assist the 
driver of 01. 
As a result, firefighiers may often 
be at the scene of the emergency at
about he same time the ambulance 
crew reaches the station. Other 
times the ambulance might reach 
the scene of the emergency first. 
Either way it doesn't really matter. 
A fast response time is ensured 
and the First Responder system 
will help everyone in three import- 
ant ways: the victim will get help 
far faster; it will take pressure off 
volunteer ambulance attendents, 
who often stay at the station on 
their own time in order to improve 
may not even I~ advised of a code their response time; and ambulance 
3 emergency, attendents will have that "extra sot 
But after hours and during the of hands" that can be so important 
three days a week the ambulance in a variety of emergency situ- 
station is not normally staffed the ations. 
The quickest possible emergency response and an extra set 
of hands at the scene: these are two important advantages the 
City of Terrace will have when the Terrace Fire Department gains 
official First Responder status in June. Above, B.C. Ambulance 
level 1 emergency medical assistants Kelly Gilday (lelt) and Tom 
St. Laurent (right) are assisted by Terrace firefighter Dean Prins 
(centre) during a recent training exercise involving a staged 
accider~ at George Little Memorial Park. Terrace firefighter Rick 
Owens also assisted the ambulance crew, and the entire exercise 
was monitored by First Responder instructor Dean Tetreau. 
22 pt. vehicle 
inspection incl; 
• oil change 
-oil & filter 
(other paris extra) 
f .gS 
Head Light 
Covers 
MPV, B.serles 
Excel, Sonata, 
Loyaie, Legacy 
SdS.9e 
Box Liners 
$375.0o 
Installed 
Running 
Boards 
B-series, MPV 
$299.OO 
Installed 
• Hood 
protectors 
B-series 
Front Bras 
All models 
$$125.00 
~%~~__~ "82 Chev Cavalier ,'84 Merc lynx 3-dr 
station wagon $3495 ~chb $2995 
¢82 Chevette S-dr .86 Hy~)~ce l  5-dr 
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. J  .'84 Chevette 4-dr auto .'86 Chev Cavalier 
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i 
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4-dr sedan $6995 
• '87 Chev Cavalier 
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• '87 Mazda RX-7 
GXL 5-sp $15,795 
NEW 1991 NEW 1991 NEW 1991 
Hyundal Scoupe   ., .t\Subaru Legacy Mazda MX6SE 
.5-speed .am/fro cassette .power ~ . ~  Station Wagon J ¢14. 7,  vQCli-l:~vv spoiler,steerl"g' r aalum 
, j~steermg .rear deck spoiler r .automatic-power steering, brakes, I ~ ' wheels, cA~/FueMHe $11,495 windows, doors.air .cruise I Mazda B2600 A. /F .c . . . .  
$18,495 I $13,995 sp. power steering, 
I. 
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EDITORIAL 
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he recent federal court decision on Alcan's Kemano II 
T project has left federal politicians embarrassed and 1 
Alcan feeling somewhat hard done by. After all, if 
you can't count on an agreement with a First World govern- 
ment, what in the world can you count on? 
The past few years should have been a learning process for 
government and industry, but what they haven't learned is that 
the public will have its due regardless of such agreements. 
When the federal Environmental Assessment and Review 
Process was set up in 1984 as a rule of thumb for major indus- 
trial projects, it is doubtful that the government ever dreamed 
that the guidelines for it would acquire the force of law. This 
court decision, along with other rulings in similar cases affec- 
ting dams in Alberta and Saskatchewan, effectively removes 
any discretionary power on the part of the federal Cabinet for 
exempting major projects from the EARl). 
Which leaves Alcan, who thought hey had a deal but now 
find that they don't, continuing the project and headed for 
court to appeal. Somewhere a credible balance will need to 
struck between the need for hydroelectric power and the condi- 
tion of the Nechako and Fraser rivers. Alcan believes it already 
has that balance in proposed environmental measures, and 
perhaps it does.., but does anyone believe them? A clear and 
open public process is the on!y thing that will satisfy the 
people who brought his situation to court. 
This entire 10-year drama has turned into a vindication of the 
EARl). With disputes of this nature on the doorstep of every 
corporation and community, it has become obvious that public 
hearings and impartial decisions on projects of this nature will 
be the only way to avoid a considerable amount of wasted time 
and energy in public disputes and court actions. 
If Alcan had gone with the process from the beginning 
instead of counting on an agreement that appeared to be some 
kind of an insider deal with federal politicians, the company 
would now have something airtight. 
The EARl) - -  and, provincial politicians take note, the B.C.- 
Major Project Review Process ~ were conceived to plug a 
yawning crevasse in credibility between the purported and 
actual environmental nd social impact of big, profitable devel- 
opments. When that process is circumvented, the courts can be 
counted on to set things in order because the public and the 
rules of due process of law will not allow for anything else. 
The EARP may seem like a long and circuitous process that 
delays necessary developments and is a giant pain in the neck 
for the people involved, but it is certainly more effective than 
having the game tales changed in a billion-dollar project that is 
already half finished. 
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VICTORIA ~ Nor surprisingly, 
we in the news media are often 
asked why so much more atten- 
tion is paid to the government 
and Social Credit Party trials 
and tribulations than to what the 
New Democrats are doing. 
The answers are this simple: 
A. The power struggles within 
Social Credit are far more lethal, 
more nasty, and more public than 
the NDP's internal arguments 
about balancing union jobs 
against environmental concerns. 
B. The cast of colourful charac- 
ters among the free enterprisers i
more wide-ranging ~ dare I say 
from the totally bizarre to the 
bodngly bland - -  as compared 
with the more low-key players 
within the "socialist horde". 
C. If~ the situation were reversed 
(and well it might be, come the 
fall election), the NDP would be 
subjected to the same scrutiny, 
the same questioning about heir 
actions and policies as the So- 
creds are now. 
The party in power must be 
viewed under a stronger press 
microscope than the Opposition, 
simply because it does have the 
power to change laws and to raid, 
• or to manipulate, the public 
purse. 
Do not buy for one minute the 
whining from some government : 
MLA's that the media is made up 
only of left-wing pinko radicals 
out to destroy society (i.e: the 
government). 
That's a crock. 
True, there are those In my pro- 
fession who have political opin- 
ions and leanings to the left, just 
as there are in any such group. 
• But there also are those whose 
ILOVETHI$ 
...I'LL 
IT.I 
T" e iew f rom 
l f ictoria - -  
by John Plfer 
A long; Io list of maybes 
personal beliefs tilt the other way. 
Do not forget hat reporters are 
voters, too, and may wish to see 
one party or another forming the 
government. 
But it is to be hoped that any 
such preferences are confined to 
the voting booth, and are irrel- 
evant when it comes to perform-' 
ing the task of reporting, or even 
commenting upon, the actions 
and decisions of the government 
of the day. 
Politicians need us; we need 
them. And that means forging 
relationships with members fxem 
both sides of the spectrum and/or 
whoever lands in the middle. 
The media needs to be a 
watchdog, one which nips incess- 
antly at the heels of the politi- 
cians and power-brokers, not a 
lapdog seeking only to please a 
master. 
And the politicians who lash 
out at reporters and commenta- 
tors, who blame all of their prob- 
lems or their party's problems on 
the communist and/or fascist 
(choose one) press, are the ones 
unable to face themselves honest- 
ly in the mirror to find the true 
source of their troubles. 
Don't get me wrong. There are 
times when we screw up, when 
the media overdoes it. 
But wouldn't you really rather 
have us err on the side of being 
too diligent, too skeptical, than 
on the side of being too compla- 
cent, too easily convinced, too 
easily led? 
I think so. i hope so. 
Looking now at the nraccn for 
the leademhip of the Social 
Credit Party ~ a race which 
seems more like a snails' derby 
the most noticeable thing that 
is lacking (besides candidates) is 
any excitement. 
Maybe that will change as more 
would-be premiers emerge. 
Maybe the malaise which per- 
meates that party will improve as 
attempts increase to bring back 
the disfffccted members end 
voters who turned their backs on 
it through the past two or three 
years of Bm Vmder ZMm'a 
dictatorship.., er, leademhip. 
Maybe the concept of Rite 
Jehmton as "Premier Mom e can 
be sold not only to the delegates, 
but also to the populace as she 
launches an around-the-province 
tour. (And believe me, that sell- 
ing job is under way at the 
highest levels). 
Maybe any other declm~ can- 
didates (except, say, Mei Conve- 
rter) will step aside at the last 
minute to unite behind her and 
make the July leadership conven- 
tion a coronation. 
Maybe Johnston's 20-year ties 
to the style and methods of Mr. 
Vender Zalm will be forgotten or 
forgiven, as the scare tactics of 
bashing the spendthrift NDP 
increase. 
Maybe the Socreds can some- 
how win 39 seals out of 75 (for a 
clear majority), despite the fact 
that pundits believe that a vole 
today would see them lucky to 
win 20. 
Maybe pigs really can fly. 
Maybe, 
This week: 
, The  crunc.h of  :> 
"breaking: timber 
M ilton Jovial had not bilitate the area. The total cost 
F 
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enjoyed his first experi- 
ence at one of his log- 
ging sites. The journey began 
pleasantly enough. It was to be a 
day of learning... To see how the 
harvesting of his forest was actual- 
ly being done. It was to be a day 
to nurture his pride... To experi- 
ence first hand the well-oiled 
machine he had created with his 
northwestern B.C. logging and 
milling operation. But what he 
learned was all wrong and did 
nothing for his pride. 
Bouncing up a defective logging 
road, his driver and contract super- 
visor Joe Nicholl at the wheel. 
Nicholl apparently loved potholes... 
He didn't miss one of the bone- 
crunching craters. Jovial learned 
later that his road construction and 
maintenance man, Rocky Rhodes, 
had neglected to ballast the road 
properly in the interests of cutting 
his costs. Now Jovial was con- 
sidering cutting Rhodes. 
When they arrived at the site, a 
momentary sense of pride was 
soon shattered. Archie Skidmore 
had literally de'strayed the soil at 
the site and Jovial was the one that 
was going to have to pay an esti- 
mated $2,000 per hectare to reha- 
The Way 1 
See It... 
by Stephanle Wlebe 
We're having a census - -  it's 
kind of like a huge cross-country 
roll call. This is the time when 
the government sends out ques- 
tionnaires asking all sorts of 
person~il questions: How many 
people live with you? How much 
money do you make? What col- 
our is your underwear and how 
often do you floss? 
Evidently they've got some 
good reasons for wanting to know 
these things, but I've got some 
questiom of my own which I 
plan to submit with my com- 
pleted form. For starters, since 
we've had censuses before, and 
supposedly they keep track of 
people coming and going through 
immigration, birth and death 
records; don't they already know 
how m&ay of us there are and 
what we're doing? Surely they 
could make a good guess - -  isn't 
that somebody's job? l'also won- 
der whether or not Brian Mul- 
roney has to fill out a census 
form, or does the head honcho of 
censuses simply fill in the 
answers for him? And if Elvis 
Presley is alive and haunting 
international laundromats, as 
often reported by The National 
Enquirer, would that make a 
dilTcrence in the total population 
count? More important, where 
DO all those lost socks go once 
they've disappeared from the 
washing machine? i think these 
are valid questions descrying 
could be as much as $16,000. 
Skidmore, Jovial's forester Herby 
Squish explained, had started too 
early in the season and was cutting 
his costs by not following the 
Pre-Harvest Silviculture Prescrip- 
tion, the plan that lays out the 
r 
rules for harvesting and replanting 
a specific site. Part of the PHSP is 
a map detailing the location of 
landings and skid trails and Skid- 
more hadn't even looked at it. No 
more than seven percent of the 
area was to be used for skid trails. 
Skidmore had used about 15 per- 
cent. 
Archie Junior said his father had 
told him to take the shortest route 
and drop the blade if anything ot 
in  the way. "Time is money," he 
had mimicked his father, "and it 
takes far too much time and fuel to 
follow a foresters map..." 
Even worse, Nicholl, Jovial's 
own employee, seemed to agree. 
"Nobody uses those maps," he had 
said. And it was Nicholl who had 
made up the contract signed by 
Skidmore, a feat that had prompted 
Terrace forester Herby Squish to 
hang the nickname "Plug" in front 
of his surname. "That's what your 
contract is worth to your boss," 
~q[tJ it 
try, 
honest answers. 
If Torn Selleck and Don John- 
son are visiting this area during 
the census, I wonder if they'll be 
counted along with us. As a 
matter of fact, I want to count 
them on my form, so this thing 
better have plenty of space for 
that. I bate it when forms leave a 
piddly three centimetres tor a 
name, which might be fine if 
your name was John Doe, but not 
for the millions of people with 
names like Hildegarden 
• Schnickelfyer (hyphen) Tortellini. 
I also hate seeing those arrogant 
little blank squares marked "Do 
not write in this space". When I
see those, I want to scribble "I'll 
write anywhere I damn well 
please" in that spac e. Sometimes, 
these forms have an area labelled 
"For Office Use Only", with 
number codes and little boxes to 
check off. These get on my 
nerves, too, so I sit quietly in my 
office and tick off a few boxes at 
random. 
But I digress. G-citing back to 
the census, it's evidently against 
the law to refuse to fill out a 
census form. Whether you get the 
short form with 10 questions, or 
the long one with 54 questions, 
you must fill out the form. Per- 
sonally, i think they'd get a better 
response by awarding prizes for 
the best answers - -  but 54 ques. 
lions? I can't think of 54 ques- 
"I also hate seeing 
those arrogant little 
blank squares 
marked 'Do not 
write in this space'." 
lions the government could poss- 
ibly ask. Actually, I can only 
come up with four: 
(1.) What's your name? 
(2.) Where do you live? 
(3.) How much is YOur income? 
• and 
(4.) How soon can you send it 
to us? 
This is what they really want to 
know. 
Meanwhile, there's ome poor 
soul raring up a huge computer to 
tally all the information and 
numbers we send in. Twenty-six 
million Canadians will be 
counted. Over a million of those 
people will fill out the 54-ques- 
tion form. The pages and pages 
of statistics pewed out will be 
phenomenal. They'll tally the 
number of people who own 
homes, and the ones who speak 
two languages. They'll count the 
people who are self-employed, 
and the ones who eat pork and 
beam for breakfast; he ones with 
ingrown toenails and excessive 
nasal hair. They'll even add up 
all the people who can't walk and 
chew gum at the same time 
with one slip of a digit, we could 
become a nation of bozoes. 
A scary thought. I just hope I 
get the short form. Tom Selleck 
won't mind, and I don't eat pork 
and beans anyway. 
There was nothing Squish could 
say that would calm Jovial's new- 
found concern about he efficiency 
of his logging operation and he 
knew it. 
"How about those Penguins?" 
Squish wanted to get the conversa- 
tion onto anything but logging. 
"What?!' Jovial frowned. 
"Pittsburgh?" 
"I really don't care," said Jovial 
with a hint of a scowl. 
The pair fell silent. Ten minutes 
later,'Squish turned left onto a 
logging road. This one was a little 
better than the previous effort, 
Jovial would discover... Or perhaps 
it was just that Squish was a better 
driver than Nicholl. 
Jovial sat in silence as he. tried to 
imagine Joe Tower's harvesting 
operation. No skid trails here. A 
steel tower and cables dragging 
logs out of a clear cut. What could 
possibly go wrong? 
A short distance and Squish 
turned right onto a second !ogging 
road. Climbing an easy uphill 
grade, they began to rise above the 
valley floor. "Well here we are," 
he said. "Clutch valley. Beautiful, 
isn't it?" 
Jovial, suddenly aware of his 
surroundings, had to agree. The 
forested valley... He saw beautiful 
green dollar signs. The reflection 
of snow-capped Beetle Mountain 
on the surface of Gearbox Lake, 
though, was to Jovial true beauty. 
An offering of nature on which no 
one could place a dollar value. 
"If you look off to the left and 
back a bit, you'll see the site 
where Jack Block's phase contract- 
ing operation will take place," 
Squish said. Jovial turned to look. 
Clutch Creek meandering aimless- 
ly... "Right. I can see the bridge 
across Clutch Creek." Jovial was 
starting to relax .... The day was 
beginning to offer some of the 
experience he had been told to 
expect. Nothing more was going to 
go wrong. Nothing was going to 
spoil his day. 
Around a fight hand switchback. 
Up a short slope... Squlsh hit the 
brakes hard. 
"Oh no..." Two short words that 
pierced Jovial's gut like a cruelly 
misdirected icicle. Jovial looked at 
Squish. His jaw was hanging open. 
Jovial stared straight ahead. A 
large clearcut... Steel spar work- 
ing... Men turning trees into Jovial 
dollars... 
"What's wrong?" Squish didn't 
say a word. 
Jovial stared ahead. He watched 
the steel spar working, cable 
bouncing in the sky. He watched 
in fascination as the cable dragged 
a tree off the edge of a 100-foot 
cliff. The tree dropped slowly as 
though nature had shifted time into 
slow motion. Slowly twisting and 
turning in the air until it came to 
an abrupt and destructive stop on 
the ground. Cable reeling in the 
remains like a giant, broken fish. 
Something, Jovial suspected, was 
not quite right with this tech- 
nique... But then, what did he 
know? 
Letters to the Editor 
Chip goes to Mainstage 
To the Editor; 
The Terrace Little Theatre would 
like to extend heartfelt hanks to 
the patrons who came out to sup- 
port the benefit performances of A 
Chip in the Sugar this past week- 
end. 
Because of your generous dona- 
lions as well as financial support 
from the Skeena Zone and the 
TLT, A Chip in the Sugar has 
raised enough funds to travel to 
Mainstage in Nelson. Our perform. 
ance time is 8 p.m. Tuesday, June 
4. We hope to wow the audience 
and do the Skecna Zone proud. 
Marianne Brorup-Weston, 
for the Terrace 
Little Theatre. 
A thank-you from Tank 
To the Editor; 
1 would like to express my ap- 
preciation of the excellent cover- 
age of the many volunteers and 
their activities over the weeks 
preceding Emergency Preparedness 
Wcek. It was my objective to 
increase public awareness of the 
emergcncy planning and resource 
organizations involved in our 
community, and thank to you and 
your staff, I feel the campaign was 
tremendously successful. 
Please pass on to all your staff 
my sincere appreciation of an 
excellent job well donel Thank you 
all. 
Ray Tank, 
Co-ordinator, 
Terrace Emergency Services. 
But the morning's horror was 
behind him now. With Herby 
Squish as his driver (Nicholl was 
insane, Jovial had decided, and he 
refused to get back in his truck) 
the ride down the mountain had 
been almost pleasant, and now 
they were back on pavement driv- 
ing west. 
Jovial chuckled to himself. 
"What's on your mind, Milton?" 
Squish asked his boss. "Plug," was 
the reply. "Plug Nicholl... I like 
that." Both men chuckled. Then 
Jovial sighed, "Sixteen thousand 
dollars..." 
Squish tried to console him. 
"Could have been much worse." 
Jovial swallowed hard. "You don't 
think any of those other guys out 
in the bush are as stupid and ig- 
norant as Plug and Slddmore... Do 
you?" 
Squish had said firmly. "A plug 
nickel." 
by Ted Strachan, in consultation with Rod Arnold and Doug Davies 
Insights 
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Sit down d be nted • an cou 
by Michael K Ily ' , .4,5.00peopleare hired forbetween :gence .Service can,ot get at it i 
• . ,.. f ive:aM seven weeks tO lookaf~r " Neither,: ,she says, can Revenue 
The rustle of paper and the dry delivery and return of the forms. Canada. After I(X) years, the 
scratching of pens 
through households 
counmj next week. Tuesda. y; June, 
4 is the day census forms are 
supposed . - to be. mailed back to the 
government... ' 
The ,Census:-takers are out in 
force this week. They are" leaving 
the forms at each dwelling that  
they - -  or anyone they, come in 
contact with ~ know of. What 
they are after is a statisticai base 
that governments can use to gov- 
ern, businesses can use for what- 
ever decisions they have to make, 
and that the average citizen can 
use to satisfy his curiosity. 
Donna Cairns, the Pacific 
Regional communications manager 
for the 1991. census, says the cen- 
sus-takers receive about a week's 
training and are then sent out to 
deliver the forms. Each census- 
taker is responsible for about 350 
dwellings. The job can involve 
virtually no movement or a great 
deal of travel. In Vancouver's 
West End, Cairns says, a census- 
taker's entire area could be one 
apartment building. In remote areas 
they may have to cover the coun- 
try in creative ways. She knows of 
one that delivered forms on horse- 
back in the Caribco and another 
that had to reach a hamlet by 
rigging a cable over a canyon and 
slinging herself across in a bucket. 
some census-takers have to deal 
with landlords and lock-in apart- 
ments, others have to hire charter 
aircraft or boats. 
"Each circumstance has its own 
special challenge. We try to hire 
people-who are familiar with the 
area," Cairns says. 
The census is a big deal. It costs 
$250 million over four years and 
will creep "After' the.:f0rms are.delivered the. 
' L ' " " 
across ~ the,  census-takers:are also responsible 
for ensuring the .forms come back 
to the government. Anyone who 
procrastimtes about :filling it out 
and sending it in Will .probably get 
a polite reminder about the matter," 
from the census-taker assigned to 
his .area. ' . 
Why take a.census? Cairns says 
its main purpose is to give the 
government an information base 
when it 's redistributing the tax 
money it collects from all those 
people wh ich  is just about 
:everyone in the country who 
are required to fill out the census 
forms. Census data is used to 
determine the amount of transfer 
payments the federal government 
deals out to the provinces. Last 
year, Cairns says, that came to 
$600 per person in B.C. The trans- 
fer payments are used for post- 
secondary education financing and 
the cost of medical and social 
services. 
Provincial and local governments 
also use the census data for money 
policy. Businesses use the figures 
in market research and for numer- 
ous other purposes. 
As the forms come in the infor- 
mation is keyed into computers at 
regional headquarters across the 
country and transferred to Ottawa. 
The original forms are then sent to 
Ottawa, where they are copied 
onto microfilm. The originals, 
(2aims says, are destroyed and the 
microfilm is placed in a vault. 
That microfilm, she says, is the 
most protected ata in the govern- 
ment's possession. It cannot be 
subpoenaed into any court, the 
RCMP do not have access to it 
and the Canadian Security Intelli- 
microfilm is sent ;:to the Dominion 
Archives and becom accessible 
to the public. 
Statistics Canada tales to make it 
easy  for: everyone, calrm sa id 
illiterate people ca n usually enlist 
a literate friend or family:member 
to help fill the form out, but if no 
one is available the census people 
wi l l  find help. The form comes in 
Braille and 32 different languages. 
The monolith of information that 
eventually emerges from a census 
is available free to anyone. The 
Statistics Canada library in 
Vancouver employs five full-time 
librarians who do nothing but 
answer inquiries. 
The figures can bring idle ques- 
lions to mind, as well as some that 
are more serious. Terrace, for 
example, remained nearly constant 
in population between 1976 and 
1986 (two 10-year census dates); 
the number of dwellings owned 
increased by 10 percent during the 
same period, but the number of 
dwellings rented went up by 41 
percent. The number of men over 
65 years of age stayed steady, but 
the number of women the same. 
age nearly doubled, a piece of data 
that could be constmed as an in- 
centive for local men to live to a 
healthy old age; the participation 
level of men in the labour force 
men who get paid to work, in 
othgr words - -  went up 3.7 per- 
cent, but for women it went up 
12.7 percent.., which could explain 
why the average household income 
went from $30,895 in 1981 to 
$37,681 in 1986. 
"The census information is a 
public commodity. You can't run a 
modem industrialized country 
without it," Cairns says, 
Down by the River 
watching the Issues flow by . . . .  
Commentary  and  ana lys is  by Terrace Review staf f  and  guest  wr i ters 
People in this part of the country 
know how important roads are, 
both for continued development 
and welfare of the region and the 
well-being of those who are com- 
mitted to living here. 
We also know that those avenues 
of travel and commerce are expen- 
sive to build and maintain, and 
how difficult it is to browbeat, 
bamboozle and persuade senior 
governments o invest in them. 
It isn't a now situation. We 
recently came across some archival 
material that proves this sort of 
lobbying is an old and well-dave- 
loped art. The following observa- 
tions were tacked on to a census 
report to the provincial government 
filed by John Nicholson, appointed 
enumerator for the County of 
Dorchester in the Province of 
Quebec - -  in 1825. 
! being appointed the 
Enumerator jbr the localities of 
Bucklana~ Standon and Ware and 
requested to make myself 
thoroughly acquainted with the 
limits of my Enumeration District 
I am well acquainted with the 
district, being a resident in the 
locality for thirty.three years. 1 
have drawn up an account hereof 
as follows: 
Standon and Ware are complete- 
ly bound up from any other part of 
the County of BeUechasse for want 
of a road of Communication 
through Buckland to St. Gervais. 
there was a road of Communica- 
tion between the 2nd and 3rd 
ranges of Buckland to intersect the 
nighest road in the Parish of St. 
Gervais it would shorten the dis- 
tance very much to Quebec market 
with any Commodity that the in- 
habitants might have to dispose of. 
The distance is such that it takes 
one third of what they might have 
to dispose of for their travelling 
expenses. 
But if a road was taken through 
Buckland it would be the means of 
settling the said township, which 
ought to have been settled_many 
years ago and would be settled 
very quick if it was given on 
retz;onable terms. This would be 
great encouragement for the off- 
spring of the Emigrants that have 
been toiling on Buckland these 
many years in hardship and diffi. 
culty to earn bread and clothing 
for their little families. I f  those 
lands was given on reasonable 
terms it might be the means of 
preventing the young people from 
going to the United States or other 
parts of the world to look for food 
and raiment. 
The only road of Communication 
passes through East Frampton in 
the County of Dorchester. Between 
three and four miles of this road is 
not passable for either foot people 
or horse at some seasons of the 
year. This road commences at Post 
No. 14 between the 8th and 9th 
ranges and runs parallel with the 
river Etclunine through the 9-10- 
11 ranges of Frampton until it 
intersected with the Township of 
Buckland... where there was a 
bridge built by government, taken 
away with two bridges 8oing to the 
Township of Ware... by the flood 
last fall. A part of the land that 
this road goes through is such 
lands as the inhabitants were 
obliged to abandon. 
Bravo. 
JoJ~a Nicholson 
COMING EVENTS - -  
I n fo rmat ion  concern ing  the Twin  River Estates project is available 
from the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing Society office, corner of 
Apsley Street and Lakelse Avenue, each Thursday from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Branch 73, B.C. Old Age Pensioners Organization, hold a pancake 
breakfast at the Happy Gang Centre the first Saturday of everymonth 
from 8 to 11 a.m. Everyone welcomel ': 
Heritage Park Museum, sponsored by the Terrace" Regional Museum 
Society, is open for tours dally from Tuesday to Saturday between 11 
a.m. and 4 p.m. For group tours, school tours or weddings, please 
make an appointment by phoning:635-4546 or 635-2508. 
Register now for the  French Preschool fall '91 program. Children must 
be a minimum of 32 months and toilet trained. Knowledge of French is 
not required. For further information, call Pare at 635.4260. (6/26). 
Volunteers are needed for child health clinics (immunization clinics) 
every.Tuesday from 9:30 a.m. to 12 noon and from 1:30 to 4 p.m., and 
the first and third Thursdays of every month from 1:30 to 4 p.m. Duties 
include: weighing and measuring children. No lifting necessary. For 
more information, call Debra at 638-3310. 
Thursday; May 30 -- The Terrace Women's Resource Centre will be 
showing the films 'Jenny ~, a film about sexual abuse, and 'Child Sex- 
ual Abuse -- The Untold Story'. 
Thursday, May 30 -- Smorgasbord dinner put up by the Pathway 
Phase III Students. Starts at 4:30 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Cen- 
tre, upstairs. We are fundraislng for our graduation. 
May 30 to June I -- The Power Smart Home Ideas Road Show will be 
at the Skeena Mall featuring Shell Busey. Shell Busey hosts the Home 
Ideas Program on the WIN Network every Sunday morning at 9 a.m. 
and is broadcast locally on CJFW-FM. Come and meet Shell Busey 
along with key contacts for Power Smart programs and learn more 
about what Power Smart can do for you and your business. 
Saturday, June 1 - -  Terrace Full Gospel Christian Fellowship's 
garage/bake sale at 3222 Monroe St. from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Many 
household goods for sale and delicious home baked snacks. 
Saturday, June I - -  Skeena Valle~' Model Railroad Association will be 
holding an Open House of their operating model railroad at 5010 Agar 
Ave., Terrace, from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more Information, call Ken at 
635.2449. 
Saturday, June 1 - -  Pancake Breakfast at the Happy Gang Centre, 
3226 Kalum Street, Terrace, from 8 to 11 a.m. Sponsored by the B.C. 
Old Age Pensioners' Organization, Branch 73. Everyone Is welcomel 
Saturday, June 1 - -  Suka Sihambe, a 12-man a cappella choral group 
from Zimbabwe, will perform line dancing and audience "call and 
response" traditional and contemporary music at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre at 8 p.m. This cultural entertainment is sponsored locally by 
the Northwest Development Education Assoc. and the Terrace and 
District Teachers' Union. Tickets are available at either Misty River 
Books or Sight and Sound. 
Sunday, June 2 -- Coast Guard Day in Prince Rupert from 12 noon to 4 
p.m. at the Canadian Coast Guard Base, Seal Cove.There will be many 
new and exciting displays this year. Don't miss Itll 
Tuesday, June 4 - -  The Legion Ladles' general meeting and wind- 
down. 6:30 p.m., potluck supper; 8 p.m., meeting. We urge everyone to 
attend. New members are welcome. Call Goldle Hill at 635-6038. For 
catering, call Ann Payne at 635-3955. 
Tuesday, June 4 -- The Terrace Breastfeeding Support Group will be 
having their final meeting before the summer break at 8 p.m. In the 
Mills Memorial Hospital education room. If you do not have a 
breastfeedlng problem, come for the education. Phone 635-3287 for 
further information. 
Wednesday, June 5 - -  The Royal Purple annual Senior Citizen Tea at 
the Elks Hall at 2822 Tetrault Street at 2 p.m. Admission Is free. Prizes. 
All seniors in Terrace are welcome. For further Information, call 
Beatrice Parnell at 635-2178. 
Wednesday, June 5 - -  Ksan House Society cordially Invites you to our 
open house from 11:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Come and see our new offices 
and how we refurbished Terrace's old Jail. We are location at 3224 
Kalum St. For more Information, please feel free to call 635.2373, 8:30 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Wednesday, June 5 - -  Ksan House Society will be holding Its annual 
general meeting at 7:30 p.m. The meeting will take place in the Socie- 
ty's new office at 3224 Kalum Street. 
Wednesday, June 5 -- The Terrace Women's Resource Centre will 
conduct a workshop on Family Violence (sexual abuse). Join Bill 
Davldson for an afternoon workshop detailing the problems of sexual 
abuse In families. Please pre-reglster. 
Thursday, June 8 -- Clarence Michlel Elementary School Invites you 
to an all-school musical, "Assignment: EARTH (kids for a better 
planet), at 7:30 p.m. at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
June 7 to 27 -- Babytimes for 18- to 23-month-old children at the Ter- 
race Public Library, Thursdays at 10 a.m. Free. Register now by phone 
638-8177. 
Sunday, June 9 - -  You are invited to enjoy music with a powerful 
message ("The Victor" by Jim and Carol Owens), presented by the 
Northwest Baptist Fellowship Choir (Terrace and Prince Rupert), at 7 
p.m. In the Terrace Christian Reformed Church, 3602 Sparks St. Phone 
Elly Kardamylakls at 635-3854. 
Saturday, June 15 -- HOWDOYOUDO DAYll The Terrace Travel In- 
foCentre would like to Invite the entire community to come Join them 
on their open house from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. This special day Is the of- 
ficial opening of another busy touristic season. Come in and see what 
• the InfoCentre has to offer you, its residents, as well as their visitors. 
Monday, June 10 -- The Teirace Child Development Centre is having 
their annual general meeting at the Centre (2510 South Eby Street). 
Open house, display viewing and renewal of membership commences 
at 7 p.m. with the meeting at 7:30 p.m. All members and non-members 
welcomel New membership may be purchased at the Centre Monday 
through Friday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
June 11 and 18 -- Diabetic Teaching Clinics at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. Two-day clinic will be held on the 11th and 18th. A doctor's 
referral is required for the clinics. For further Information, call Mills 
Memorial Hospital Dietitian, Joan Marr, at 638-4050. 
June 21 to 23 -- Crafts people are invited to participate in the eighth 
Midsummer Festival in Smlthers. For any Information Or application 
forms, write to the Midsummer Festival Committee, P.O. Box 2209, 
Smlthers, B.C. V0J 2N0... or phone Pat Bradley at 846-5422, 
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~ EDNESDAY IS 
DIF'-'Y. SHIRT  
DAY 
Men's o r  Ladies' cotton blend 
dress or business shirts expertly. 
laundered. 
, I  Only drive-thru in town 
,i Best, most reliable and cleanest service 
,.,. Drop off point at Thornhill Public Market 
P leanera 
I 
ACROSS 
! I f l l~la le Comm. 
Com. 
4 Vemlsh Ingredient 
7 Fe~k;  sheep 
I IRu~ 
13 Bygone 
tS~ Roger 
11 Woman'e nickname 
10 Manager 
21 Snakelike fish 
=2 IMne 
:!3 Hall~lUlNte 
~J Finish 
Fsd. AvllllOn 
Comm. 
pretentious 
30 Still 
31 Coil 
Troops 
Dl==ond~ 
36 Sand expanses 
43 
44 8W|88 dvtlf 
46 Olaclal ridge 
48 R4ldoc~rste 
40 Elecld¢ mluglm~ge 
uml| 
50 8111oh 
St Lair 
Terrace 
Interiors Ltd. 
4610 Lazelle Ave. 
635-6600 
"All the supplies you need" 
• Exterior and interior paints 
~ .Complete line of Blinds 
~,  ~ .Large selection of wallpaper 
~ m stock 
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t ~  
4 __  ILnzult 
6 Gms old. " 
6 Compete 
? Acclaim 
8 8lay 
9 Within, 
comb. Iorm 
10 Ludlng actor 
12 Half 
19 No longer safe, 
Init, 
20 Unll of energy 
23 Shallow container 
24 Anger 
25 Long lime 
Informed on 
8 Paid notices 
30 II~slml 
31 ~lusege 
33 Convened 
34 ~ '11  lifts 
3S Oocks 
3e Owtk 
39 Transaction 
4O Rounder 
41 HMper 
42 81gn gas 
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. . . . .  i 3" DAYS ONLY 
- " SU PER SALE' 
MAY30,  31 J UN 1 
PRICES REDUCED ON ALL 
NEW CARS & TRUCKS 
• EXTENDED HOURS 
Thursday& Friday 8:30 a.m. till 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday 8:30 a.m. till 6:30 p.m. 
. . . .  .~ ...~ , .  ...........................  "'.. 
1991 Cavalier Z24 
3.1 mpf, 5,speed, air, tilt, 
power windows & locks 
• i 
#91010 
UNHEARD OF LOW PRICE $16995.00 
LESS $ 1000.00" CASH BACK 
$15995.00 OR 7.9% O.A.C. 
1991 Chevrolet Berretta G.TZ-. 
full load With CD player & high 
performance quad 4 engine #91040 
UNHEARD OF LOW PRICE $17995.00 
LESS $ 500.00" CASH BACK 
$17495.00 OR 9.9% O.A.C. 
i 
#90579 
1991 GMC S-Jimmy 
4-door, 4×4, aluminum wheels, 
tilt, cruise, AMIFM cassette 
UNHEARD OF LOW PRICE $20995.00 
LESS $ 750.00" CASH BACK 
$20245.00 OR 9.9% O.A.C. 
l l~_ i i  ~ " 
1991 Pontiac Grand Prix LE 
4-door, air, auto transmission, 
AMIFM cassette 
UNHEARD OF LOW PRICE $18745.00 
LESS $ 750.00* CASH BACK 
$17995.00 OR 9.9% O.A.C. 
i i: i i ~ IN LIEU OF CASH BACK CUSTOM ER 
MAY CHOOSE REDUCED INTEREST FOR 
48 MONTHS ON APPROVED CREDIT 
McEw  
The Bright Spot on Highway 16 West 
D.L# 5,193 
TIME MAGAZINE 
QUALIFY OEALER 
AWARD WINNER 
635.4941 
UI l l  
| -  
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,THE FEEL OF FEATHERS is a new sensation for Kamaljit Greewal and Sandeep Basanti, 
Year 2 students at E.T. Kenney Primary School. Teacher Vivlan Cameron says the class watched 
the mallard eggs hatch and are now comparing the tiny ducks to some chicks that hatched at the 
same time, part of a "spring animal theme" in their studies. The duck eggs were found by Wilf 
• Mackenzie while doing some clearing work for the new subdivision at Kitselas Canyon. Cameron 
says the ducklings will be returned to the wild soon. 
ii 
Business district livened up 
by floral planting project 
Terrace Beautification ity. 
Society and friends added a splash Pacific 
of colour to downtown Terrace last ogles of 
Saturday morning. Miss Terrace 
candidates, past mayors of Terrace, 
spomors of planters and even the 
clown Coco participated in plant- 
ing flowers in 60 concrete planters 
recently placed on sidewalks 
throughout the business commun- 
Regeneration Technol- 
Thomhill grew and 
donated all the plants and con- 
ducted a brief planting session 
prior to commencement of the 
,task. 
Each of the planters was bought 
Dave Parker 
MLA for Skeena 
635-4215 
I ,  
by individuals or businesses in 
Terrace. The City of Terrace 
bought 11 planters in recognition 
of the past mayors of Terrace 
(since 1942). Edith Kawinsld 
bought one in memory of her 
father, the founder of Terrace, 
George Little. 
POLES 
SINe =: lsoo 
NOTICE 
OF 5 YEAR 
DEVELOPMENT 
PLAN 
The Bell P01e Co. Ltd. wishes to make avail- 
able for public viewing the 5 Year Develop- 
ment Plan No. 6 under Forest Licence A-16832 
for 15reposed operations within the Kispiox 
T.S.A. 
The plan may be viewed at the Bell Pole Co. 
Office, 5630 Highway 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
until june 28, 1991, during regular working 
hours. 
Comments are invited and to ensure con- 
s!deration they should be in writing and 
directed to 'Forestry Supervisor', Bell Pole 
Co. Ltd. P.O. Box 280, Terrace, B,C. V8G 4A6. 
Good performance for 
Northwest artists at 
B,C. Festival of the Arts 
The Northwest did well in the 
B.C. Festival of the Arts held last 
week in North Vancouver. 
T.J. MacKenzie of Terrace 
placed first in senior brass; Tina 
Hovenkamp of Terrace took first 
in senior voice; Jennifer Zucddatti 
of Terrace placed second in junior 
voice; Terrace's Mark Tessaro 
received second in junior speech 
arts; Joshua Sager, also of Terrace, 
received honourable mention in 
junior piano; and Keith Griffioen 
of Telkwa will represent B.C. in 
brass (trumpet) at the Nationals 
being held in Winnipeg in August. 
Other Northwest competitors in 
the festival were Julie Lee, piano; 
Baujkje Floris, piano; Kyle Girgan, 
instrumental; Warren Connacher, 
instrumental; Glenys George, 
speech; Andrea Arnold, voice; the 
brass trio of Scott Loptson, Chad 
Edmonds, and T-Jay MacKenzie; 
and Bernice Liu, dance. 
Alternates who travelled to the 
festival were Anna Liu, dance; 
Stephanie Kuhar, instrumental; 
Timothy Phillips, piano; Sjoukje 
Flori's, piano; Michelle Nehring, 
speech arts; Joeile Walker, speech 
arts. 
The Northwest Singers were 
invited to perform throughout the 
.Festival. 
NOTICE 
CITY OF TERRACE 
SUMMER HOURS 
City of Terraceoperations will be on Summer 
Hours as follows: 
JUNE 3, 1991 TO AUGUST 30, 1991 
City Hall OFFICE 8:00 a.m. 
Public Works OFFICE 7:30 a.m. 
WORK CREWS 7:00 a.m. 
Parks & OFFICE 8:00 a.m. 
Recreation PARKS CREWS 
FACILITIES 
• 4:00 p.m. 
- 4:00 p.m. 
• 3:30 p.m. 
• 4:00 p.m. 
7:00 a.m.- 3:30 p.m. 
AS POSTED 
E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk.Administrator 
ARIES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21-June 20 
CANCER 
June 21-July 22 
LEO J 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO . 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGITTARIU8 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22-JaU. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. Ig 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
Teamwork may be the answer to that problem you 
have been struggling with. Be cautious with your 
spending at this time; shopping should be limited. 
Long distance contacts will make demands on 
your domestic affairs. Be sure of yourself before 
committing totravel. 
Your hidden talents hould be revealed. They 
could be a fimjor factor in getting that promo- 
tion. VlPs will be impressed. 
Family member needs advice. Be objective and 
straightforward in your efforts to console. Alter- 
natives are available. 
Commitments at this time are unwise. Stay away 
from business associate who makes too many 
demands. Romance should be kept on hold. 
Finances may be in poor condition if you have 
been too generous; give more of your time to 
charitiesat home and invest your money. 
An old relationship has come to an end. Memories, 
will help alleviate the pain. A peaceful atmosphere 
will develop. 
Better planning and greater attention to details 
will help at work. Support toward loved one will 
helpat home. 
Listen to your intuition. Dark days may lie ahead 
if you do not. Long term goals can be obtained if
you strive harder. 
Be thorough in planning domestic move. Don't 
leave anything to chance. Don't be rushed. A 
positive attitude will create new opportunities. 
Communication with young person will bring 
about a change of heart. An old adversary at- 
tempts a reconciliation. Bewary. 
Important deadline should take precedence over 
romance. Hold on to your seine of humor - it will 
be greatly needed. 
I i 
635-5440 
Bert's Delicatessen 
, 
Let us prepare your first 
~l Super sandwiches, fresh salads, 
,erages, sausages, European 
icacles. Phone ahead and we'll 
e lunch ready when you ardvel 
4603 Park Ave., Terrace 
iil • I i • • , , ,  , ,  , , i ,  
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VgG IM7 
Phone 635-7840 
All classified and classified display 
ads mtlst be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or M,lstercard, except for as. 
tablisbed business accounts. When 
phoning in ads, please have your 
card number and expiry date ready. 
DEADLINE FOR 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
10 a.m. Tuesday 
DEADLINE FOR CLASSI~'IED 
DISPLAY ADS 
5 p.m. Monday 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 20 words 
per week, plus 20¢ for each addi- 
tional word per week. All CAPITAL 
or boldface words are $1.00 extra 
per insertion. $2.00 extra for box 
service (plus postage if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the fourth 
ad FREE. Four regular classified 
word ads for the price of three. Sav- 
ings of $4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$5.75 per column inch. Minimum of 
one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS 
$10.00 per week. Non-commercial 
use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES 
$7.00 per column inch per insertion. 
Minimum one inch. 
Terms and Conditions: Advertise- 
ments should be read on the first 
publication day. We are not respon- 
sible for errors appearing beyond the 
first insertion. 
Agreement: it is agreed by any 
display or classified advertiser e- 
questing space that the liability of 
the paper in the event hat errors oc- 
cur in the publishing of any adver- 
tisement shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for 
the portion of the advertising space 
occupied by the incorrect item only, 
and there will be no liability in any 
event beyond the amount paid for 
such advertisement. 
FAMILY RESOURCE WORKER 
Skecna Family Resources Is ac- 
cepting applications for on-call 
family resource workers. The 
successful applicant will be ex- 
pected to provide the following 
services to famlllec and their 
children: 
• individual interventions with 
both the child and the parent 
• parent skills training 
• child/family assessment 
• Instruction in child manage- 
ment 
Qualifications: 
1. Must be mature with demon- 
strated ability In basic life skills, 
Including problem solving, com- 
munication skills, behavior man- 
agement skills, and personal 
flexibility, 
2. Worker must have knowledge 
of physical and emotlonallsoclal 
development stages and needs 
.of children and adults. 
3. Worker must have the ability 
to develop Intervention strate- 
gies to accomplish goals agreed 
upon. 
4. Human Service Worker train- 
ing preferred. Consideration 
"given to related training and ex- 
perience. 
5. Willingness to undergo a 
Criminal Record search. 
6. Ability to I~andle report writing 
and to be an effective team 
player. 
On call workers receive $9.40 per 
hour. 
For further Information contact 
Lisa Godin-LeBlanc or Valerle 
Glaser at 635-7087. 
Submit resumes to: 
Skeena Family Reeoumes 
1. 3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C. VeO 2)(6 
SERVICE MERCHANDISER 
Looking for a challenge? 
1087 Flrebird, all black, sun roof, like 
new condition, 18,000 kms. Offers. 
Phone 635-7243. 5/29p 
Realistic stereo system, tape, 
AMIFM stereo, radio, record player, 
equalizer, four large good quality 
speakers. All components In oak 
Electric hot water tank, 40 gallons 
-- $50. Phone 635-4810. tfnp 
For sale by owner -- Buy direct; 
save the commission. Undeveloped, 
treed lot with character In Thorn- 
heights subdivision. Call 635-6244 to 
view. tfnp 
Applica.nt must be a hard worker, good stand with glass front. Offers. Phone635-7243 5/290 Men's 10.speed Nishiki Rally bike. 
commumcator, and able to follow .company - - -  . . . . . . . . . . .  "- Phone 638-O240 or 638-1444. tfn 
standards. Ex .l~nence m the grocery mdustry, 100915,000TempOkms. As ingL' automatiC,s12,900 underfirm. - - ~  
sales and retail . would be a benefit, but not  Ph°ne635"7690after5p'm~ tfn 
necessary. . . " 
We offer an excellent training program, sala. ry, 
benefits and a car allowance. Some overnight 
required. Al l  expenses paid. . ] For sale v I 
Apply ~ Ne #68, c/o the Terrace Review, b_ owner 
4535 Grelg Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 ] 1400 SQ. FT. LOG HOUSE | 
• [ - over three floors, 3 .bedrooms, study, laundry I 
I room, two full ~ths,  dining room AND 1300 sq. ft. I 
[ cladding, 3 - 10 ft. overhead doom; garden | 
for food Industry I I  . to . r  T~_n~xry ,__  II Newspaper oll ends from $5 t0525, I shed/pump house. Located on .the bench, near | 
II Must be experlenceo In sales, l] depending on size. Phone 635-7840. [ tow, Call 63 .  S 6. Z44 t'or further kd'ormatlon. II 
] l  Travel Involved from Houston II - tfnp 
I I  to Pr. Rupee. Must have valid II 1982 Ford Escort, running condition 
I I  B.C. driver's Iic. Employer II or can be used for parts: Asking 
H provides vehicle. Salary- - II $175. Phone 635-6727, aSK ;or ua.ry. • provides vehicle. Salary " II trnp 
l [  commission. Send resume to; II I enta" I I - - '~race  Review II Roe eRe white 15-specs huwanara g ,=v^ Ev, ,,,,,--,,,, .,,, . . . . .  II bike. Helmet Included. Asking $200. FO-RRENT-OR-~-~- -~~ 
i i  4030 Greig Ave., Terrace II Phone 635-6727, ask for Gary. II1(~[ ~i::l,l~ U II ~ ¢t~l  ~o .  II office space at 4623 Lakelse Ave., 
[I veG 1M7 II tfnp I l l - k - - - -•QCZ_AARQ . II Terrace. $425 per month. Phone 
!1 - - i i i j i1¢ ;  voo- , ' t - r~ .  I 635-2552. tfnc 
1-~~~~;x .  l i ,m,mm~=--= ~ 1~, 1-~ --~~--~ed- cellent condition, very clean, air con- 
ditioning, new tape deck, 90,000 room house on bench, gas heat, 
Employment Opportunity kms. Asking $3,800. Phone 635-9544 near bus stop. Good residential 
(home) or 635-5018 (work). 5129c neighbourhood. $825 per month. 
with growing Delivery Phone635-2142. 6/5p 
1978 Nova 305; auto, PS, PB, 
Business. Must have de- equalizer hitch. Asking $900 OBO. I 
pendable vehicle. Will 1973 triple E travel trailer, 16 ft., 
train and supply C.B. 3-way fridge, power converter. Ask- Apt 
Ing $1,990. Laser 128 EX Computer; Co lumbia lQuats ino  • 
Driver must be very de- 3,/," and 5'/=" disk drives, expan-  =REE RENT!  ,I 
pendable and any age slon box, joy stick, mouse, amber 2 MONTHS , .  "." i! * 
over 19. Phone 638-8398. monitor. Asking $850 OBO. Phone " ! 
630~15. ~5 I Bedroom Apts With Mountain Views ! 1988 Hyundal Stellar GSL; 4-door, 
w/5-speed, fu,,y loaded, air, mugs, * DRAPES 11 
sun roof, luggage rack, excellent * W/W CARPETS ; 
i condition. Asking $7,200 OBO. cashier required atll Phone 635-4363 after 5 p.m. 6 /5p  * 'ENSUITESTORAGE Terrace Shell Food l =~ft. All.craft outboard riverboat. * SPACIOUS & CLEAN 1 Fully equipped. $15,500. Phone 
Store. Please apply in 
writing to: 
3504 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2N9 
Construction electrician 
required for job in north- 
ern B.C. Room and board 
supplied. Send resume to 
File 69, clo Terrace Re- 
view, 4535 Grelg Ave., Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 1M7 5/2~ 
FOR SALE 
1957 Chevy Belair 
4-door, brown color with 
chrome, includes original 
tires and hubcaps, excellent 
condition. Phone 638-1541 
after 6 p.m. or 635-3392. 
638-8345. 5/12p 
1981 Corvette, 350 with headers, 
4.speed, new Interior. Asking 
$16,000 OBO. Phone 635-9500. 5/29p 
27-ft. Kustom Koach travel trailer, 
bedroom model. Fully self contain- 
ed. Must be seen. $10,500 OBO. 
Phone 635-9160. . 5/29p 
~ ACCO-----~ EXI__ loads----d, 
gold. $10,500 OBO. Phone 635-5698. 
6/12p 
1985 Ford Lariat 150 Supercab with 
running boards and camper pkg. 
80,000 km. With 1984 8-ft.9 Vanguard 
camper, shower, toilet, furnace, 
oven, etc. $14,800 firm. Will sell 
separately. Phone 635-3838. 6/5p 
1981 Toyota Tercel: 4-door, fwd, 
automatic, 2 sets of tires In good 
condition. Asking $1,950. Phone 
635-2812 after 6:30 p.m. 5/19 
1988 GMC Van Rally.Custom, ex- 
cellent condition. Must sell due to 
Illness. Asking $16,000. Phone 
635-7053. 6/29p 
HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNER 2560 
sq. ft. No real estate or renters 
please. Well kept 5-bedroom house 
located near rec centre, close to  
downtown, school and parks. 3-bed- 
rooms up 2 down. Downstairs could 
be made Into a 2-bedroom suite, has 
fireplace, gas heat, hot tub, laundry 
room, fenced yard. Please call 
638.1111. 6/5 
AMIGA --  complete Amiga 500 com- 
puter system and software. Asking 
$975. Wood header -- RSF HF65R. 
Asking $425. Phone 638-8600. 5/29 
1078 Dodge maxl campedzed van: 
62,500 miles, excellent shape. Ask- 
Ing $8,500. Phone 638-3620. 6/19p 
TO GIVE AWAY - -  Free to a good 
country home "Lady", a spade 
3~.year-old Corgi. For Information 
phone 636-9056. 6/5nc 
* CABLEVIS ION .... . I [  
* SUPER CHANNEL . . ,  , . .~] P ! * BALCONIES [ 
* FREE PARKING ] E * BUS STOPS NEARBY " I 370 & 380 Sustains Blvd., 1 
Kit=mat, B.C. 1t 
To view, call Richard Arnold 
632-4511 
I 
WAREHOUSE S PACE 
FOR RENT 
8,100 square feet, also 
7,257 square feet, with 3 phase power 
and adjoining fenced property 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 
DAVE McKEOWN: 635.7459 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, laundry 
facilities and parking. 
635-7957 
LOST -- Multi-colour female cat, an. 
swers to Giblets, on River Drive in 
Thornhlll around May 13. Please 
phone 638-0743. 5/29nc 
UFE 
I .  
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Personal 
.~ 
Kelum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop.in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 12 noon. 
The Cupboard is located in the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency inquiries can be 
made in between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. tfn 
North American Beauty Supply re- 
quires models wanting a new look 
for our upcoming hair show. Phone 
1-800-292-8327. 5129c 
NETrY OLSON PRE.SCHOOL -- 
now accepting registrations for 
July, 1991 classes. 2 days per week 
(a.m. and or p.m. classes). Also pre- 
registration for September. 1991 -- 
An excellent social learning ex- 
perience. Phone 635-6874 (school) or 
638-1509 (home). 6/19p 
Skeens Junior Secondary School 
students are having a prom Satur- 
day, June I --  all Grade 10 students 
and their parents are invited to din- 
ner and a program starting at 6 p.m. 
at the school. 5/29p 
~ NIRVANA 
METAPHYSICS 
CENTRE 
Reading by Laurel, courses, 
learn how to heal and relax 
by meditation. 
3611 Cottonwood Cresc. 
635.7776 
I MEMORIAL NOTES J 
LITTLE, GORDON -- In memory of 
our beloved husband, father, and 
grandfather who passed away May 
30, 1989. 
When we are sad and lonely, 
And everything goes wrong, 
We seem to hear you whisper 
• Cheer up and carry on 
• Each time we see your photo 
, • You seem to smile and say 
,: Don't cry, I'm only sleeping 
We'll meet again someday. 
: Beloved wife Julia, 
.... children, and grandchildren 
5/2gp 
IN LOVING MEMORY OF 
OUR BABY SON 
KELLY THOMAS STRAW -- 
MAY' 29.31st, 1990 
Never more than a thought away, 
Quietly remembered every day, 
No need for words except to say, 
Mill Loved, 
Stiil missed in every way. 
Love, Morn & Dad 
5/29p 
E. end C.: Thenks for s fun weekend, 
despite E's constant whining (want 
a little cheese with that whine?) and 
O'S demand, "yea must do set zees 
vsy/ In-a-gadda-da-vidal 
S. and A. 
5129p 
A co=., ,StratcBics 
CorporaU 'on  
Personnel Scrvicc,.s" 
62~- 4143 
New Hiring Agency t'or Coast 
Loggers. Register now for this 
season's work. 
Office In Prince Rupert at 
#5 Besner Block 
342 3rd Avenue West 
Contact P. Pucci or Kevin Orpen 
To everybody that knows Bubbles. 
Would you please phone her and tell 
her that she Is 40. Bubbles Is getting 
old and might forget. 5/29p 
BCYCNA 
BRIT lS l t  
COLUMBIA  
N~DYUKON 
COMMUNrrY  
NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOQATION 207 
AUTOMOTNE 
AUTOCREDITI Speedy 
Credit Approval. Own/lease 
any new make. Payment 
Specials on Toyotas and 
Fords this week. Call Auto- 
credit collect 433-6803. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
DOORS! WINDOWS! Inte- 
rior and exterlor wood, metal 
and French doors, wood 
windows, skylights. MOREl 
Call o011ect to WAI.KER DOOR 
and WINDOW in Vancouver 
at (604)263-1101. 
UNLIMITED INCOME PO- 
TENTIAL, Manufacturer now 
acceptJng applications for 
provincial distributors of 
"JUICEWORKS", the amaz. 
I~ new fresh juk:e vendor. 
Call Acton Assemblies 
(416)873.7806, for informa- 
tion package. 
Looking for a fun, profitable, 
10sepia-Oriented budnese you 
can coordinate out of your 
home? Balance Fashions 
offers dynamk~ 100% cotton 
dothing, minimal investment 
and subetemtial profit marginl 
C ~lail ! Mer~ret 1-800-565. 
boss? Here Is your chance to 
make money as Windshield 
Repair Technidan. Complete 
repair Idt $575. Quick-Fix 
Windshidd Repair & Supplies, 
Box 5028, Stn. "E", Edmon- 
ton, AB, TSP 4C1. Phone 
(403)473-2408, fax (403)472- 
0701. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. 
BUSINESS OPPORllJNITI~ 
Sell your Art- Crafts. Monthly 
National Magazine tells howl 
where across Canada. Re- 
tail, wholesale. Interesting 
articles/information. Sample 
$2. Homesteader, Box 306, 
Coombe, B.C., V0R 1MO. 
EDUCATION 
FREE canto  home- 
study correspondence Di- 
ploma courses. Accounting, 
Almend~ming. Bookkas~ng. 
.u~ne.. Co,mto~gy. 
~nlca. LegaPMadk~ Sac- 
retary, Psychology, Travel. 
Granton, (5A)-263 Adelaide 
West, Toronto, 1-600-950- 
1972. 
SOUND & RECORDING 
COURSES. Weeklong 
Summer Workshops taught 
by pmfeaslonal engineers. 
"Hamls-on inslRctlen. Trade 
School Certified. Tax De- 
du~ible. BULLFROG RE- 
CORDING SCHOOL, 2475 
Dunber, Vancouver, B.C., V6R 
3N2. (604)734-4617. 
FOR SALE MlSC 
Peter's Bros. Paving and in- 
lend ContracUng Disposing of 
200 pieces of Surplus Equip- 
ment, Dump Tracks, Trac- 
tors, Loaders, Belly Dumps, 
Excavators, Pavers, Window 
Elevator, Rollers, Dozers, 
Graders, Jaws, 1213 Crush- 
era, 25,000 gallon Hot Oil 
Tank, Water Trucks, Equip- 
ment, Trailers, Backhoes, and 
Truck Scales. Call Via Kampe, 
(604)493-6791. 
Iii I ii I ]1 I I 
FOR SALE MISC 
Attention: • Ford Supamab 
owners 'F' Sedes. Uft kit 
available to raise rear seat. 
No drilling necessary. Avail- 
able at parlidpating Ford 
Dealers or call Caimar 1-800- 
561-7867. 
Cemetery Markers by Euro- 
pean Craftsman manufactur- 
!ng Stone, Granite, Marble 
Memorials, Plaques, Urns, 
Fireplaces, Countertopa. 
Tmdesman's Monuments, 
10355 Jacobsen Street, Mls- 
alan, B.C., V2V 4H9. 626- 
9114. Lowest pdses POe- 
slide. Fax 826-0833. 
CANADA DAY 1991. 100% 
co~n T-shlrts $15, 2/$25. 
State ¢ze. Cash, Cheque, 
M.O. Zebra Fashions, BOx 
93,565, Nelson Park, P.O, 
1125 Davis Street, Vancou- 
ver, B.C., V6E 4L7. 
Aluminum/Glass Green- 
hou=~ md SolBium. 
and double glazed, straight 
and curved save udl¢ Phone 
or write for FREE BRO- 
CHURE: B.C. ~use  
Builders Ltd., 7425 Hadley 
Ave., Bumaby, B.C., VSE 2R1". 
433-4220. 
HELPW~ 
Overseas Posilions. Hun- 
dreds of top paying petitions. 
All occupations. Attractive 
benefits. Free details. Over- 
seas Employment SelMces, 
Dept., CA, Box 460, Mount 
Royal, Quebec, H3P 3C7. 
HEILPWANTED 
LADIES: NEED EXTRA 
EARNINGS? Mmket CAME- 
LION sheer, non-run hosiery 
(they fit & lastl) and sterling 
silver Jewellery. $50 gift cer- 
tificate in kiL (604)854-1020, 
anytime collect. 
*BE RICH AND FAMOUS* 
FT $I00,000. PT $25,000 
Commlsdon. Market Can- 
ada's Hottest Musk= Video 
Vacation Program Booklet. 
Protected Tenitodes avalshie. 
24 hour Information line. 1- 
800-263-1900. 
Gifts needs demonstrators to
sell to)s & gifts at Home 
Parles. No Inwstment or 
experience required. Estab- 
llehed company, call today 
(519)258-7905. 
acy Cla.IG Sale IV). 70 Us- 
mas being sold by suotlon, 
June 8/91, Westerner Expe- 
dtion Fairgrounds, Red Deer, 
Alberta. Call (403)346-3148 
,or ~ls_____.. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
on 
any Important issue: Meech? 
GIST? Etc. Why net? Is 
democracy dead in Canada? 
The principles of political 
regeneration are outlined in 
the booklet "initiative Refer- 
endum and Recall" (The 
"swiss syetm"). $2(indudes 
postage) to: Citizens Inil]a- 
live and Referendum, Box 
831, Brooks, AB, TOJ.0J0. 
• I I I I I I  I I II 
WANTED 
The Terrace Centennial 
Lions Club is collecting 
used hearing aids for the 
hearing impaired. Please 
drop them off at the Ter- 
race Review office 4535 
Greig Avenue, Monday to 
Friday between 9 a.m. and 
4 p.m. 
- -  PLUMBING - -  
New installations and 
renovations or repairs. 
Free estimates. 
Phone 638-8584 
WANTED: 115 hp outboard with Jet 
pump. Call Bob at 1-403-253-3016. 
6/26p 
WANTED: room and board in Ter- 
race area for worklng male from 
June I to October 30. Call collect 
(403) 380-3049 ask for Paula or 
Tracy. 6'5p 
f "Safety is no occident, h 
so PLAYSAFE!" 
:t A 
T e War  Amps  o f  Canada ' 
$195 = 
$,3.70 each addiflorBl word 
PERSONAL8 
WOULD YOU LIKE to terra- 
spend with unattached Chds- 
tlan people ages 18-80, the 
object being companionship 
or marriage? Write 
ASHGROVE; P.O. Box 205, 
Chase, B.C., V0E 1M0. 
i 
REAL F.STATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpaldtaxes. Crownland 
availability. For Information 
on both t~flte: Properties, 
DepL ON, Box 5380, Sin. F, 
Ottawa, K20 3JI. 
8ERVlOB8 
MAJOR ICBC and Injury 
claims. Joel A. Warier Idal 
I .at~/er for 22 years. Call 
collect: (604)786-5500. 
Continge _ncy fees available. 
Injured In B.O, only. 
BLANKET 
3LASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 
PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED 
AD I N OVER i00 
COMMUNITY N EWSPAPERS 
IN B.C. AND THE YUKON. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CONTACT THIS PAPER OR 
THE BCYCNA OFFICE. 
I I 
II . . . . . . . . . . . .  I • • / • 
[ 
CLAS.S  I FI,E-D -- 
WEWANT YOUI 
If you take home less than $30,000 annually, here's 
your opportunity to receive extra money to... Buy a new 
Car, Pay your Bills, Plan a vacation, Pay for your educa- 
tionl It's New! Fast! Simple! For full details send a 
9x12 self-addressed 80-cent stamped envelope (OR 
$1.00) to: 
Confidentially Your office services 
Box 730 
Caroline, AB, 
TOM OMO 
LAND TITLE ACT 
IN THE MATTER OF Duplicate 
Certificate of Title No. 431041 to 
The West 1/2 of Lot 15, Block 2, 
District Lot 611, Range 5, Coast 
District, Plan 1992. 
WHEREAS, proof of loss of 
Duplicate Certificate of Title No. 
431041 to the above described 
land, issued in the name(s) of 
Anton Haugen has been filed in 
this office, notice is hereby given 
I that I shall, at the expiration date of two weeks from the date 
I 
of first publication hereof, Issue 
a Provisional Certificate of Title 
in lieu of the said Duplicate, 
unless in the meantime valid ob- 
Jection be made to me in writing. 
I 
DATED this 6th day of May, 1991. 
Brian Bigras 
Registrar 
DATE OF FIRST PUBLICATION 
May 22, 1991. 
REPAIRER'S LIEN SALE 
FOR SALE: 86 Western Star SIN 
2WLPDCVG2GK913990 C/W 84 
Columbi~ Log Trailer SIN 
2CgAAA2V2D1016060. whereas 
Colin Alger ola Cst & Sons of 
Box 632, Stewart, B.C. is in- 
( ~  PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF 
• CROWN LANDS 
STAKING NOTICE 
(FORM 1) 
LAND ACT 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSITION 
OF CROWN LAND 
Take notice that Andrew 
Rushton and Nelson McGinlay 
of Terrace, B.C., occupation fish- 
ing guides, intend to make appli- 
cation to the Ministry of Crown 
Lands regional office in 
Smithers, B.C. for a joint tenan- 
cy of land generally situated 
2100 M due north Exchamsiks 
Provincial Park and more specifi- 
Ically described in (b) below: 
(b) Commencing at a post 
planted at southwest corner of 
Lot L5842, Range 5, Coast Dis- 
trict; thence 100 M east; thence 
100 M nc~th; thence 100 M west; 
thence 100 M south to point of 
commencement; and containing 
1 ha more or less. 
The purpose for which the land 
Is required is fish guiding cabin. 
Comments concerning this ap- 
plication may be made to the 
Senior Land Officer, Ministry of 
Lands and Parks, Bag 5000, 
Terrace Rev iew - -  Wednesday, May 29, 1991 A]3 
debted to Granmac Services Ltd, 
James Western Star Pacific Ltd, 
for the sum of $14,623.98. 
The above mentioned goods will 
be sold by written bid fourtaen 
days hence at 12:00 p.m. on June 
07, 1991 at P.O. Box 799, 5th and 
Conway, Stewart, B.C. 
The good are available for in- 
spection prior to the date of sale 
at the last mentioned address. 
Terms of sale: cash at time of 
sale. Highest bid or any bid not 
necessarily accepted. 
Rally 2-B ultra-light for sale. Never 
been flown. Also, 1975 CASE uni- 
loader 1830. In excellent condition 
on trailer. Must sell. Open to offers. 
Phone 638-0110. 
FIVE HP SPEEDAIRE stationary 
compressor (3-phase). Asking $295. 
Phone 635-7840. Ask for Mark. 
A 16-year-old Terrace youth received first and second degree burns to about 25 percent of his 
body when a propane pilot light ignited fumes from gasoline he was using to clean a paint roller. 
His injuries were not life threatening and damage to the rear of the Mohawk Stop 'n Shop was 
minimal, but Terrace fire chief says the unfortunate incident should offer a strong message to 
• anyone using inflammable liquids indoors. 
FIRE REPORT 
TERRACE - -  Local firefighters 
have had some action during the 
past week. The first call came to 
the Terrace Fire Department at 
6:40 p.m. on Thursday, May 23, 
when 16-year-old Shane Taylor 
received first and second degree 
bums to about 25 percent of his 
body in a gasoline xplosion in the 
rear of the Mohawk Stop 'n' Shop. 
Taylor was apparently cleaning a
• paint roller in gasoline and the 
gasolinefumes were ignited by a 
propane hot water tank pilot light 
adjacent to the sink where he was 
Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0. Tele- working. Heat from the explosion 
phone 847-7334. File//6404906. was so intense it melted the shoe 
Dated: May 20, 1991. laces on his runners. 
Daroa~e to the building was 
minimal but Terrace fire chief Bob 
HELP WANTED -- Failer with five Bcckctt says the incident should 
years experience and WCB clear- serve as a warning to others. 
anca number for work In the Prince 
Rupert area. Phone 463-5343 and Fumes from other .paint thinners 
leave amessage. 6/12p and solvents are inflammable as 
f g( 
/ Save their 
I /Z  ~Xhabitats for the '~ 
I / / .~ jL  %~sake of ALL / [ /~  ' 
5/29p . p 
~ry " 
°5" I I ~k~u,,,,,,,(,,,,~L, II 
tfn ~ ,CalII.800.665.DUCK NEW IN  TOWN?. 
• Having problems with your WCB claim? 
• You can get free, confidential advice, when 
a Workers' Adviser visits Terrace on June 11. 
• To make an appointment for a personal in- 
terview, call the Government Agent's Office at 
LET US PUT 
OUT THE MAT 
FOR YOU! 
be sure to call 
SINCE 1930 ~L D 
Karen: 638-0707 
Katharin: 635-7504 
638-3200. 
• The interviews will be held at the B.C. Ac- 
cess Centre, 101.- 3220 Eby Street, Terrace. 
• For advice w=thout an =ntervlew, contact 
Workers' Adviser office in Richmond toll-free 
at 1.800.663-4261. 
well and can be ignited by a pilot 
light or electrical source such as a 
refrigerator, freezer, light bulb or 
light switch. 
Thornhill firefighters were called 
into action at about 7:30 that same 
night for brush fire and again at 
8:30 for a small forest fire. Chief 
Art Hoeing says the first call came 
from the Kitselas Canyon subdivi- 
sion after wind spread a slash fire 
The second fire was caused by a 
lightning strike west of Gossen 
Creek about 200 yards above the 
highway. Hoeing says they were 
called in by the Ministry of For- 
csts. Because it was hard to get at, 
the fire took about three hours to 
contain. 
The only other reported fire 
occurred on Graham St. at 2:43 
p.m. last Saturday. Beckctt says 
and Kitselas fircfighters were ttre property owner lost control of 
unable to contain it because the a grass fire and a storage shed was 
pump on their tanker broke down. destroyed in the blaze. 
dP' 
available in the maternity word ot Mills Afemoriol 
Hospital We ivill pick up )'our forms every week. 
MARTINSON - -  Peter and Donna are proud to announce 
the birth of their son Brandon Peter on May 14, 1991 at 7:15 
a.m. weighing 8 lbs. 1 oz. 
WILSON/PAVAO - -  Nina Pavao and Doug Wilson are the 
proud parents of son Taylor Douglas, born May 21, 1991 
weighing 9 lbs. 7 oz. 
SKEENA MALL 
"EXPECT THE EXTRAORDINARY" 
WE DELIVER 
1635-40801 
12 - 4741 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
After Store Hours 638-1954 1Telex 04785S49 
TERRACE FLOWERS A LA CARTE LTO. 
,v~.~4 "--' ° 
"t" 
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AIR CADETS .-INVIT ,AL, L. TO ANNUAL INSPECTION 
by Ted Stra special day for a select few in that day, the ;747 Air Cadet Squad- Canadian Legion. control, an opportunity to learn to 
town and they want to share it ron begi~ their annual inspection Command of the Squadron has fly one of the squadron's aircraft 
Wednesday, June 5, is a very with everyone. At 6:45 p.m. on 
Ruling on portables 
will hurt schools  
School District 88 may soon be 
in desperate need of a Special 
Services office. Special Services 
recently found space in a portable 
office at the rear of the Kcuney St. 
school beard property. The school 
district obtained a temporary six- 
month permit from the city before 
the move, but that permit expired 
in April and now the city says they 
won't renew it. 
About a month ago school dis- 
trict treasurer Barry Piemdorff iled 
an application with the city for 
either an extension to the tempor- 
ary permit, or better still, a perma- 
nent permit allowing the office 
space to remain where it is for 
years to come. The structure is 
well built, he told city council in a 
letter, it conforms with the build- 
ing code and there is no reason 
why permanent status should not 
be approved. 
Council disagreed with Piers. 
dorff's assessment of the building 
Monday night, however, when they 
adopted a Public Works Commit- 
tee recommendation that the 
request for a temporary permit or 
the permanent placement of the 
portable office be denied. ;Exactly 
what might hapl~n ext is unclear. 
But as of Monday night, it is very 
clear that School District 88 is the 
proud owner of some nicely 
painted office space, complete with 
wheelchair ramp, that is illegal and 
non-conforming in the eyes of the 
city and has to go. School board 
chairman Edna Cooper is disap- 
pointed with the city's decision. 
"It's a very unobtrusive building," 
she says. "Most people probably 
don't even know it's there. 
"This is going to leave the school 
board with a lot of problems." 
Cooper explains that Terrace has 
become anorthwest focal point for 
special needs services, and until 
the portable was located at its 
present site a growing number 
specialists were spread around 
town in any available nook and 
cranny the district could find. The 
portable offered "private" office 
space and centralization, thus 
better coordination of services to 
special needs children. 
"Nobody is really in favour of 
portables," says Cooper. "But all 
municipalities are having to deal 
with them because there is 
nowhere else to put the people." 
And that, she says, is the fault of a 
provincial government that won't 
come up with the funding to 
needed to provide more appropri- 
ate accommodations forschools. 
GET ON A FUN ROLL... 
'B@WL 
Attention, Bowlersl 
1991 Summer Singles Tournament 
Friday, June 7 at 7 p.m. 
Saturday, June 8 at 10 a.m. or 7 p.m. 
Sunday June 9 at 10 a.m. 
$4,000 in CASH PRIZES 
based on 128 entries. Enter now - -  
Terrace Bowling Lanes ] 635"5911 ] 
4807 Lazelle Avenue 
May 23 Bonnie and Earl Larson, Terrace 
May 24 Donald Armitage, Prince Rupert 
May 25 Art Rushmer, Regina, Sask. 
May 26 Naechatar Dhaliwal, Terrace 
May 27 
May 28 
Bruce Easton, Terrace 
Laraine Pierce, Prince Rupert 
May 29 Raymond Sande, Terrace 
(Second t ime-  May 12 too!) 
it CT: Scanner for::Mliht 
t : : : : .  . , .  
in front of the Air Cadet hall at the 
Terrace-Kitimat Airport. Visiting 
dignitaries will • include inspecting 
officer Major Moll of CFB Chilli- 
wack and Mr. McLeod of Sydney 
B.C., who represents he Air Cadet 
League. 
Air Cadet Squadron 747 has been 
serving the community for heady 
30 years. The movement to form 
the squadron here was led by 
Kevin Van Herd and his step-son 
Bruce Douglas, and their dream 
became reality on Nov. 11, 1963, 
when 75 local teenagers and an 
eight.parent sponsoring roup got 
together at the Civic Centre. 
Included in that first sponsoring 
group were Terrace pioneers Gor- 
don Little and Harry Smith. 
Within two years, the squadron 
had a permanent sponsor in the 
Terrace Lions Club and, having 
grown too large in numbers for the 
Civic Centre, moved their quarters 
to Veritas Hall. They lost every- 
thing when Veritas Hall was 
destroyed by fire in August of 
1967 but accepted the disaster as 
nothing more than one more chal- 
lenge. They found new quarters at 
Skeena School and two years later 
came under the wing of a new 
sponsor, Branch 13 of the Royal 
- - r r  . . . . . .  o - - -  
SATURDAY, JUNE 8, 1991 
SHOWS: 1:00 p.m. & 3:00 p.m. 
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
Tickets $8.00 (GST Included) 
At: Jeans North and 
Bank of Montreal 
Presented by 
Child Development Centre 
FAREWELL TOUR FOR 
CASEY & FINNEGAN 
,,o! 
$50 
1596 $50 
1420 $50 
2420 $50 
3719 $50 
0626 $50 
changed a number of times over 
the years, the longest running 
Commanding Officer being Derek 
Hales, who led the squadron for 12 
years. Under Hales's leadership 
747 Squadron moved to Clarence 
Michiel Elementary in 1972, pur- 
chased ashare in a glider in 1976, 
and with the help of the Royal 
Canadian Legion purchased a Piper 
Super Cub in 1978. In 1984, the 
sponsoring committee bought he 
squadron's own glider, a $12,500 
L-233 Schweitzer, a squadron 
shelter was built at Woodcock 
airport, and later in the year the 
construction of the Air Cadet Hall 
began. 
Hales retired in 1985, and since 
that time command has passed 
from Charlie Meek, Ron Knoedler 
and Ron Gowe. Under their leader- 
ship the squadron continued to 
grow, In 1986 they purchased a
66-passenger bus with the help of 
the Branch 13 Ladies Auxiliary. 
The bus was replaced in 1990 with 
a newer vehicle which offers far 
greater comfort. 
But history aside, what does 747 
Squadron offer Terrace teens? Spit 
'n polish, shining brass and ironing 
clothes.., and far more. Teens learn 
leadership skills, take part in sur- 
vival training, loam first aid and 
loam how to handle a rifle. 
There's lifeguard training, scuba 
diving lessons, summer camps, 
aeronautical studies, air traffic 
and a shot at flying and gliding 
scholarships. There are simpler 
things too: Basic training and drill. 
But perhaps more important, here 
are some very important things 
that are often hard to find any- 
where else: Seif-diseipline, self- 
confidence and self-worth. 
A long and honourable history. A
lot to offer local teens. That's 747 
Squadron. And you can see evi- 
dence of this first hand when the 
squadron displays many of their 
skills June 5. 
 31TY OF TERRACE 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
REZONING APPLICATION 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
the City of Terrace Zoning By.Law No. 401.1966, and amend- 
ments thereto. 
THE SUBJECT AREA: 
The application affects the area, within the City of Terrace 
described as: 
Lot A, Explanitory Plan 4677, Distdct Lot 1704 (3231 Eade 
Street) and shown shaded on the accompanying map. 
THE INTENT: 
The Intent of this zoning amendment application is to change 
the zoning of the subject area from Light Industrial (M1) to 
Highway Tourist Commerolal (C4). 
THE PROPOSED AMENDENT BY.LAW MAY BE INSPECTED 
between the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday to Friday, 
excluding holidays from May 28, 1991, to June 10, 1991, in. 
elusive, in the reception area at the City of Terrace Public 
Works Building at 5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Any person(s) wishing to voice their opinions regarding this 
Application may do so, In writing, and/or In person AT THE 
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING, TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICI. 
PAL CHAMBERS, AT 7:30 P.M. ON JUNE 10, 1991. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MUNIC- 
IPAL ACT, R.S.B.C. 1979 (AND AMENDMENTS THERETO). 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
E.g. HALLSOR, CLERK-ADMINISTRATOR 
!.LOYDE AVE 
HIGHWAY 16 
C. N. gALWAY 
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Coa l  • 
miners 
best 
rescuers  
Six teams came to Terrace Satur- 
day to determine who has the most 
expertise in coping with mine 
disasters It was the 1991 Northern 
Zone Mine Rescue and First Aid 
Competition, sponsored by West 
rain Resources' Premier Gold 
Project of Stewart. 
The teams came from Fraser 
Lake, Hudson Hope, Granislc, 
Tumbler Ridge and Houston. In 
the mine rescue competition, Quin- 
tette Coal of Tumbler Ridge placed 
first and Equity Silver Mines of 
Houston placed second. In the first 
aid competition, Bullmoose Oper- 
ating (coal) of Tumbler Ridge 
placed first and B.C. Hydro from 
Hudson Hope placed second. 
The northern winners will go on 
to Nanaimo for the provincial 
competitions on June 15• 
The northern competition con- 
sisted of six simulated rescue 
ol~mtions (with 30-minul~ time 
limits) set up in O'Boyle's gravel 
pit just west of Terrace. Each of 
the six-person teams, with captain, 
vice-captain' and four crew mere- 
hers, were judged, marked and 
critiqued on paper during the tasks 
by two judges at each venue• The 
team acquiring the most cum~at- 
ive points in the six exercises won. 
The first aid competition, con- 
ducted by St. John Ambulance, 
consisted of one simulated situ- 
ation handled by three people. 
Chief judge Jim Lonestrom 
explained that all the tasks relate 
to real life situations in mine res- 
cue and that all the teams are in 
mine rescue at their own mine 
sites. Jim, now semi-retired in 
Creston, was with the Ministry of 
Mines in Smithers for 13 years. He 
now consults on mine rescue and 
first aid. 
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The Northern Zone Mine Rescue Competition came to Terrace last weekend, and the Six-man crew from Tumbler Ridge's 
Quintette coal mine topped the rescue contest. Another coal crew from Tumbler Ridge, the Bullmoose bunch, came in first in the 
First Aid section, 
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Soccer I)arkers invade nieghbourhood 
With one-hour parking and a on both sides of McConnell and Park. But they don't n~x~ly  
bylaw enforcementofficcrinplaco, Sparks and once, she says, her agree with Neilsen's sign solution. 
downtown parking problems in driveway was even blocked off. They turned the problem over the 
Terrace have presumably been The solution? According to Neil- Planning and Public Works Corn- 
solved. But now city council has a sen, the city should erect "Resident -mitts, with a few suggealions. 
new parking problem to be Parking Only" signs in the area 
addressed. According to Mrs. L and enforce those signs with a tow 
Nielsen of 3734 Sparks St., when truck. 
the soccer season starts, residential 
parking spaces in the area near the All city alderman seem to agree 
Christy Park soccer fields literally with Nielsen. Then: is a soccer- 
disappear, season parking problem on Mc- 
In an address to city council Connell and Sparks near Christy 
Monday night, Nielsen pointed out 
that she pays taxes, paid for and 
maintains grass boNefing her 
property... Yet, when soccer season 
starts, "My parking space is viol- 
ated and the grass is destroyed." 
Cars are parked bumper-to-bumper 
First, remove the lumps and 
hollows in the Christy Park 
parking lot so the entire area can 
be used for parking cars. And 
second, encourage more uniform 
parking patterns by lot users so 
that the parking lot can be used to 
capacity. 
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BALLOON DECORATING " 
FOR ALL OCCASIONS! 
Big Inventory SALEI  , ~: 
25% OFF  evewth ing!  ' " 
Including fresh flowers, hanging baskets, ); 
tropical plants and any pre,-booked novelty. da, qk 
Deliveries Friday. Sale ends 6 p.m. May 3let. - .~ IP .~ 
635 631__ 
3237 Kalum St. 
Terrace * irl  
Heather's Balloon Magic and Flowerland " • 41  " . t  
Your Unique Gift Idea Store 
I i I I I i  I ~ I t ti li I r -  i . . . . . . . .  I . . . . . .  r - ' J  . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
OUR PRICE INCLUDES 
Customer Protection Policy 
Call er SeeUs First! 
Cedarland Tire Service Ltd. 
4929 Keith Avenue 
' Terrace, B.C. 
63S-6170 
!, 
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Newenvironmental" 
measures on June 1 
Anyone purchasing a new battery 
or tires for a car or truck after 
June 1 will either have to leave a 
used battery or fires with the 
dealer or pay a charge. 
It's part of the B.C. govern- 
that an alternative disposal system 
will be in place. Fleming said it 
might be possible to send the used 
tires out on the trailers that bring 
in the n~v ones, but they would 
• end up at Kal Tires' main distribu- 
ment's-sustainable environment ion centre in Prince George, and 
program announced earlier th is  there's no place to get rid of ther~ 
year. The idea is to control the there either. 
disposal - -  or recycling - -  of 
lead-acid batteries and veldcle 
fire, s. Special regulations have 
applied to batteries for years, and 
starting June 1 it will be illegal to 
dump fires at landfills. 
Local retailers appear to have 
been given only a sketchy outline 
of how the program will work. 
Norm Holmes, owner of the Petro- 
Canada service station on Lakelsc, 
said last week that it has been 
customary to store used hattefles 
and have them picked up period- 
ically by North Coast Metal Re- 
cycling. 
Since July 1990 customers who 
buy batteries without urning in an 
old one have paid a $5 "core 
charge", a deposit to encourage 
consumers to recycle the batteries 
when they are worn out. 
Tires appear to bc a different 
story, tory Fleming, manager of 
Ccdarland Tire, said, "It looks like 
we'll have a big pile of old tires 
sitting here." 
Customers usually leave old tires 
behind when they buy new ones, 
but until recently Cedarland dis- 
posed of them at the municipal 
landfill. That will b¢ against regu- 
lations, but there is no indication 
"It's going to bc interesting," 
Fleming remarked. 
Tire purchasers who don't bring 
in used tires arc charged a $3 
deposit for each new tire pur- 
chased. The dealer collects the 
deposit and remits it to the govern- 
ment for the Sustainable Environ- 
ment Fund. Fleming said, however, 
he can't quite understand how they 
keep track of the amount because 
the deposit is remitted along with 
provincial sales tax in a single 
amount with no accounting break- 
down. 
David Douglas of the Ministry of 
Environment northern regional 
office in Prince George said that 
although the used tire and battery 
exchange system is starting June 1, 
the regulations have not been 
proclaimed into law yet. Until they 
arc the system is voluntary. 
Douglas explained that the govern- 
ment doesn't want to impose a 
new system on rotailers of batteries 
and tires until there is an alterna- 
tire for disposing of the used 
items. 
Douglas said the regulations are 
still in draft form and he isn't sure 
when they will bc finalized. 
News in Brief 
Mills Memorial Hospital and members of its medical staff are 
hosting two third-year medical students from UBC under the rural 
practice program. 
Dr. Lani Almas is acting as preceptor for Andrew Dawson for 
eight weeks, and Drs. Gillian Hedge and Alaudin Manji will be 
preceptors for Pare Allardyce, who will be in Terrace for four 
weeks beginning June 8. 
The program puts Faculty of Medicine students into community 
settings to gain experience with local physicians. 
Ownership of the Thomhill Neighbourhood Pub has changed 
hands. George and Gaff Munson, owners of the Northern Motor 
Inn; now own the establishment at the top of the hill. The new 
managers say they intend to make no significant changes in the 
operation. 
The B.C. Council for the Family is accepting nominations for its 
annual awards to expectional volunteers and professionals. Called 
the Distinguished Service to Families Awards, they go to 
individuals or families whose efforts have enhanced family living 
in B.C. The deadline for nominations i July 15, and nomination 
forms arc available from the council by writing to #204-2590 
Granville St. Vancouver, B.C., V6H 3H1 or call 1-800-663-5638. 
The effect of pollution and human activities on loons is a concern 
of the Canadian Loon Survey. The organization is looking for 
volunteer observers to monitor loons at their nesting and migration 
areas. The birds, which have solid rather than hollow bones and 
live up to 30 years, make homes on many northwestern B.C. lakes. 
For more information on the survey, call 1-519-586-3531. 
Fish guiding and resident and visitor sport fishing policies for the 
Skeena River upstream of its confluence with the Copper River 
will bc the subject of a public meeting June 6 at the Terrace Inn, 
starting at 7 p.m. The meeting is being called by the Ministry of 
Environment to review the current level of fishing and make 
recommendations to change the situatk)n if necessary. More 
information is available from Bob Hooton in Smilhers at 1-847- 
7260. 
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. -  Financing on selected 
1991 Ford vehicles 
or up to $1000 cash back 
% 
JUNE 30th 
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on selected 1990 models 
or conmder 
"The Smart way to get a new car" 
on 
"rL4E PLAN 
as low as 6% 
We listen better.., and actI 
)TEM FORD  
The water is tempting but it's still cool at Lakelse Lake. That hasn't prevented large numbers 
of people with summer on their minds from packing the beaches. A large inner tube can help keep 
the balance between the cold water and warm sun. 
. . ~ "  • • , 
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.Your kometown locally owned - [ [Arts  & Enter ta inment  
HIGH SILVER AND HIGH SPIRITS. The Terrace Community Band proved 
they could cook with the best of them at the national band competition at 
MusicFest '91 in Vancouver on the Victoria Day weekend, The group finished with 
a High Silver medal in the 600 category for bands. 
Second in nationals 
for Community Band 
by Nancy Orr servatory; Richard Crain from replayed at the regular band prac- 
WILL CHICAGO BE NEXT FOR THE 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND? 
Flying in on Cloud 9, the band 
members returned to Terrace on 
Victoria Day after a spectacular 
week at the national competition, 
MusicFest '91, at the Vancouver 
Trade and Convention Centre. 
The group competed at the 
highest level ~"  the 600 category 
- -  with band~ from across Canada 
and the United States, earning an 
outstanding Silver. "The only thing 
higher is the Gold, and you have 
to be perfect for that," said con- 
ductor Jim Ryan. "The usual cate- 
gories of bronze, silver and gold 
arc further divided into low, 
medium and high.., and we were 
rated high silver. 
"It is the most exhilarating day of 
my life," he said. "One of the 
adjudicators remarked that this 
group seemed to have something 
special, and hc was right on," 
Ryan continued. "All the members 
were in top form." 
There were five adjudicators: Dr. 
AI Wright, professor emeritus from 
Purdue University; Dr. Dennis 
Prime of the Alberta College Con- 
Houston, Texas; Dale Lonis of the 
University of Missouri; and Dr. 
Glenn Price from the University of 
Calgary, Gerald King from the 
University of Victoria, who has 
adjudicated in Terrace, was 
assigned to monitor and concen- 
trate on the conductor's perform- 
ance. "He wasn't too happy with 
my facial expressions," said Ryan. 
"I said I was happy as long as I 
stayed on the podiuml" 
Although they did not play until 
Sunday at 1:30, the 32 band mem- 
bers went down early enough to be 
able to attend workshops and listen 
to other groups. 
One of the competitions involved 
sight reading. They were given 
five minutes to look over the 
music and then play it. "Not 
unusual for us," joked a band 
member. 
The tapes of the music and the 
adjudicators' comments were 
rice on Tuesday. 
"This group has a very sophisti- 
cated approach to music," said 
Richard Crain. "There are some 
very fine individual players 
French hem (Ann Flueter), saxo. 
phone (Karen Arnold-Smith), first 
trumpet (David Bowering) with 
special mention to the flute (Reah 
Raye). 
Even the positioning of the in- 
struments within the band came in 
for comment. One of the adjudica- 
tors could be heard in an aside 
while waiting for warm-up, "... a 
very well turned-out group, but 
still a couple of white socks 
just like the kids." 
Just to keep the band members 
on their toes, it was recommended 
that they should be invited to the 
world class symposium of music 
held every year in Evanston, 
Illinois, a suburb of Chicago. 
Arts & Entertainment 
Starting on page B12 
It all began with the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival 
"Participation i MusicFest '91 by so many groups from the 
Northwest has been made possible by the hard work of many 
individuals," said Marilyn Kerr, Northwest regional 
coordinator for the MasleFest board. "The people who 
originated our music festival here in Terrace must be very 
proud of these accomplishments." 
After many years of work, MusicFest, the national music 
competition, decided to make the Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival one of their qualifying competitions~ More than 40 
groups from northern B.C., from Mackenzie to Prince 
Rupert, converged on Terrace in April for the qualifying 
rounds. All groups have to qualify at the provincial level 
before they move on to the nationals, and formerly they had 
to travel to Kamloops to try for qualification. 
The cost in time and money usually made it Impossible for 
large groups to compete in the provincials or to continue on 
to the nationals. 
"We took over the entire Skeena school for three days this 
spring," said Kerr. "We could not believe how smoothly 
everything ran, thanks to the hard work or the volunteers 
and the cooperation of the school staff. We were very happy 
that the Friday was a non-instrnctional day and we did not 
Interrupt he school. 
Kerr has written to the board of School District 88 thanking 
.them for the use of the school and requesting that in ordering 
non-instructional days in future years they bear in mind the 
festival competition dates and attempt o coordinate the two 
if at all possible. 
"Each group enters its own level (for example, the bands 
range in categories from 100 to 600), and the emphMis Is on 
learning and growing rather than competition," she said. 
The national festival, MusicFest, alternates annually 
between eastern and western locations. Next year It will be 
held in ilalifax. 
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In Terrace means Len Harrington 
Happy Birthday from: 
WHEELCHAIR 
ATHLETICS 
BEST WISHES 
FROM ALL THE 
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SKEENA VALLEY GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB 
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TERRACE RINGETrE ASSOCIATION 
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. . . . . .  " TERRACE CURLING CLUB 
GANG - - -  
Terrace athletes and 
volunteers 
I HAPPY BIRTHDAY, LEN " " 
2 
,! 
1, 
Lots of luck and best wishes for the future. Thanks. 
Terrace Men's Basketball Association 
I 
~Y l~k~ . , 
~o a ~ ~~, , .  
• . '  • , , 
From the gang at the 
Terrace Review 
NOTE: 
Some of the messages on these pages may convey the 
impression that Len Harrington has packed his sports wilting 
career in altogether. References to "retirement" apply only to his 
lengthy tenure with radio and television station CFTK m not to 
his work with the Terrace Review. In the pages of this newspaper, 
his outstanding coverage of local sports will continue. 
• During his time in the Northwest and in Terrace, Len 
Hardngton has received numerous forms of recognition for his 
dedication to the human side of spore, particularly in aid of 
youth. The B.C. Youth Advisory Council last year presented him 
with one of its eight annual awards of recognition. He's probably 
going to view the public recognition in these two pages with 
distaste, but.., well, tough Lcn, they're paid lbr. 
Len: 
Best wishes from Norm Z, and the 
~oys from the Terrace Men's Fastball 
League. 
Happy Birthday, Len, 
Many thanks for all the coverage and support you have given 
our local athletes. Because of your efforts they have grown both 
as athletes and individuals. 
And a special "thank-you" from our family. 
The Flahenys 
Len, 
Happy birthday, good luck in 
your retirement, and thanks for 
all the support! 
Terrace Bicycle Club 
I .~n~ 
Thanks for all the support these past 
years. We at the Peaks havealways known we 
could count on you. 
The Terrace Peaks Gymnastic Club 
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY, UNCLE LENNY, 
Over the years, you have been steadfast in reporting our 
progress through the minor hockey system. We got to 
know you as a friend and appreciate your dedication to 
helping local athletics. ~ 
Terrace PeeWee Rep$1978-79, 
Terrace Bantam Repe 1981-82, ~"~' 
Terrace Midget Reps 1982-83 
Congratulations! 
Thank you from all the bowlers, youth bowling, Golden 
Age bowlers & adult bowlers for many excellent reports. 
i m m m /  From m. .g . °n ,  
Terrace Bowling I.,anes 
• Uncle IJmny, 
Rumour has it you have 
reached another birthday. 
Congratulations on turning 
39 ~ again! 
We in the Sharpies Family 
wish you all the best. We 
look forward to your weekly 
sports columns in The 
Terrace Review and must 
admit, we miss your sports 
reporting on the local radio 
station! Good luck! 
Cliff, Irene, Doug, Jeff 
& MicheUe • 
Thanks for all the support. It really was appreciated. 
. Caroline Hendry, 
Terrace Scrub Softball 
Happy Birthday, Len, 
Thanks for your support 
of local athletic events. 
We enjoy your column 
in The Terrace Review. 
It's great to be kept 
current on local athletes 
who have left our area. 
Best wishes, 
Don, Colleen & 
Shane Maitland 
can, loo}~ backover  ~)c~ l~" 
your carc~-Widv " ,~q ~'  . , ,  
"I% don~wal,l" ' ~= ~ *~ • . . 
dm ~re  wiBv 
anf~ atiov~aruLsz .,, i 
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Skeena Jr. Secondary 
athletes & staff, - 
w ish  Lea a Happy 
Retirement - -  with many 
thanks for the years of 
work and local coverage 
put forth on our behalf. 
From all the athletes and coaches who have gone. 
through Col, we thank you and appreciate all you 
have done for us and the Northwest. Our doors are 
always open to you. Thanks for putting up with us. 
All the best. 
Kermode X-country/Track & Field 
When your time was spread so thin between the many cysts  
of the weekend, you always made to each one. Thanks for the 
support. All the best. = ~  
Caledonia Boys Soccer 
Take care. Best wishes, Len. Thank you. 
Kermode Wrestling 
Best of luck, Len. Take care and thank you. 
Kermode Girls Basketball 
Athletic events are always better with you around to spread the 
news. Take care. Thanks, Lea. 
Kermode Boys Basketball 
There aren't enough words to express our gratitude and thanks 
for your protnotion of basketball in the Northwest. You'll 
always be our greatest 'athletic supporter'. Thanks. 
Kermode Girls Volleyball 
Your work in the high school athletic circles has been 
responsible for a great deal of sp/r/t and excitement for many 
an athlete. All the best, Len 
Kermode Badminton 
Your presence on radio will be sorely missed. Thanks for being 
there for us. 
Kermode Golf Team 
There aren't enough words to say how much we appreciate he 
work and support you have given our school and communi~. 
Lcn, 
On behalf Of Michelle, who is in Spain, and myself, 
Happy "Retirement" and a very Happy Birthday. 
They say life begins at 40, so it must be really good 
at ? 
Thanks for all your years of dedication to the 
Terrace athletes. Sure hope you continue for many 
years to come. 
Ans Hendry 
Happy Birthday, Len, from all members of the Skeena 
Valley Runners' Club. Not enough can be said of your 
excellent comprehensive coverage of the runs we help 
to organize in Terrace. You've always been there for 
us. Have a good one, Len. 
I've greatly appreciated your help and support over 
the years, Len. You've made it possible for me to travel 
to some major acing events outsideof Terrace. All my 
Congratulations and  
best wishes for a happy 
retirement, Len. 
Thank you for all your 
support. 
Terrace Mixed 
Slo Pitch 
Len~ 
Congratulations! on 
your retirement. Hope- 
fully, you can now do all 
the things you want. Have 
a happy retirement and 
good health for the future. 
Thanks for all the cover- 
age over the years. 
I  arkFitzpatric 
best on your birthday. New York Islanders 
Ed Ansems 
Terrace Badminton Club wishes you Happy 
Blrthday and many thanks for all your support ~ ~ i ~ ~ l |  
I over the years. I ~ I I  
I Jenlons Parry Weber Julseths Jl . ~ L ~  | 
I Fraser Luc Dhallwal Scales i ~ ~  | 
I Condon Blrkedals Broman Flaherty W ~ ~ ~ . .  II 
I Hull Manns Glpps Mallloux ' ~ l ~ i  I 
I Ceys Toomls Caddy Williams ~~l i1~~qlp l~\~ I 
Clents Sarsalt Sauer Page J~.,~s~,,,,,.,,~,~o,.[ 
Dear Len, 
! wlsh you a Happy Blrthday and a big bouquet for the coverage you have 
gwen to our young Horseshoe Club. Thank you, Len, for the interest you have 
shown in this field of sport for Terrace. 
Best wishes, Smcerely, joe Wideman 
¢- 
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CLASSIC START. There were 117 entries in the first Kermodei Classic footrace 
held in Terrace, 27 males and 52 in the five-kilometre event and 26 males and 12 
 :::iiiiiiiii :  i  ii! !iiil ' 
i: :(i i ¸ 
females in the IO-K section. In addition to the adults, 68 children entered a special 
one-kilometre course. The results in all divisions are in story below. 
Kermodei Classic Run 
TERRACE, SATURDAY, MAY 18 
FEMALE 10K 
OPEN 19-34 
Rose-Marie Cheer, Prince Rupert - -  40:49 
Danita Schreiber, Kitimat - -  42:20 
Diana Wood, Terrace - -  43:24 
Anita Bush, Smithers - -  45:01 
Deidre Twohig, Prince Rupert - -  46:37 
Becky Easton, Terrace - -  49:47 
Gail Sheasby, Terrace - -  49:47' 
Carolyn Best, Prince Ruper t -  50:29 
Lanren Williams, Prince Rupert - -  52:52 
Lynn Norton, Ter race-  1:22:06 
MASTER - 3S + 
Marie Johnson, Prince Rupert - -  50:27 
Rose Schibli, Terrace - -  51:41 
Joanne Wakaruk, Terrace - -  1:22:06 
MALE 10K 
UNDER 19 
Joe Nelson, Prince Rupert - -  36:18 
J immy Nelson, Prince Rupert - -  45:51 
MASTERS 40 + 
Ray Leonard, Prince Rupert - -  37:13 
John Nelson, Prince Rupert - -  42:33 
Geoff Phillips, Terrace - -  43:28 
Steve Buggis, Nanaimo - -  45:11 
Wes Smith, Kitimat - -  47:13 
Allan Wooten, Terrace --  47:41 
Kurt Schlegel, Terrace - -  50:18 
Gordon Weese, New Aiyanch - -  58:19 
OPEN 19-39 
Richard Harrison, Smi thers -  33:58 
Colin Parr, Terrace - -  35:18 
Rod Giles, Prince Ruper t -  35:31 
Frank Falvo, Prince Rupert - -  35:47 
Gord Buxton, Terrace - -  36:53 
Brian Dudoward, Prince Rupert - -  39:12 
Dwayne Cassidy, Smithers -- 40:47 
Joe Galvin, Telkwa - -  40:47 
Dave Cater, Terrace --  42:09 
Bob Wells, Prince Rupert - -  44:31 
Larry Bolingbroke, Terrace - -  45:06 
Marvin Kristoff, Prince Rupert - -47:21 
Robin Grant, Terrace - -  49:36 
Martin Valierde, Terrace ~ 49:36 
Phillip Pitre, Terrace - -  53:53 
Rod Gowe, Prince Rupert - -  58:17 
MALE 5KM 
OPEN 19-39 
Michael Long, Kitimat - -  17:55 
Michael Bouingdon, Kitimat ~ 18:45 
Mike Cavin, Prince Rupert - -  20:05 
Bob Sheasby, Terrace 20:09 
Kelly Marsh, Kitimat - -  20:10 
Gary Pettipas, Terrace - -  20:!1 
Murray Warner, Terrace - -  20:49 
Scott Nels, Terrace --  22:03 
Brent Runnett, Prince Rupert - -  23:32 
Ralph Troschke, Prince Rupert - -  24:46 
Travis Brazille, Stewart - -  25:18 
16-18 
David Sheperd, Terrace - -  17:46 
MASTER "+ 
Ed Ansems, Terrace - -  16:55 
David Liscumb, Smithers - -  21:06 
Mike Reid, Terrace- -  21:32 
Jack Worobey, Terrace - -  23:39 
lan Closs, K i t imat -  24:15 
Angus MacLeod, Kitimat ~ 29:55 
geith Goodwin, Terrace - -  36:43 . - 
Nirmac Parmar, Terrace - -  no time 
Harry Dickens, Terrace - -  no time 
FEMALE SKIM 
UNDER 13 
Jennifer Bartlett, Terrace - -  28:04 
Rachel Williams, Prince Rupert - -  34:05 
13-15 
Julia Nelson, Prince Rupert - -  23:32 
Cynthia Kenyon, Terrace - -  24:42 
Kathie Wilkerson, Terrace - -  33:55 
Heidi Redman, Prince Rupert - -  34:02 
16-18 
Megan Reid, Terrace - -  27:54 
OPEN 19-34 
Kelli Maskiewich, Smithers - -  20:44 
Donna Lindsay, Terrace - -  22:03 
Susan Davies, Smithers - -  22:18 
Chery Steele, Prince Rupert - -  22:56 
Denise Knight, Telkwa - -  24:15 
Astrid Egger, Prince Rupert - -  24:46 
Angela Holowachuk, Prince Rupert - -  25:18 
Shawnee Love, Terrace - -  25:42 
Gwendolyn Sewell, Kitimat - -  26:04 
Margaret Stopdart, Prince Rupert.--  28:16 
Christine Skinner, Terrace - -  29:05 
Dorothy Dove, Kitimat - -  29:42 
Maureen Gordon, Terrace - -  29:45 
Jan Hart, Terrace - -  29:53 
Patti Lawlor, Terrace - -  34:07 
Debbie Sabourin, Terrace - -  34:08 
Erika Tycho, Terrace - -  36:37 
Karin Clark Mol, Terrace - -  36:43 
Pat Witten, Terrace - -  38:29 
Melba Colborne, Terrace - -  42:42 
Connie Knoedler, Terrace - -  46:07 
Pamela Jones, Terrace - -  46:07 
Susan Weissner, Terrace - -  47:50 
Mary Anne Cage, Terrace - -  47:49 
Yvonne Nerkmann, Prince Rupert - -  49:30 
Bonita Mercer, Terrace - -  52:29 
MASTERS 35 + 
Sue Simpson, Terrace 21:06 
Susan Springer, Terrace 28:25 
Nancy Deapen, Prince Rupert - -  28:26 
Cathie Frezell, Terrace - -  29:55 
Lillian Nelson, Prince Rupert - -  36:56 
Debra Zorn, Terrace - -  36:18 
Rosemarie Goodwin, Terrace - -  36:28 
Bruce Easton, Terrace - -  25:20 Judi Anderson, Terrace - -  36:36 
Sherrie Hamer, Terrace - -  39:00 
WHEELCHAIR 
Paul Clark, Terrace - -  14:23 . - 
UNDER 13 
Dale Young, Kitimat - -20:44 
Nathan Northridge, Terrace - -  23:39 
13-15 
Rob Macl.eod, K itimat - -  22:18 
Quinton Rafuse, Terrace -- 22:56 
James Reid, Terrace - -39 :59  
Kathy Netzel, Terrace - -  39:44 
Maggie Hodges, Ter race-  39:45 
Gayle Heenan, Terrace - -  39:57 
Cynthia Northridge, Terrace - -  39:58 
Bernice Randrup, Terrace - -  40:52 
Kathy Tycho, Terrace - -  42:33 
Chris Nugaard, Ter race-  42:44 
Rani Parmar, Terrace - -  49:30 
Marion Dickens, Terrace - -  tl me not noted 
Sharon Ansems, Terrace - -  time not noted 
Polly's Care.   Chmese & Western Cuisine 
' ~  M0n --Thurs 10'30 s.m. -- midnight 
Fd. & Sat. 10:30 Lm. -- 1 Lm. 
~nday 12:00 a.m. --  10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638"1848 or 638"8034 
GIM'S 
RESTAURANT 
~P'Ch inese  & Canadian Food ~,~.  
~'A~I" OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK [~,;),~. 
I[~ Mort  - Wed 11:30 a.m. - -  IO'O0. p .m.  ~p'~.~i 
~. • P . ~r~.  ~,~. Thursday 11:30 a.nt - -  11:00 .m .,/1" 
Fri - Sat 11:30 a.m. - -  !;00 a.m. 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. 10:00 p .m.  . . . .  
4643 Park Avenue . 035"-0111 
This Week 
I bur ro ,  Lumen , ,  
~ 1  In AUGIE'S.LOUNGE I 
I l l l [ l l l l n l i l l l  NOON. 2.00 P.M. I 
l l [ml~£1[ i l J~m I Monday to Friday I 
I Hot Entree, 8oup, I 
I Im~lB IB i  I " $6.95 I 
- " - | l m  i i l i b  mmm imm i lmm e l lmlm iml lm l I I 
4551 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Phone: 635-6630 
TOLL .FREE:  1 .800.663.8156 FAX: 635.2788 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
[ ~ 1  4606 Greig Ave., lot Take.Out 
Terrace, D.C. Ph. 635-6184 
The Scores Are... 
DIVISION I I - -U7  
June 1 
PK 1 --  
CP 2 --  
CP 3 - -  
CP 4 --  
CP 5 - -  
June 8 
PK 1 - -  
CP 2 --  
CP 3 - -  
CP 4 - -  
CP 5 - -  
June IS 
PK 1 -- 
CP 2 - -  
CP 3 -- 
CP 4 - -  Terrace Shel 
TERRACE YOU~'H SOCCER 
GAME SCHEDULE - -  JUNE,  1991 
Tilden Tigers vs. All Seasons 
Terrace Shell vs. Northern Motor Inn 
Philpots vs, Vic Froese 
Wilkinson Canons vs. Kinsmen Jets 
Safeway vs. Terrace Builders 
Vic Froese vs. Northern Motor Inn 
Tilden Tigers vs. Kinsmen Jets 
Terrace Shell vs. Terrace Builders 
Philpots vs. All Seasons 
Wilkinson Canons vs. Safeway 
All Seasons vs. Kinsmen Jets 
Vic Froese vs. Terrace Builders 
Tilden Tigers vs. Safeway 
 ll vs. Wilkinson Canons 
CP 5 --  Philpots vs. Northern Motor Inn 
June 22 
PK 1 - -  Kinsmen Jets vs. Philpots 
CP 2 --  Northern Motor Inn vs. Terrace Builders 
CP 3 - -A l l  Seasons vs. Safeway 
CP 4 --  Vie Froese vs. Wilkinson Canons 
CP 5 - -  Tilden Tigers vs. Terrace Shell 
DIVISION 10 - -  U8 
Totem Ford vs. Dairy Queen 
Copperside vs. Terrace Travel 
Terrace Chrysler vs. McAlpine 
June 1 
PK 1 - -  
CP 4 - -  
CP 5 - -  
June 8 
PK 1 - -  
CP 4 - -  
CP 5 - -  
Jua  IS 
PK 1 - -  
CP 4 - -  
CP 5 - -  
June 22 
PK I - -  
CP 4 - -  
Terrace Chrysler vs. Copperside 
Dairy Queen vs. McAlpine 
Terrace Travel vs. Totem Ford 
Terrace Travel vs. McAlpine 
Totem Ford vs. Copperside 
Dairy Queen vs. Terrace Chrysler 
Terrace Chrysler vs. Terrace Travel 
Totem Ford vs. McAlpine 
CP 5 - -  Copperside vs. Dairy Queen 
DIVISION 8 --  UI0 
June 1 
CP 1 - -  Co-op vs. Shoppers 
CP 1 - -  Skcena Sawmills vs. Skeena Cellulose 
CP 2 - -  A.G.K, vs. Surveyors 
CP 3 --  Carlyle Shepherd vs. Centennial Lions 
June 8 
CP ! - -  Surveyors vs. Skeena Cellulose 
CP 1 - -  Co-op vs. Centennial Lions 
CP 2 - -  Skcena Sawmills vs. Carlyle Shepherd 
CP 3 - -  A.G.K. vs. Shoppers 
June IS 
CP 1 - -  
CP 1 - -  
CP 2 - -  
CP 3 - -  
June 22 
CP 1 - -  
Skcena Cellulose vs. A.G.K. 
Surveyors vs. Carlyle Shepherd 
Centennial Lions vs. Shoppers 
Co-op vs. Skeena Sawmills 
Co-op vs. Surveyors 
CP I - -  Centennial Lions vs. A.G.K. 
CP 2 - -  Shoppers vs. Skeena Sawmills 
CP 3 - -  Carlyle Shepherd vs. Skeena Cellulose 
DIVISION 6 --  UI2 
June 6 
A - -  Cedarland vs. Brady's F.C. 
B --  N.W. Sportsman vs. Finning 
C -- Bandstra vs. Sight & Sound 
June 13 
A - -  Sight & Sound vs. Cedarland 
B - -  N.W. Sportsman vs. Brady's F.C. 
C - -  Finning vs. Bandstra 
June 20 
A --  Finning vs. Brady's F,C. 
B - -  Bandstra vs. Cedarland 
C - -  N.W, Sportsman-vs. Sight & Sound 
June 27 
A --  Bandstra vs. N.W. Sportsman 
B --  Brady's F.C. vs. Sight & Sound 
C - -  Cedarland vs. Finning 
DIVISION 4 --  UI4 
June 4 .: 
A -- Sanberry vs. Northern Drugs  
C -- Rotary vs. Bavarian Inn 
June 11 
A - -  Rotary vs.  Sanberry 
C - -  Bavarian Inn vs. Northern 
June 18 
A - -  Sanberry vs. Bavarian Inn 
C - -  Rotary vs. Northern Drugs 
June 2,5 
A --  Bavarian Inn vs. Rotary 
C - -  Northern Drugs vs. Sanberry 
DIVISION 1 - -  GIRLS 
June S 
A --  Kinettes vs. Tide Lakers 
C - -  Pizza Hut vs. Richards 
June 12 
A - -  Pizza Hut vs. Kinettes 
C - -  Richards vs. Tide Lakers 
June 19 
A --  Kinettes vs. Richards 
C - -  Pizza Hut vs. Tide Lakers 
June 26 
A - -  Richards vs. Pizza Hut 
C - -  Tide Lakers vs. Kinettes 
DIVISION 2 - -  UI6 
June 3 
C - -  Manuels vs. Takhar 
June I0 
C - -  Takhar vs. Braids 
June 17 
C - -  Braids vs. Manuels 
June 24 
C -- Takhar  vs. Manue ls  :~: ,/:ii~i_i~i:-~,_, 
TERRACE MEN'S FASTBALL SCHEDULE 
S&H. Skeenu Hamilton 
Bytown Juniors 
Kitimut Merchant; 
North West Oldtimers 
Duffys 
Wee Geordles 
May 29 
May7 p.m.-30 Kitimat - S&H vs. Merchants ".;;!i:! : 
7 p~m. - Terrace - NWOS vs. Juniors :i 
June 2 
10 a.m, - Terrace - Merchants vs. NWOS 
12 noon - Terrace - Duffys vs. NWOS 
2 p,m. - Terrace - Duffys vs. NWOS 
4 p.m. - Terrace - Duffys vs. Geordies 
June 4 
7 p,m. - Kitimat - Juniors vs. Merchants 
7 p.m. - Terrace - Geordies vs. NWOS 
June $ 
7 p,m. - Terrace - S&H vs. Juniors 
June 6 
7 p.m. - Kitimat - NWOS vs. Geordies 
June 11 
7 p,m. - Kitimat - S&H vs. Geordies 
7 p,m. - Terrace - Merchants vs. Juniors 
June 12 
7 p.m..  Kitimat - Juniors vs. Merchants 
7 p.m. - Terrace - NWOS vs. S&H " 
-: June 13 
7p.m. - Terrace- Geordies vs. S&H 
~i~i - ' ~ June 16 
~_ I0 a.m. - Terrace - S&H vs. NWOS 
, :::!~i::!~ : : 12 noon - Terrace - Geordies vs. NWOS 
2 p.m. - Terrace - NWOS vs. Juniors 
' 12 noon - Prince Rupert - Merchants vs. Duffys 
2 p.m. - Prince Rupert - Merchants vs. Duffys 
June 18 
7 p.m. - Kitimat - Juniors vs. Geordies 
June 19 
7 p.m. - Kitimat. Merchants vs. Geordies 
June 20 
n.- Terrace- Juniors vs. S&H i• : :•  
23 
m. - Terrace - S&H vs. Juniors 
~:.: .... zz noon - Terrace - Geordies vs. S&H 
2 p.m. - Terrace - Duffys vs. Merchants 
4 p.m. - Terrace - Duffys vs. Merchants 
Come over to the Professionals at 
A complete personalized Agency 4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
HOME--  L IFE -  FIRE 
BOAT-  BUSINESS 
. t ,  
, . - - t  
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T-Ball is becoming an increasingly popular way to introduce little 
athletes to baseball. Four-year-old Myles Broome, a member of 
the "No-See-Urns', contemplates the ball and the photographer 
before taking a swing at the sphere. 
Alcan sponsors mid-June 
family half marathon 
Rain or shine, Alcan's 14th 
annual Family Half Marathon will 
take place at the plant tour build- 
ing June 15. Last year nearly 300 
people, including competitors from 
Prince Rupert to Telkwa, entered 
the annual event and took home 
commemorative T-shirts; 
Trophies are awarded to the first 
male and female runners to finish 
in [he five, 10 and 21-kilometre 
events. Trophies are also awarded 
to any wheelchair competitors. 
The general public is invited to 
run, jog, walk, push a stroller, 
bicycle, rollerslmte, rollerski or 
rollerblade, amble or stroll, and to 
enjoy a free brunch  of  fruit, muf-  
fins, hot dogs and fruit ju ice after- 
ward. 
Registration begins at 9 a.m., 
with the main event starting at 10 
a.m. sharp. There is no fee. 
Runners competing in the 21-K 
event will be started at 9:30 a.m. 
so that they will finish about the 
same time as most of the entrants. 
Tri-Ci,ty Fitness 
Challenge today 
ContriDutee by Terrace 
Parks and Recreation 
The Ter race-K i t imat -Pr ince  
Rupert  Fitness Challenge is ready 
and set to go, Do you have plans 
to participate? 
All that is required o f  each Ter-  
race/Thomhil l  resident is that you  
participate in 15 minutes o f  con-  
t inuous physical activity at some 
time TODAY.  Then you must 
register at one o f  our registration 
centres: Terrace Aquatic Centre, 
Terrace Arena, Terrace Library, 
Delaney's  in the Skeena Mall,  All 
Seasons Sport ing Goods,  Bert 's  
Delicatessen, Mohawk Gas Bar, 
Sundance Ski and Sport, Copper-  
side Stores I, II, II[ and IV, and 
Northwest Community  Col lege 
Student Services off ice. We want 
everyone in Terrace and Thornhil l  
to be involved in this fun fitness 
event. Join us fo r  15 minutes, 
The winner o f  the Fitness Chal- 
lenge will be the communi ty  with 
the highest percentage of  popula- 
tion participating. Last year Prince 
Rupert won with 58 percent o f  
their population involved. In Ter- 
race 5,561• participated, or  38 
percent of  our  total population, 
down 1,699 (11.6 percent) from 
the last year that Terrace won 
1988! 
Come on Terrace, t ime to get  
back where  we belongt 
You  can participate as a group or  
as an individual, To  help promote  
Fitweek, many companies will be  
holding special events to celebrate 
this week.  
Remember ,  TODAY is the Ter-  
mce-Kit imat-Pr ince Rupert  Fitness 
Chal lenge and cont inuous physical  
activities is a great way to have 
fun, en joy yoursel f  and help Ter-  
race regain the chal lengel 
For  more information, call 
Shawn at the Terrace Parks and 
Recreat ion of f ice at 638-4750. 
SKB at P.G. 
The SKB Mohon 
Wreckers  won $400 fo r  
the i r  th i rd  p lace f inish in 
P r ince  George  V ideo  Pop 's  
12 team,  round- rob in  
tournament  over  the 
weekend. 
SKB won two out  o f  th ree  
to start ,  advanc ing  to 
doub le  knock-out  f inals. 
The  Ter race  boys  made it 
to the 'B'  s ide f inals wi th a 
12-4 win over  I ron  Horse  
Pub,  hut lost to the host  
team In the tB~ final 8-2. 
"1 - - I [  " r  
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I The Herbarium,-.: 
• Plant lore and observations by Gunter  Lenhardt  
seldomly available on the 
market. Few people even know 
the existence of this aromatic 
herb. Yet, it is consumed by 
many unknowingly when using 
dehydrated or canned products 
bought from supermarkets. 
In most European countries 
lovage is called Maggikraut; it 
is traditionally used with 
potatoes, in many ways mixed 
with sour cream, or as an 
Lovage - -  
(Levisticum Officinale) 
It grows over five feet tall 
and widens to several feet 
around. Lovage has fallen from 
fashion over the last centuries. 
However, makers of boullion 
cubes, dehydrated soups and 
sauces use this herb in large 
quantities to enhance the 
flavour of their products. 
Unfortunately, lovage is 
I WEDNESDAY WITH FAE I 
BY FAE MOONEY 
Tips for tops 
Or, how to make the best of what 
you've got from the neck up. 
"You have a jawline that competes 
with Brian Mulroney and Dudley 
Dooright? Difficult, but I think we can 
do something. Your forehead is 
broader than your hips? I-Immm, now 
that one does present a challenge... 
Can you turn nature's flaw into 
b~uty's bonus? 
Let's see what we can do. 
Starting st the top 
What's the most flattering hairstyle for the shape of your face? 
First, let's find out what your face shape is. To do this, stand in 
front of a mirror that gives you a full view of your face. Tie back 
your hair and concentrate on what you see. "Your face will probably 
be one of seven basic shapes: 
• Round - - fu l l  cheeks; soft, round jawline 
• Square  or  Rectang le  - -  straight sides to cheeks; strong, angular 
jawline 
• Heart.shaped - -  broad forehead; narrow jawline; pointed chin 
• Diamond-shaped - -  broad through temples and/or upper cheeks; 
narrow forehead and jawline; pointed chin 
• Oblong ~ long, slender face; nan-ow jawline 
• Oval - -  considered the perfect shape.d face 
Which one describes the shape of your face? What does your 
mirror reveal? Not sure? Try outlining your face on the mirror with a 
bar of soap. Stand back. Now what shape do you see? 
Shaping up 
If you have selected oval as the shape of your face, you already 
have a beauty bonus. With the oval.shaped face almost any hairstyle 
will be flattering; short-short to long and flowing, swept back in a 
sleek style or face-framing. Your face shape offers the greatest of 
hairstyle possibilities. For you, almost any style will enhance your 
perfectly shaped face. 
The oblong face is similar to the oval but more slender. To improve 
the proportions and "flesh out" your face, try a fringe of wispy 
bangs. Bangs that are blunt cut will "widen" your face. Another trick 
for proportioning your face is to add fullness or layering at the sides. 
Two styles that will not work for the oblong face are long hairstyles 
that lack fullness and any style that adds height. Medium length is 
most flattering, and a style with lift or fullness at the sides. 
An asymmetrical style with a side part is flattering to the heart- 
shaped face. Hair swept across the forehead at an angle will help to 
de-emphasize itsbroadness. The diamond-shaped face can be 
included here, with hair lengths for both shapes medium to long. A 
shoulder-length is flattering. Fullness hould be at the bottom, with 
plenty of volume from the cheekbones down. 
Having a rectangular or square-shaped face means tyling versa- 
tility. The secret o handling the angular-shaped face is softness. 
Soften sharp edges with a side part that loosely waves across the 
forehead, or wispy bangs, soft, loose curls, or a jaw-hugging 
pageboy. Of frame the face with a soft, wispy style, medium to short 
in length. "Lengthen" a square face with fullness at the crown. 
To give length to a round face, likewise, add height at the crown. 
Minimize roundness by adapting styles that emphasize fullness at the 
top. Keep hair close to the sides and swept back away from the face. 
This ['ace shape has versatility with length. Short hair looks good 
with volume on top and close-cropped atsides, Medium to iongish 
styles should also have height and be kept away from the face at.the 
afomatic:addition to potato 
salad, l i i s  hardi~e~ver absent. 
from chicken or vegetable 
soups. 
Lovage was very popular 
during the Middle Ages. Even 
the Emperor Charlemagne in- 
cluded this herb in his garden 
landscapes. It was never miss- 
ing in the large herb gardens of 
Monasteries. 
The name Lovage derived 
from the Latin word Ligurian. 
Lovage was grown in ancient 
times in Liguria, a region that 
includes the Italian Riviera. 
Soon the name was garbled 
beyond recognition. By the 
time it entered English it was 
called "Loveache" or "love 
parsley". Many people were 
misled by those names and 
made a connection between 
lovage and love potions. Well, 
there is none; any breath 
sweetener encourages romance. 
Culinary uses 
Leaves, stems, and seeds 
taste like celery but much more 
pronounced. Fresh leaves can 
be used in salads, soups, stews 
and sauces. Seeds are excellent 
in pickling brines, cheese 
spreads and herb vinegars. 
Lovage loves potatoes, 
tomatoes, stuffings, rice and 
steamed vegetables. 
Lovage is available commer- 
cially, but hard to find. One 
word of caution, however: use 
lovage in your cooking spar- 
ingly, it tastes like celery but is 
much, much stronger. 
Modicinal uses 
Lovage has been used and 
recommended asa diuretic and 
carminative by herbalists, and 
also as a cure for rheumatism, 
jaundice, malaria nd kidney 
stones. The roots of lovage . 
were the main ingredients of 
the parepared medicines. 
The British herbalist 
Culpeper, who lived in the 17th 
Century, recommended: "Half 
a dram of the powdered root, 
taken in wine to warm a cold 
stomach, help digestion, and 
consume all raw and 
superfluous moisture therein." 
Preparations of roots and 
leaves were used externally to 
combat boils and sores. Skin 
and eye problems were sup- 
posedly relieved when lovage 
roots or leaves were added to 
the bath water. 
Lovage, especially the root, 
does work as a diuretic, so con- 
temporary scientists ay in uni- 
ty.' The essential oil contains ef- 
fective diuretics (meaning, to 
promote the flow of urine and 
rid the body of too much 
water). 
If you are a celery lover --  
lovage tastes like celery --  get a 
cutting or division from a 
friendly neighbour and plant it 
in your garden. One iovage 
plant will produce more stems, 
leaves and root than 10 or 
more celery plants. Besides, 
iovage is easier to grow and 
needs little attention. 
Perseverance is a great ele- 
ment of  success. If you knock 
long enough and loud enough, 
you are sure to wake tip so/lie- 
body: 
sides. 
Now, no malter what shape face nature has given you, = with a The scent qf,h'esh basil 
hairstyle that modilies the negative and enhances the positive, you (ocilt;um basilicum) will pro. 
now haVcthe perfect shaped face. . . . .  mote  sympathy between two 
Mote next week. i : i i peop le~ 
CHUDCH DII ECTOI Y 
" I fa  man think himselfto 
be something, when he is 
nothing, he deceiveth im- 
self." 
Galatians 6:3 
Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Mass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 o.m. Fr. Allan F. Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00 o.rn. O.M.I. 
11:30 a.m. 
"4830 St raume ,Avenue 635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Church 
Holy Eucharist: 10 a.m. Priest in Charge: 
Sunday School: 10 a.m. Rev. Eugene Miller 
.4506 Lakelse Avenue 635-9019 
Chr ist  Lutheran  Church  
Morning Worship - -  11:30 a.rn. 
Sunday School - -  10:15 a.m. 
Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. Ole Unruh m 635-7313 
Divine Service: Prayer Meet ing:  
Saturday 11:00 a.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Griffiths 635.3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 
Pastor : 
W.E. Glasspell 
Prayer Meeting:  
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
Terrace Full Gospel Christian Fellowship 
NEW LOCATION: 3222 Munroe Street 
Sunday Service: 10 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. 
Wednesdays- Mid.Week Service Pastor:. Slade Compton 
and Bible Study: 7:30 p.m. 
Church: 638-8384 Res.: 638-0829 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Minister: 
10:30 a.m. Start Bailey 
• Sunday School: Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 7:00 p.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Service: 10:30 a.m. 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
3511 Eby Street 
Pastor:. John Capiln 
Associate Pastor:. Cliff Siebert 
635-2434 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible Hour: 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Service: 11:00 a.m. 
Evening Fellowship: 6:30 p.m. Ass't Pastor: Douglas Ginn 
All are cordially Invited 
Youth Ministr ies * Homo Bible Studies . V is i tat ion 
635-7725 4923 Agar Avenue 635.7727 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Pastor:. 
10:30 am. & 6:30 p.m. Peter Sluys - -  635-2621 
Coffee Break, ~ Ladies Bible Study 
September-May 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. 
3602 Sparks 635.7207 
:g 
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S u, p'po-rt"gro ws for 91"1 servi'  ce 
by Tod Strach=m 
It's been well over a year since 
Joey parsons drowned in a Heek 
Brook; pond. And eight months 
since a coroner's jury said a 911 
emergency number might not have 
saved the boy's life, but would 
certainly have helped in launching 
a more coordinated rescue effort. 
Since that time, bureaucratic gear~ 
have been grinding, but not at a 
speed that pleases everyone. 
One Terrace resident, Diana 
Penner, is trying to change that by 
documenting public support for an 
Enhanced 911 system here. Her 
most recent project was a poster 
that hung in Skeena Mall for eight 
hours one Saturday during Emerg- 
ency Preparedness Week. Anyone 
supporting the E-911 concept was 
invited to sign. And according to 
Penner, 640 people did. She had to 
replace the poster twice, she says, 
to provide more room for signa- 
tures. 
On May 17 she presented those 
posters to Terrace mayor and 
Regional District of Kitima*.-Sti- 
ldne chairman Jack Talstra. 
Another project taken on by 
Penner recently was a random two, 
hour poll taken in a local super 
market parking lot. She says 110 
people, all residents from within 
this regional district, stopped and 
took the time to fill out question- 
naires. 
i=.911 promoter Diana Penner hung a poster in the Skeena Mall on a recent Saturday, asking 
everyone who supported the emergency call system concept to sign. In eight hours, 640 people 
put their names on it. Penner presented the posters to Kilimat-Stikine Regional Distdct chairman 
Jack Taistra recently, hoping the show of support would help speed up regional district action on 
starting the service. 
The results of that poll: A full 99 
percent said they want an E-911 
emergency s stem here, 86 percent 
said they were willing to pay their 
share of the cost, and only 13 
percent said they were unsure, 
noting the "astronomical cost" 
involved in installing and maintain- 
ing the service. It wasn't a pro- 
fessional poll, but Penner is en- 
couraged by the results and hopes 
local politicians will be as well. 
Still, the gears turn slowly. One 
Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation 
Gala' Evenin 
& Auction 
Saturday, June 1st, 6:30 p.m. 
Inn of the West Banquet Room 
of Penner's original efforts was to 
obtain an E-911promotional video 
and information pamphlets u ed by 
the Regional District of Fraser-Fort 
George last fall. Penner says she 
• passed this information on to city 
hall months ago, with the under- 
standing that city council would 
forward it the regional board. 
During the presentation of the 
posters, though, she asked Talstra 
if he had seen either the pamphlets 
or lO-minute video and he said he 
Dinner, auction, door prizes and more! 
Donated by; 
Jim McEwan Motors 
Ev's Men's Wear 
All Seasons Sporting Goods 
Progressive Ventures 
Canadian Helicopters 
Central Mountain Air & 
Terrace Travel 
Auction items include; 
Kermode Bear photograph 
Native carving 
Golf bag and clubs 
Wolf print 
20-minute helicopter ide 
Return fit for 2to 
Edmonton & 2 nites West 
Edmonton Mall Theme 
Room 
Magic horn 
Yard blower 
Bathrobe 
Flower arrangement 
Pewter picture frame 
Wall clock 
Wilderness Call framed 
plate 
Soldering iron 
Cotton nightgown 
Bill & Helene McRae 
Terrace Equipment Sales 
Genuna Bath Boutique 
Central Flowers 
Central Gifts 
H. Lehmann Jewellers 
Robert Yorke 
Terrace Builders 
Kermodei Trading 
Tickets available at Ev's Men's Wear 
$50 per person. Official recelpb Included for Income tax purposes, 
hadn't. Instead, he told Penner that 
the regional board is waiting for a 
personal visit from Fraser-Fort 
George administrator David 
Wilson who will describe their E- 
911 system and how it came to be. 
The Regional District of Fraser- 
Fort George went to referendum 
on an E-911 system last November 
and 92 percent of the voters said 
'!Yes". Part of the information 
contained in the information left at 
city hall by Penner eferred to the 
cost. In total, $2.4 million, less an 
$800,000 Go B.C. grant for instal- 
lation, plus somewhere between 
$1.5 and $1.75 million annually to 
P 
maintain the servtce' ~
Astronomical? Yes. And Talstra 
has often referred tothe high cost 
of an E-911 system. But there is 
more. There are 90,000 residents 
living in the 52,000 square mile 
Regional District of Fraser-Fort 
George, and according to Wilson• 
the annual cost for the average 
home owner for debt retirement 
• and operation of the system is only 
$15 to $16 per year. 
These are tar less intimidating 
numbers and Penner questions the 
value per dollar when you compare 
the cost of an E-911 system to the 
price we're paying for the MK 
Bay Marina. During the last 
regional district meeting, Talstra 
was quoted as saying, "If the entire 
marina were built according to 
plans, it would likely be about a 
three million dollar prejecL" And 
whether you own a boat or not, 
you will pay a part of the cost. 
The regional board may never 
reach their goal, but they're trying. 
The hope is for one third of the 
cost to be paid for by the federal 
government, one third by the prov- 
ince, and one third by regional 
taxpayers. If you own a boat, of 
course, and want o use the marina, 
you will have to pay more than 
just taxes. Ten dollars each time 
you launch your boat, or a fiat 
$100 a year if you prefer. Or, you 
might choose to leave your boat 
there. Depending on the size of 
your yacht, that will cost you 
about $3 a day or $60 a month 
(with power). 
TERRACE 
NORM HOLMES, OWNER OF TERRACE'S PETRO CANADA 
STATION, IS A LONG-TIM E RESIDENT OF THIS AREA WITH 
HIS PARENTS, NORM MOVED TO TERRACE IN 1958. HE 
ENJOYS THE BEAUTIFUL SCENERY OF THE NORTHWEST, 
AS WELL AS PROVIDING SERVICE TO THE FRIENDLY• 
PEOPLE OF TERRACE. 
SUPPORTED BY THE CITY OF TERRACE 
- r  
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Service changes, fare reductiOns unlikely for CA! 
more service is offered to eacn +carders in the negotiations: if CAI training time, and automating to 
Sid Fattedad, Holly Olson of CAh Load factors down, fuel prices 
up. 
Fattedad said, air travel out of 
Terrace has dropped by a third 
since last year. To operate a 
Boeing 737, he explained, costs 
$5,500 per hour, so reduction in 
fares is an unlikely prospect. Fares 
are based on the economies of 
operating into a community or 
area. 
There arc no currant plans to 
change service (either expand east- 
west flights or delete flights) to 
Terrace. "We're always trying to 
find the right mix", he added. 
Fattedad was asked what CAl's 
feeling is about Central Mountain 
Air starting an east-west service 
Terrace to Edmonton. He 
responded that nothing suggests 
they (CAl) should get into an east- 
west route. They don't regard 
regional carders as threats. The 
by Betty Barton 
Sid Fattedad, Canadian Airlines 
International (CAI) vice-president 
for Western Canada, spoke to the 
Terrace and District Chamber of 
Commerce members last week. In 
his opening remarks, Fattedad said, 
"You need to know that he carrier 
serving your community knows 
where it's going. We need to know 
where you're going." 
In 1990, CAl allocated 109,000 
seats for passengers out of Terrace 
and Prince Rupert, 55,000 of those 
out of the Terrace/Kitimat irport. 
The company registered a 50 per- 
cent load factor for the year. In the 
first quarter of this year, they saw 
a 28 percent decrease in load fac- 
tor out of Terrace compared to the 
same period in 1990. Overall, 
community and the more subse- 
quent new markets develop, the 
better for CAI. 
He explained that the airline 
industry is in dire financial straits 
due to increases in fuel prices, the 
Gulf war and the recession. Cana- 
dian Airlines International had 
their largest loss last year, and 
their operating loss for the first 
quarter of 1991 was $63 million. 
After a recession, he explained, 
there's at least a six-month time 
lag before airline revenues 
improve. 
He talked about "Made in 
Canada problems" including deft- 
cits, high taxes and higher prices, 
all of which combine to give U.S. 
competitors a 15 percent cost 
advantage over CAl. Still, CAl has 
a 15 percent cost advantage over 
Air Canada: CAl flies to five 
continents and provides more 
international service to customers 
than Air Canada. 
Open Skies negotiations are 
currently under way with the Fed- 
eral governments of Canada and 
the U.S. to allow the airlines freer 
movement between the two coun- 
tries. Fattedad explained that Open 
Skies would allow Canadian air 
carders greater access to U.S. air- 
port gates. "As long as we get the 
right airport slots (times) in the 
U.S., we'll be well off", Fattedad 
said. Access to the U.S. market is 
a huge factor in gaining market 
share. Historically, the Canadian 
government denied CAl access to 
these routes by awarding the U.S. 
routes to Air Canada only. 
Fattedad expects redress against 
taxes to be an issue for Canadian 
paid the same level of taxes and 
charges as U.S. carders flying in 
the U.S., they would have shown a 
$100 million profit last year. CAl 
would like to see Open Skies, 
Open Borders imilar to the Euro- 
pean model scheduled for 1992. 
The Open Skies negotiations pro- 
pose to allow open skies for air- 
planes, not for people. 
Fattedad went on to say that 
Canadian Airlines International is
investing for the future with a 
three- to five-year service and 
quality plan. "We're empowering 
our employees by. tripling our 
improve efficiency;" 
The possibility of a microwave 
landing system at Terrace-Kltimat 
Airport to improve the frequency 
of landings was raised. Canadian+ 
Airlines Terrace manager Terry 
Morals responded by saying that 
it's a great system, but it's of no 
value if it only exists in one air- 
port. The Federal government, in
their wisdom, is spreading the 
system throughout he. country, 
rather than regionalizing it. 
Fattedad concluded, "No.thing 
will compromise a safe operation 
for us." 
Clubs 'n' clothes 
to start your summer off on the 
right course 
at the 
SKEENA VALLEY GOLF AND 
COUNTRY CLUB PRO SHOP 
IWe have a great selection of clubs, 
priced from $199 to $689 
==New clothing arrivals: Jackets, shirts, 
sweaters, hats and accessories 
IIEtonic golf shoes 
==Many sale items ,, 
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK, 
7:30 A.M. 'TIL DARK 
635-2542 
~ii~i !~I :'ii,ii ~?•~/i!i:• ¸~ :• ' !ii .; •~ ~+ •~ ;~' • ~:+~i •, • 
ToFindlt' 
COLLISION REPAIR 
AND PAINT CENTER 
635-3929 ,.omm,~.-cE I 
FAX: 635-3081 J 
SWIFTY 
Muffler Centre 
Guide + 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpent ry -  Renovations 
"No Job too Small" 
Seniors Rates 
3514 King Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4Z3 
Malcolm Simons 
Ph.  635-7724 
Jon's Photo Graphics 
Weddings John Roders Custom Framing 
Portraits .-O-. Mat Cutting 
Family Sittings k~ Posters 
West Coast 
Landscaping 
DESIGN.-- INSTALLATION 
MAINTENANCE 
COMMERCIAL --RESIDENTIAL 
• LAWN REJUVENATION 
• PRUNING * SPRING CLEAN UP 
• IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
Jon Blake 
635-2572 
3923 Smpeon Cres. 
Terrace. B.C. 
MENC CRUISERS ~ MARINER OUTBOARDS 
,HAMILTON & OUYBOARO MARINER JETS 
HOMELIOHT LAWNMOWEIIS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
NATIONALLY GUARANTEED 5 Minute Passposts Limited Edi.tions YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
"If ou ' re  sat i s f ied ,  te l l  o thers  . . . .  '~ • SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS Laminating Y ' s " Dry Mounting I I OLNo. 7"~O & POWER PIIOOUCTS 
. . . ef not  . . . te l l  u 
B.C. Bus. 635-5Z88 'l '1 [ f i3 f i -~- '~-~ 4946 Greig Ave. ,  Terrace 4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, 4918 Greig Ave. 
RON Te,ace, B.C. V8G 1N4 Terrace, B.C. VSG IP9 Kes. o ~ ~  
Phone 638-1991 --... m.-- = , "  -- 
4711.A Keith Ave. 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC Claims handled promptly 
638-1.166 
TOSHIBA63  ALARMS 
TELEPHONE ,2881 
SYSTEMS 
l 
t 
J 
ii +, 
+ • 
i+i 
i I 
k 
SATELLITE TV 
CancomNaluevision authorized dealer 
~ .... ~PR[3 : 
~TECH 
. .  - . .  [ k  [ L ~ I~( )N~{ ~) 
PRO.TECH 
ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERING 
(A DI1/ISlOli OF IJ¢ll0ill Ili0USTIIIES I, TO.) 
Residential, Commercial and Industrial 
Electronic Equipment i1635-5134 4519 Lakelse, Terrace 
I I  *Hemlock & Cedar Fenc,ng * 
I I 2903erBr r:Ue~ BSt rce. at' 635"5981 
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SALON BARBER SHOP ESTHETICS ,,, J,, 
• Perme We specialize in • Facials 
• Colour straight razor shaves • Manicures 
• Creative Cuts and tapers. • Pedicures 
• New Look Consultations • Waxing 
• Braids & Up-do'e • Nails 
635.5727 or 635-4555 
L4~I~ Lakelse Ave., Te~aoe, B.C. 
SUPPLi AI2h~EHTS 
GRAPH ICS~Cr2EEN PRi NTS 
50B]  KEITH AVENUE 635-7731 
NORTHWEST CONSOLIDATED 
SUPPLY LTD. 
"SUMMER HOURS" 
Beginning June 1st 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays 
HOURS OF OPERATION 
8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Monday to Friday 
EMERGENCY SERVICE: 
Gregg - 635-2913 
Ran - 638-0789 
Allan - 638-1157 
Doug - 638-1675 
Harold -. 635-5033 
5239 Kelth Avenue, 635-7158 
IBLUE ST tk R FLOORING  
I CONTRACT FLOORING WORKS 
Commercial & Residential Custom Built Log Homes- Quality Pole Buildings 
-- Anything from Hay Barns, Carports, Wood Sheds to 
• p.OF.S,O,A~ 638-8881 Picnic Shelters, Playhouses and Gazebos. INSTALLATIONS 
• WORKMANSHIP 1,200 sq. ft. log building with loft and log roof structure. 
Thornhill Electric 
3532 Old Lakelee. Lake Dr. 
Terrace ph.635-9787 
specializing in 
residential & 
\ 
\ 
~U~.A~&VS~. PAGER Hand peeled, seasoned pine or cedar logs $22,500. , ~ ~  
e co.o.,o.A- 638-PAG E-257 R.n. 3..ox lS, .o=.... commercial wiring 
QU...TEE _ _ i  . v e K:,:m ~,:,~ o. ,ve "~"  • Rrrm, SALSS 4550 Gre g A enu _ - - FREE ESTIMATES Dan Lamb .errace, B.u. vu~ 1M;:I I , .. Reg. #16984 RIck M~,mTon, o~mw/meneller 
Terr°,e [ 
. . .  ^- ' -S  - S~F.S  
Tree Trimming I .~~ "-"BiQ-;h_E' ~, I =" ' "~ '  
~1~ Will cut down any tree! ~ l  ] ~ GET AWAY! /~'J"~ I & REBUILDING 
. ' E_  "SAFELY"  ~ l ~  >h~ "Drop a line jn the _ _ _ . -~ i '~  I ,~o~- -  3 Straume Ave. 
ace, B.C. 
1,000,000 liability for YOUR protection'~m r I I .., . ~ ~IADA V8G 2C4 
• I !  I I u,assitied Section for fast i 
635-7400 J L  J I ,, results. ~ ,....~) 635-9275 
JOHNNY'S BIRCH _~.  =ffi 
BURNS BEST! =.= 
the  warmth  . 
Call COLLECT ---- = . ~  
633-2646 
J&A FIREWOOD ENTERPRISES 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30- 10:30 daily 
=7ol s. K=um 635-6180 
HI.QUALITY BELTING & 
CONTRACTING SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable--  High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize in conveyor belt 
installations, splicing, and repairs 
vulcanizing and pulley logging 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638-06(1~ 
(24 Hrs.) 
& (~remai~rinm ~tb. 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
Phone: 604-635-2444 
Serving Northwestern B.C. 
SKIDOO 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles * Chelnsews 
Snowmobiles • Madne Supplies 
TERRACE ~= EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
"YOUR AUTHORIZED 
LENNOX DEALER" 
Heating & 
Air Conditioning 
Norfhwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
i 
-v 'e  ?F, 
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d nts ° ' " '  . LOCa l .  Schoo ls .  name honours tu ,  e : n .  ,o,0 
Scott Loptson; ~Stacee Martin, Meritofloes Achievement -- second term honour oll. Each Liberty Hull, Donnita Vlenneau, 
" TIIORNIIILL JUNIOR Rosemary McCutcheon, Jody 3anine Arnold, Hanna Barker, student who achieves a grade point Jeff Daugherty, Selena Popovitch, 
SECONDARY McMurray, Natalie Michaud, Matthew Kerby, James Miskel- average of 3.0 or greater without Martin Ouellet, JillThiessen, Sarah 
The administration a d staff Heath Muller, Shondell Myram, ly, Sureena Parmar, Patrick any marks lower than a "C" is Thompson. 
of Thornhill Junior Secondary Shelly O'Brien, Kevin Cares, Phillips, Brandy Rafuse, named to the honour roll. 
School ast week announced the Kannin Osei-Tutu, Mike Parker, Michael Urbanoski, Laura Yip. GET  A 
namesofstudentswhoqnalified JosephPelletier, NancyPereira, Honourable Ment ion - -  Grade4 ~.f~,,~,,~,...~..,.,.,,~.., 
for the school's third term Matthew Phillips, Roy Preyser, Prabhjit Bains, Neil Botelho, Booker Armstrong, Rebecca ~- -  
hon0ur roll. Outstanding Quinton Refuse, Megan Reid, Scott Bromley, Andrew Brown, Boland, Evelyn Bolton, Jennifer 
Achievement indicates a grade Tyler Robinson, Nicole Sanches, Steven Critchley, Dustin Dun- Buck, Blanche Burkett, Matthew 
point average between 3.5 and Jacque Scriver, Robin Sharpies, bar, Craig Johanson, Shana Chretien, Tdsh Oak, Kelly Julseth, 
4.0; Meritorious Achievement David Shepherd, Alison Moritz, Cindy Praught, Jim Garett Monsen, Heidi Rucholzke, ON IN l [ i~T IOW 
an average between 3.25 and Siemens, Jeff Smithanik, James Reid, Angie Sparks, Christine Donella Rundell, Tmcy Shelford, AT 
3.49; and Honourable Mention, Stein, Kyle Stevenson, Chris Zaporzan. Shanda Skode, Robert Yeast, 
3.00to3.24. Stoner, Dennis Venema, Lie Grade9 CorisaBerlin, StaceyClark, Aimee ~ ~ I I Q T I ~  
The students are: Wandl, Jared Wilkerson, Chris 
Grade 8 Wilkinson, Dave Wolfe. Honours -- Deborah Casey, Cooper, Echo Howes, Renee Jean- 
Meritorious Achievement: Cynthia Dow, BinhDu, Stephen son, Farrel Longddge, Tanya 
Outstanding Achievement -- Jason Yamashita, Suzanne Brian Allen, Mark Anson, Link Fleming, Lana Geier, Gurpreet Middleton, Kara Myhr, Melanie 
Baker, Bobby Basanti, Irene Gill, Brandy Hansen, Erik Ramsey, Sharla Salem, Christina 
Stone, Scott Long. Meritorious Achievement- Bretherick, Harvey Buekert, Hernes, Jennifer McMynn, Stanley, Kareen Stringer, Karl 
Shane Clutterbuck, Krista Jessica Campbell, David Car- Leslie McQuade, Sonita Nahal, Suttis, Travis Tait-Jackulack, 
Pearse, Melanie Dubois, Dale son, Margaret Davies, Rick Lara Tessaro, SuzannahVande-Darryl Todd, Jamie Wcstfall, 
Walker, Darlynne Larsen, Dhami, Mark Doughty, Lak- velde, Anne Vu, Kathy Webb, Travis Riopka, Charlene Buck, 
• winder Gill, Kelly Gingles, GurpreetSidhu. James Chalmers, Dana Gloyn, 
Russell Parks, Ryan Monson, Meritorious Achievement -- 
Belinda Bangay. Tamara Haselmyer, Bradley' Honourable Mention- Tony Holmberg, Dawson Kelln, Tara Theresa Anderson, Sharanjit Nicholas Kinney, Allie Lacey, 
LeRoss, Kevin Fell, Soren Hed- Kline, Denine Meel, Suzanne Atwal, Sandra Mantel, Erin' Taylor McCowan. 
berg, Kent Rathjen, Melanie Miskelly, Tami Moritz, Bryan Parr, NatashaYoung. 
Mintenko, Kristine Douglas, Netzel, Danny Scarborough, Honourable Mention -- Grade5 
Jason Ouellet. Kelly-Ann Wentzell, David Carolyn Craig, Norman Dreger, Jericho Bevan, Angela Boutilier, 
Western, Chad Wilson. Leanne Hidber, Ann Menard, Virginia Buck, Giselle Charbon- 
Grade 9 Honourable Mention: Kamala Parmar, Rajbir Sang- neau, WarrenEichhorst, CaraHill, 
Outstanding Achievement -- Stephen Aguir, Andrea Arnold, hera. Benjamin Hull, C.aedice Kennedy, 
• Travis Mills.Carson, Janel Reid, 
Jonathan Duffy, Dallas Wiebe, RyanBack, TravisBarker, Rob- Grade 10 Amy Stack, Laura Archibald, 
Maria Schlamp, Aaron err Barwise, Julie Bolton, Honours -- Trevor Burr, Jessie Bartlett, Dainis Butch, Tin 
Petovello. Fatima Botelho, Heather Bret- Ngaio Beausoleil, Curtis 
Meritorious Achievement -- reid, Kamiljit Buttar, Carmen Bretherick, Sunny Deol, Fraser Casper, Shawn Kelly, Ryan Miller, 
DavieHalley, AdamHill, Sonja Cebuliak, Allison Chretien, Downie, Tien Du, Margaret Phillip LeRoss, Christian 
Hedberg. Tummy Clarabut, Jennifer Dar- Favela, Shannon Hamhuis, Rauschenberger, Ta a Sims, Tracy 
Honourable Mention -- Troy by, Carl Devost, Link Dougan, Emily Henderson, Stephanie Warner, Rhonda Woodhouse, 
Gagnon, Paula Pocha, Amber Kensey Duarte, Patrick Ekman, Hynes, Robbie Larmour, Tamam Harkonen, Lea Langille, 
Demmitt, Yvonne Schmidt, Gerald Fell, Nicole Fick, Kevin Monica Malhotra, Kenna Mis- Chris Vienneau, Dawn Thiessen, 
Dusty Clarke, Lorissa Mattheis. Friesen, Shawn Giesbrecht, kelly, Christine Morrison, Eva Sharyk. 
Grade 10 Anna-Marie Graham, Liza Jackie Palmu, Manpreet Par- 
Outstanding Achievement -- Haldane, Sherelle Hovland, mar, Anthony Roodzant, Parm- 
Josee Banville, Christine Todd. Deanna Howie, Krista Iverson, pal Sandhu, Jon Shepherd, Grade 6 
Meritorious Achievement -- Dana Johanson, Kyle Lindsay, Kezia Sinkewicz, Julie Teixeira, Kristen Petovello, Jeramiah OUR PRlC Ig iNCLUDES 
Fran Walker, Kari Eisner, Sylvie Mageau, Jacquie McNeil, Brenda Wiebe. Riopka, Brent Tugwell, Kim Customer Protection Policy 
Gynette Gogag, Rodney San- Brent Neeve, Mark Neeve, Meritorious Achievement -- Thomson, 'ravin Longridge, Sarah 
ches, Nita Schlamp, Steven Michael Newhouse, Kyla Catherine Cann, Bryan Fick, Woodhouse, Michel Roper, Pare Call or  See  Us  F i r s t !  
Maxim, Keri Saner, Bryan Tre- Palagian, tan Parkes, Sheldon McInnes, Fraser Visentin, Jason Cote, Brad Allard, 
hearne. Amandeep Parmar, Jason McKay, Benjamin Praught, Dexter Archibald, Micholle 
Honourable Ment ion-  Jon Petho, Ritchie Piattoni, Nikki Chad SaUenback. Demoe, Kareena Oillard, Rhea  CEDARLAND 
Hildebrandt, Tasha McAvoy, Schafhauser, Sheryl Webber, Honourable Mention -- 
Darla Weber, Keri Fell, Kurt Evan Williams, Scott Wilson. Jason Dvorak, Terry Vu, Brett Pearson, Teneille Hopp, Michael 
Muller, Ron Thorsen, Jen Wilson, DanyelZilinski. Lacey, Aemn Reid, Crystal TIRE SERVICE 
Ruchotzke, Dominic Toovey, LTD. 
Smith, Melanie Conrad, Joel Adam Vienneau, Michelle Wiebe, 
Roesel, Johanna Payjack. SKEENA JUNIOR THOI~IHILL ELEMENTARY Paisley Carpenter, Danny Miller, 4929 Keith Ave. 
SECONDARY 
The administration a d staff of Stacy Alexander, Travis Casper,  Terrace, B.C. 
CALEDONIA SENIOR The administration and staff Thornhill Elementary School ast Kathleen Duffy, Holly Hovland, 635-6170 
SECONDARY of Skeena Junior Secondary week released the names of stu- Jennifer Jenniss, Kori Ktvi, Clay- Fax: 635-6176 
School last week released the dents who made the school's ten Blighton. 
The administration and staff names of students who made the 
of Caledonia Senior Secondary school's third term Honour 
School last week released the Roll. Honours tudents achieved 
names of students who made the I.o01~, 5gOg6~ 7?'/t~f~Cg f ,~ l~6 
school's third term Honour a grade point average of 4.375 tO ~4fy 1 GALLON 
5.0; Meritorious Achievement r,A nh~= J~ x^lo  ! ! l  
Roll. Outstanding Achievement indicates 4.25 to 4.375; and PYRAMID 
students achieved a grade point Honourble Mention indicates 
average greater than 3.5; 4.00to 4.25. CEDARS "~ 
Meritorious Achievement indi- 
cates 3.25 to 3.5; and Honour- Grade 8 $7,99 each 
able Mention indicates 3.0 to Honours -  Kevin Andrews, 
3.25. Michelle Audet, Shauna Austin, 
• Outstanding Achievement: Lindsay Bailey, Matthew Ball, fARTHA WASHINGTON 
Carl Anderson, Theresa Arnold, Heather Connacher, James 
Frances Brodie, Raymond Chre- Cossett, Bryan Crampton, Erin GERANIUM 
tien, Nicole Collison, Amanita Davies, Andrew Dehoog, Jessica $6.99 each 
Coosemans, Brian Cox, Mere- Eades, Gungeet Gill, Scott = O" POT 
dith Crampton, Bob Cuddeford, Gingles, Jeremy Gwilt, Crista 
Jeanne Degerness, Bao Long Hall, Eilie Higginson, Jill Iver- 
Dlep, Bao Lanh Diep, Heather son, Jaime Janzen, David o~l~J 'o r  O J~~'  B ~ ~  
Dreger, Nancy Dubios, Chad Kozier, Glendon Lorenz, Farrah 
Edmonds, David Edmonds, Main, Aisha Manji, Girth Me- B ][l[,([ll[m ~Wlt  l[llt ~ 1 ~ ~  
Jason. Elorza, Karen Erstling, Kenzie, Margot McKeown, 
Alayne Fleischmann, Rick Gins-Harik Nijjar, Heidi Nygaard, ~ ~ ~ ' ) ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ ' ~  ~ ' ~ ~  f f / , ,~  =._.~ ~. ,~ . j~  ~__ ~.._= ~'  ~ ~. ~ j  
spell, Cindy Hall, Angela Kylie Ornan, Jassie Osei-Tutu, 
Henszel, Michael Hewitt, Leila Angela Palmu; Jennifer Per- 
Jormanalnen, Steven Kietz- reault, Ryan Shannon, Karen 
mann,  ju i ie  Kozier, Jason Shepherd, Scott Springer, 
Krause, Son.in Krug, Barbara Michael Vandermeulen, Joelle 3092 Hwy 16 E., Terrace phone 635-5700 fax 635-4155 
Kuzyk, Theresa Laderoute, Walker, . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  ' . . . . .  J . . . .  . . . .  I ' "  ' [ 
Leaving .Normal 
be shot =n tern=ty,,, 
Movie moves in on Hyder 
by Tom Taggart, 
Special to the Terrace Review 
Dateline.,. Eternity: In the bad 
old days, you'd round a sharp turn 
where Canadian macadam ends in 
a cloud of dust, under a bedeviling 
sign saying you were about to 
access Aiaska's friendliest" ghost 
town. The sign's gone now, but 
the ghosts and bumpy dirt road 
remain. 
Down International Avenue you 
can see in the distance a high rise 
totem pole that wasn't there a 
month ago and, no, disgruntled 
natives haven's Closed this road- 
way and taken over. The totem is 
part of a movie set, and you've 
entered a real life time warp with 
a fantasy name. Hyder has gone 
back to the future and been 
reinvented as "Eternity, Alaska" by 
a Vancouver film studio. 
This village is a natural for this 
event. One look last summer by 
the Vancouver people and they 
realized many of the sets they 
needed were already up, requiting 
only some fine tuning, such as the 
new sign over Hyder's Glacier Inn 
reading "Eternity Bar", which is 
just up the street from Eternity's 
Amaruk Hardware, which in turn 
in ~tty-cornered to the new Long- 
house with commanding totem 
soaring intrusively into raptor 
flyways. 
Copies of the script are not yet in 
circulation, but this film is touted 
locally by the moniker "Leaving 
Normal", a peculiar title even by 
Hyder's wild reputation, Basically 
it seems to concern two city 
women who decide to move out to 
the fringes and let their hair down. 
It is about life at the end of the 
road. The sets suggest a 'B' grade 
flick, but a closer look shows 
Edward Zwick directing Meg Tilly 
(The Big Chill; Psycho II) and 
Christine Lahti (Gross Anatomy) 
in the lead roles. This combo 
should give a leg up on box office 
revenues. The cameras begin 
rolling in downtown Eternity, 
Alaska on May 27th for a four- 
day, Hollywood-style work week. 
"Leaving Normal", the film, is a 
mini-boom for local labour and 
business, including nearby Stewart 
where essential services are obtain- 
able. This is the area's fourth 
movie since 1978, following "Bear 
Island", "The Thing", and another 
unremarkable non-event. Any 
newly built sets will pass to the 
property owners where they stand, 
including the Longhouse with 
totem, a nice addition to Hyder's 
skyline. In addition to carpentry ~'[ 
labour, casting for extras was done =~ 
on May 18th, with preference 
i given to Alaskans over Canadians. Surprisingly, not everyone "from here to Eternity" turned out at 
central casting, as there seems to 
be a certain ambience, not easily 
elucidated, about what's going 
down. Ready or not, this film is 
Hyder's alter ego, and coming to 
grips with it is a dicey matter, sort 
of like meeting your twin. 
Respons~ vary widely, from the 
gatekeeper at the Midnight Sunspa 
("I'm already a star, what do I 
need that for?") to the expectancy 
of a local teenage siren ("Why 
shouldn't I win a part.., at my age 
Madonna was a hick!"). 
Whatever, it's the pinnacle of 
any journalist's career to post a 
column from "Eternity", and this is 
one opportunity this writer 
couldn't let pass. "Normal" should 
be a success, with a tip of the hat 
to the late Tom Williams of Hy- 
der, the last ghost made here, 
going down off-camera in a blaze 
of gunfire eight years ago this 
month. 
Editor's note: That last line is a 
reference to the "Hyder ~hootout" 
that took place May 13, 1983. Tom 
Taggart is a 13-year resident of 
Mount Doily, Alaska, near Hyder, 
and a frequent contributor to the 
Terrace Retie.,. 
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ARRY 
the exclus,ve mover 
HARRY features a 
unique and patented 
,,,o=s collection 
that can be 
onveniently 
empt=ed 
3 different 
ways 
Also, the large chute design mcmporated into the 
rugged die cast aluminum deck insures grass collec- 
tion under any condition DRY, WET or TALL GRASS, 
AS WELL AS LEAVES, !! 
OTHER FEATURES INCLUDE: individual wheel ad- 
justers, ball bearing wheels & electronic ignition. 
The HARRY Lawnmover is available only at FULL 
SERVICE DEALERS because THE BEST DESERVES 
THE BEST. 
NOW AVAILABLE IN 16", 19" & 22" Push Mowers 
and 19" & 22" self-propelled models. Commercial 
Models also available. 
B RIVER INDUSTRIES 
(TERRACE) LTD. 
'~  4427 H=ghway 16 TERRACE. B.C. VSG 5L5 
635-7383-  FAX: 635-4076 
VISA Complete" Automotive. Logging. M~n~ng & In~JuSft~al Supply Centre 
a.~ lwarw 
I1® 
I 
All materials and workmanship covered by our Blue Star and manufacturer's warranty. 
"n Retail floor coven g sales and installation 
• eaturing C olmar linoleums, Victor carpets and linoleums, Harding carpets -~ 
Dpenlng SPECIALI 
-lardlng carpet, 
jnderlay and 
installation - -  all for 
the price of the 
carpetl 
Offer expires June 30/91 
N. 
Special 
package 
rates! 
for new home 
builders 
Large 
selection 
of carpet 
runners 
in stock 
3O% OFF 
all 
merchandise 
in stock 
- 1 
--~ 
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The Rookie 
Starring Clint Eastwood, 
Charlie Sheen. Produced by 
Howard Kazanjian, Steven Sie- 
bert, David Valdes. Directed by 
Clint Eastwood. Rating: R. 
Running time: 121 minutes. 
L.A. Detective Nick Pulov- 
sky (Eastwood) is one tough 
hombre. He's about as soft as 
a block of concrete. With a .45 
automatic and his street-wise 
smarts gleaned from years of 
experience, he figures he has 
just about all the help he 
needs. About the last thing he 
wants is another partner who 
just might get himself shot like 
the last one did. 
Wouldn't you know it, Pul- 
ovski not only ends up with 
another partner, he's saddled 
with a rookie (Sheen). The kid 
is a by-the-book greenhorn 
who's too  eager for his own 
good. Together this unlikely 
duo team up to hunt down a 
killer-elite gang of auto thieves. 
Pulovski doesn't believe in 
doing anything the easy way. 
Working with him is an ex- 
perience in cultural shock for 
the kid. Pulovski thinks noth- 
ing of driving a car through a 
wall to escape an exploding 
Clarence Igl~iohiel Elementary School 
invites you to an ailschool musical. 
Assignme.nt: . 
hours, and Jacob is terrified EARTH _ . . .  " 
that he's slowly losing his grip (Kids for a Bet ter  P lanet )  
ThursdaY, June 6, 1991 turns, he sees wartime demons, 
-7:30 - -  R.E.M. Lee Theatre p.m. 
building --  five stories up, or 
playing bumper-car games at 80 on reality. Everywhere he 
mph on a busy freeway with 
people shooting at him. and more and more often he 
Then something oes wrong dreams of his young son who 
and Pulovski is taken hostage 
by the thieves. Now his life 
hangs by a thread; his survival 
depends entirely on how much 
his partner has learned from 
him, on how much of himself 
has rubbed off onto The 
Rookie. 
Jacob's Ladder 
• Starring Tim R obbins, 
Elizabeth Pena, Danny Aiello. 
Produced by Alan Marshall. 
Directed by Adrian L yne. 
Rating: R. Running time: 116 
minutes. 
Jacob Singer (Robbins) is 
haunted by something that hap- 
pened to him during the Viet- 
nam War, something so hellish 
that his mind has blotted most 
of it out. His dreams are filled 
with vague images, half- 
memories of men screaming 
and dying, a vision of seeing 
himself being bayoneted. 
But now the nightmares have 
crossed over to his waking 
• Africa" artwork courtesy of Heather Steyn and Andreas Wtmtman, Zimbabwe 
died in a tragic accident. 
Jacob's no longer sure which 
is the fantasy - -  the life he's 
made with his girlfriend (Pena) 
since returning to New York or 
his pre-war life with his ex-wife 
and children. At times, both 
seem equally real. He's caught 
in a vortex of utter confusion 
where everything around him is 
beginning to take on a dream- 
like quality. 
As those around him begin 
to draw away, •Jacob discovers 
he only has one real friend left 
(Aiello), someone who offers a 
truly bizarre explanation for 
what's happening to him! 
HEART" 
AND STROKE 
FOUNDATION OF 
B.C. 8, YUKON 
IMPROVING Maggie Park 
YOUR ODDS #209-4S26 Park Ave. ,  
AGAINST Terrace, :B.C. 
CANADA'S V8G lV l  
#1 KILLER. 638-1167 
A thoughtful way to remember is with an In 
Memoriam gift to the Heart and Stroke Founda- 
tion of B.C. and Yukon. Please mail your donation 
tothe above address and include the name of the 
deceased, your name and address, as well as the 
name and address of the next-of-kin for an 
acknowledgement card. 
m 
Northwest ,=rts and 
Entertainment Calendar 
R,E.M. Lee Theatre 
• May 29, 7:30 p.m. --Caledonia Band and Choir in concert 
• June 1, 8:00 p.m. ~ Suka Sihambe, a 12--man a cappella group from 
Zimbabwe 
• June 7, 8:00 p.m. m Three Men and a Mike comedy show with lan Bagg 
.June 8, 1 and 3 p.m. - -  Mr. Dress Up 
• June 14 and 15, 8 p.m. - -  It's a Scream presented by Skeena Theatre Arts 
The Terrace Inn 
• Gigi's - -  High Rise .... ...... 
Northern Motor Inn : 
• George's Pub - -Harvest  Moon, until June 1st 
Kitimat Centennial Museum 
• Until June 16-  Behind the Ballot Box, a popul 
the history of Canada's electoral system 
Mount Elizabeth Theatre, Kitimat : 
• May 29 ~ Romeo and Juliet, presented for Grade 8-12 students by Carousel 
Theatre 
• May 30, 8 p.m. m "Ambassador", an evening of talent and crowning of 
Kitimat's ambassador 
• June 2, 7 p.m. - -  Suka Sihambe, a 12--man a cappella group from Zimbabwe, 
presented by the Kitimat Multicultural Society 
• June 9, 1 and 3 p.m. - -  Mr. Dress Up, with a special farewell to Casey and 
Finnegan 
• June 12 and 13, 8 p.m. - -  Night at the Theatre presented by the Kitimat Kiwanis 
Club  
• June 25 and 26, 7 p.m. - -  Awards and Scholarship Awards evenings at Mount 
Elizabeth Secondary School 
Prince Rupert Performing Arts Centre 
• May 30, 7:30 p.m. m Dance recital by students, of All That. Jazz. 
SU~k~ S Z H ,~k~BE ,june 6, 5 and 7 p .m. -  Mr..Dress Up, with Casey and Flnnlgan 
• June 12, 7:30 p.m. m Prince Rupert Senior Secondary School Awards 
~ ~  Ceremony 
• June 22, 7:30 p.m. - -  Dance Festival '91 . • . 
music! ,June 26, 7:00 p.m. - -  Booth Memorial Junior H,gh Awards Ceremony 
African a cappella This Column Sponsored By: Saturday, June 1 (8.00 p.m.) 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ~:~::~i:~!!~!~!~!i!i:i!ii!ii!ii?~:!i~!!:~::~i~!i'~i~:i~ii! :~:: : !i ¸ :¸::~ ' ' ~ : :"; :!i:!:!:~i, ::.::::: ;!:::":::!i:::~:~:~! i !::: ::.,::: ~:~:~i~::.... 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Tickets.' •Sig ht & Sound. and Misty River_, Books 
$10 Adult $7 Students, Sen~ors 
Sponsored locally by 
Northwest Development Education 
Association 
and 
Terrace District Teachers' Association 
I l !  [ ]  m i l l e  ' : :,:l:~:im.!~::i~ i~ ~ !"?:: ........ ::. 
0':: ,rt i l l l : l l  i ....... " . . . .  
. : , : ; :  . , ; :  : , : . " : '  - :i : 
4720 LazelleAve'; ~ :Ter~ i!!!~::::~:::: Ph. _.... : . : : : :  ~:::: ::: !i: 
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4," 
Glenn Thomsen, chairman of the Terrace 1991 Northern B.C. 
Winter Games, recently presented an $8,000 cheque to the city 
of Terrace, part of the surplus left over from Games proceeds. 
The cheque was received by Mayor Jack Talstra, who appears to 
be inspecting it closely. 
T~e National Silver Medal winning Terrace Community Band thanks 
the following people and organizatiom who helped us to get o Music 
Fast '91 - -  
PATRONS 
Camadlan Airlines lnt'i Skeena Broadcasters 
Terrace Rotary Club Terrace Arts Council 
Terrace Travel 
Sj.'ght & Sound Ltd. 
Quarterdeck 
Demers & Btodie 
Vesta Douglas 
Terrace Coop 
Wade Contracting 
McAlpine & Co. 
Convoy Supply Ltd. 
Vic Froese Trucking 
Pacific Northern Gas 
Canada Safeway 
School District #88 
• BENEFACTOI~. 
Northern Mountain 
Helicopters 
Northern Light Studio 
Northland Communications 
Northern Motor Inn 
Malcolm Hilcove Corp. 
N & J Service 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 
Carlyle Shepherd & Assoc. 
Paragon lmurance 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
North Coast Reed Maint. 
OverwaJtea Foods 
Gamma Bed & Bath Boutique 
SUPPORTERS 
SpeeDce Printers 
B.C. Tel 
Terrace & Diet Credit Union 
CIBC 
Dr. J. Zucehiatti 
W.Brsid, notary public 
Cedarland Tire 
Skeena Zone Drama Feat 
Mount Layton Holsprings 
D & E Hectric Ltd. 
g~l Carpet Food Services 
Auto Magic Tire 
Mutual Life of Canada 
Northmast Road Maint. 
Uplands Nursery 
Terrace Steel Works 
Richard's Cleaners 
Bert's Delicatessen 
Bandstra Transportation 
Lakebe Realty 
DONATORS 
Diana McKay . 
River Industries 
First Choice Builders 
Tyrncschuk Agencies Ltd. 
Kaman Industrial Technology 
Contributed by 
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Brian Koven 
F ibre .Ar ts  . inst ructors l ined 
up for Aurora summer school 
shaft weave' structures, colour ages throughout North America, 
through workshops and special 
articles in "Handwoven",  
and design, surfacing techniques 
for handwoven fabrics. 
Making four look like more 
and designing handwoven 
clothing - :  investigating design, 
colours, yarns, structures, fin- 
ishing, embellishments and 
trims. 
Kathryn has been a weaver 
since her 4-H days in Indiana, 
when through her sewing ac- 
tivities, she cultivated an interest 
in the construction of fabrics. 
Kathryn has made an intensive 
study of multiple harness weave 
structures and has expanded her 
activities to include teaching and 
writing. For the past 20 years, 
she has generously shared her 
expertise with students of all 
Weaving techniques and the 
making of yarn for fibre art 
works will comprise one section 
of the courses available at the 
Aurora Summer School of the 
Arts in Terrace during July. The 
summer arts school has secured 
two highly qualified and 
reputable arts professionals as 
instructors for the fibre arts 
courses. 
Kathryn Wertenberger will be 
teaching athree-part program of 
weaving techniques, including: 
Beginners weaving - -  empha- 
sizing efficient warping tech- 
niques and weave structures. 
Weaving - -  drafting multi- 
Triple bronze at 
festival for Cal 
by Nancy Orr 
groups perform. During the compe- 
tition they had the benefit of cri- 
tiques from adjudicators and 
clinicians. 
The stage band performed Balsa 
Straight Ahead (Nestico) and Stain 
'n' Glass (Kuld/Maxwell); the 
choir sang We Sing and Chant It 
(Spevacer), Lullaby (Conner/Sugar) 
and Donkey Riding and Rattle on 
the Stovepipe (Coakley). The 
concert band, playing in the 500 
category, performed Battle of 
Shiloh March (Bamhouse), Concert 
Variations (Smith) and A Festival 
Overture (Reed). 
"We enjoyed it tremendously and 
learned much music. It was a great 
opportunity, and I was impressed 
with their behaviour and their high 
quality performance," Parr said of 
his students. 
Geoff Parr, music director at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School, said he is "pleased and 
proud" of his choir and bands after 
• their trip to Vancouver May 13-21. 
The concert band, the stage band 
and the choir all received bronze 
medals at the recent national 
MusicFest in the Pan Pacific Con- 
vention Centre. "They really did 
extremely well, cot~idering that 
they have been together only one 
or two years," Parr said. 
The group of 37 students left 
Terrace by bus May 13, stopping 
at 100 Mile House to play three 
concerts on the way down. Par 
said they were "well-received". 
In Vancouver they stayed at 
UBC and were able to attend 
workshops and hear other band 
ILE.M. Lee Hospital 
Foundation, 
4720 llauglaad Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2W7 
A thoughtful way to remember is with an In Memoriam 
gift to the R.E.M. Lee Hmpital Foundation. Donations are 
gratefully accepted at the above address. Please include 
the name of the deceased, your name and address, as well 
as the name and address of the next-of-kin for an 
acknowledgement caM. Income tax receipts are available. 
"Handweaver and Craftsman", 
"Shuttle, Spindle & Dyepot". 
Kathryn's book "8,12, .... 20, An 
Introduction to Multishaft 
Weaving" and "Handwoven, 
Tailormade" co-authored with 
Sharon Alderman, are excellent 
resources for weavers and 
sewers. 
Alden Amos will provide a 
seven-day workshop covering 
spinning to a standard-designed 
to enhance individual abilities 
and produce consistent, uniform 
project suitable yarns; produc- 
tion spinning, twisting and ply- 
ing. 
Alden will share his con- 
siderable experience as a spin- 
ner. Alden writes, "... it seems 
taken for granted that a spinner 
can work miracles, that what isa 
damp bag of dirty wool on Sun- 
day will be a lovely soft sweater 
next Saturday. Well, it has been 
done. Still, the same sort of 
legend has grown up about 
handspun yarn, yet with an 
ironic turn: it is almost always 
taken for granted that the yarn 
spun by our miracle worker is  
lumpy, textured, full of thick 
and thin places, inconsistent, 
unreliable and fit only for 
• baggy, heavy knits, or perhaps 
as weft (never warp) for coarse, 
strange loom-shaped ar- 
rangements. Few factors define 
a textile or fabric so much as the 
materials used. There are several 
'old' sayings to the effect hat no 
cloth is better than the yarn that 
goes into it." 
Alden has been a full-time. 
wheel-maker since 1974 and as a 
writer and teacher, shares his ex- 
pertise generously. In his spare 
• time, Alden builds musical in- 
struments, weaves and grows 
chili peppers. 
Further information regard- 
ing Aurora Summer Arts 91 
courses, times, costs, in- 
structors, residency at the col- 
lege and planned recreational c- 
tivities, can be obtained by 
writing Aurora Summer Arts 
School 91, c/o R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre, 4920 Straume Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 4V8, or by 
phoning 635-2010. The applica- 
tion deadline is May 31, 1991. 
k., 
A very special THANK YOU! 
Terrace & District Teachers Ass'n Gemma's Bed, Bath & 
Terrace Standard Kitchen Boutiques 
Kermodei - ,,.b~'ra"n" Co. McEwan GM 
Skeena Cellulose ITP Terrace Travel . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . .  
it is your support that has made this a very successful season and we look forward to - ~  
seeing you all at our 1991/92 season opener; The Vancouver Symphony Orchestra. 
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The Best" 
from the 
Stacks 
Reviews of books from the 
Terrace Public Library 
by Harrlett 
FJaagesund 
Muscle - - .Confess ions of an Unlikely Bodybuilder 
by Samuel Wilson Fussell 
Adult non-fiction published by Poseidon Press 
Sam Fussell was just an ordinary guy living in the rat race of 
New York City. Coming from a fairly well-to-do family, Sam 
planned to work for the summer, then to enter college to finish 
his education. His life was right on track. Or so he thought. 
The problem was New York itself; the city terrified him. On 
the streets, in the subways, it didn't matter where he went, all the 
lowlife the city fostered were attracted to Sam like flies to honey. 
He couldn't escape them, no matter how hard he tried. Tall and 
gangly, Sam knew that he gave the appearance of being an easy 
mark, a pussycat. 
But all that changed when he ran across a book about body- 
building. The pictures of huge-chested men with bulging, rippling 
muscles looked mean and tough enough to eat New York alive. 
Sam wasted no time in joining a gym. 
But what started out as a simple desire to change his ap- 
pearance soon became an all-encompassing obsession. He quit his 
job, cut himself off from his family and former friends, moved 
into a dingy underground apartment.., and exercised, day and 
night. But no matter how big his muscles got, Sam Fussell 
wanted to be even bigger. 
Eventually he graduated to the "muscle scene" in California, 
where he began to work toward professional competition. It
wasn't until he'd spiralled own into the nether world of drugs, 
including steroid use, that he first began to have doubts. 
Don't letthe title fool you; this book is a fascinating read 
about a world few of us ever see. 
The Myth of the Bad Mother 
by Jane Swiggart 
Adult non-fiction published by Doubleday 
- Society dictates that there can be nothing more Sacred than 
nurturing a new life;,,yet we live in a culture that simultaneously 
idealizes and devalues mothers, i, ~ " 
There are hundreds of books outlining the "formula" for the 
role of the perfect mother; and what not to do if you don't want 
to fall into that bleak category of "The Bad Mother". These 
books will tell you everything from how to change a diaper to 
how to raise healthy, intelligent children, but nowhere do they 
focus on the emotional life of the mother as she cares for her 
children. 
The author explores the myth of the perfect mother (un- 
ceasingly devoted to her children's well-being) versus that of the 
bad mother (selfish and preoccupied with her own needs). She 
says neither exists. She delves into the mother-child relationship, 
the misconceptions that our society places on this bond, and the 
guilt that many mothers are forced to carry. 
This is a good read for all parents (or soon-to-be parents). 
Local singer makes 
country music finals 
This week local vocal artist testanu~ from the regional competi- 
Christine Inkster will perform at 
the regional finals of the Bud 
Country Talent Search in Kelowna. 
The Talent Search has been 
sponsored by the B.C. Country 
Music Association since 1987, the 
year Vancouver hosted the national 
Country Music Week. It started 
with two performing venues and 
two radio stations five years ago. 
As in the past, there were eight 
weeks of open competition, held at 
the Northern Motor Inn in Terrace 
for this region. Christine won with 
two songs - -  Right Now and One 
More Time. The top three con- 
tion will advance to the Country 
Music Conference in June. There, 
they will compete in the provincial 
finals. The two finalists, provincial 
winners, will share over $70,000 
worth of cash and promotional 
prizes including; 
• Up to 50 hours of studio time at 
Diversified Music Group. 
.A Concept Video to promote the 
newly-recorded single. 
• Tracking by Musicline Records. 
• All-expense-paid trips to 
Vancouver and to Hamilton to 
perform in both the Provincial 
Final and the CCMA national 
final. 
Bagg bags comic award 
Comedian lan Bagg, a t~rmer 
resident of Terrace, placed third 
out of S00 contestants in the recent 
National Comedy Contest. The 
winning performances were broad- 
cast on MTV. 
Begg will be in Terrace on June 
7th for an evening performance at
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
• :~/'i~/:i:i•:• : ~: :: : • ' : /  :• • • /  ~/ i i i / /••  i,)• •!!~: :/ : : i  i/i• ::•ii ¸¸~ ~••/ /i/ii!i!~i~}i •¸ "
Sucoessful,i cabarets helped".put 
Community Band in ,nationals 
The Terrace Community Band Band held their Spring Fling II *Peter Weber - dinner for four. 
won a silver medal in last week's 
National competition at MusicFest 
'91, held in Vancouver. Band 
president Ben Webber reported, 
"We got straight golds in sight 
reading." 
Thirty-two of the 37 Ten'ace 
Community Band members went 
to the competition, which was 
attended by 6,000 other musicians 
from across North America. The 
trip cost the band $10,500, much 
of which was raised through com- 
munity fund raisers and donations 
from local businesses and individ- 
uals. 
AS one of many fund raisers for 
the Nationals trip, the Community 
concert at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
on May 11. "The band plays on" 
was a sequel to their very success- 
ful Spring Fling dessert concert 
held at the Elks Hall last month. 
In addition to the sound of tal- 
ented musicians performing com- 
positions by composers from Jop- 
lin to Debussy, there were a num- 
ber of door prizes awarded uring 
the course of the evening. 
/ 
• Noreen Bright - a flight for two 
anywhere in western Canada cour- 
tesy of Canadian Airlines and two 
nights accommodation in conjunc- 
tion with the flight. 
• Wendy Giesbrecht - an art print, 
*June Sp0oner - a microwave 
oven. 
.Margaret Kennedy - a 30-minute 
helicopter ride. 
.Janet Coburn - a telephone set. 
.Virginia Dean - a hanging basket. 
.Irma Brewer - a $25 dry cleaning 
certificate. 
.Doug Thompson- the mystery 
prize: six hours of bass drum 
lessons, the announcement of 
which was accompanied by a 
surprise appearance by the Ever- 
Ready Bunny. 
In response to the band's accom- 
plishment at the Nationals, Skeena 
Broadcasters presented them with 
$1,000. 
" : ' .  
Count 
u rself In 
]une 4th 
Put Canada's Census To Work 
For You. 
. 4 , ¸ .=•: ' . : :•• ; .•  ~: , , .  • 
When you complete and mail your Census form June 4th, you help to 
• ensure that your community gets its fair share of government funding 
for schools, hospitals, vital social services, housing, efficient public 
transit and roads, community parks, day care, effective law 
enforcement, and new industry. Any information you give on your 
Census form is protected by law and kept confidential. ::ii~ii~!!~ 
The Census only happens once every five years. That's why it's so .... ~:~:i 
important that you count yourself in. Please complete and mail your :,' 
Census form June 4th. Because, with you, the Census makes good _..: .! :::"i ~ 
If you haven't received your Census form, please call toll free, 
1.800-267-1991. Call for HELP from 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., Thursday, : ...... 
May 30th through Friday, June 7th (excluding Sunday). ~.~-ii,~!iiii---::!i!i!:ii:i! 
i¢1 
1-800-267-1991 
• m d 
ad . oma~ cem~ 
. p 
: ~::/:i -¸ ij!: 
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I 'AS THINGS "ONCE VERE Reports from Terrace's Heritage Park by Alie Toop 
C, eerge Little, the founder of 
Terrace, was born the fourth of 
six chiidren to John and Helen 
Little. It was John Little's second 
family. 
John Little was born in England 
in 1828. As a young man he 
came to Canada nd bought a 
farm near Atwood, Ontario. He 
married Janet McGregor and their 
union was blessed with six 
children. Unfortunately, Janet 
died in 1869, leaving John a 
widower. 
The next Chapter belongs to 
Helen Lawrence. She was bom in 
1835 in Aberdeen, Scotland. She 
and her brother came to Canada 
with their parents and also settled 
near Atwood, Ontario. Helen 
Lawrence married Adam Watt, 
and together they had three 
children. Then Adam Watt passed, 
away, leaving Helen a widow. 
To make a long story short, 
John Little persuaded Helen Watt 
to be his housekeeper and look 
after his children. After a period 
of time they married and they 
With her came a lady by the 
name of Annie Cousins to look 
after her. 
Grandma Helen Little and 
Annie Cousins made their home 
in the same cottage her son had 
brought his bride to in earlier 
years. 
It was in the 1922 Terrace Fall 
Fair that the hair wreath was 
exhibited. The Terrace Daily 
News of Friday, Sept. 22 
reports: "One of the mosi inter- 
eating and a really wonderful 
exhibit was a floral wreath made 
from human hair by Grandma 
Little sixty years ago. The work 
was beautifully done." 
Grandma Helen Little passed 
away in Terrace in 1931 at the 
age of 96. She lived a full life. 
felled every •year for making pen- 
cils alone. 
March 7, 1928, The Terrace 
News: Advertisement, by Silver 
Spring Brewery Ltd., Victoria 
B.C. - -  Beer is not liquor, it is 
liquid food. A liquor is a bever- 
age in which alcohol is the base 
and principal ingredient. As, for 
instance, whiskey. In beer, the 
alcohol is only incidental, being 
about one thirtieth (1/30) part of 
it, just enough as a valuable aid 
to digestion. For sale at all gov. 
emment liquor stores and beer 
• parlours. 
Did you know? 
The Terrace News, Wednesday, 
March 28, 1928: It was reported 
that a freight rain going east near 
McBride left the track and a box 
car of ties went part way dow an 
embankment. Unfortunately a 
Helen Watts, a Terrace pioneer who eventually married John 
Little, made this hair wreath from clippings accumulated over  
years of cutting her children's hair. This rare work of art is part of 
the collection at Heritage Pad(. 
Come out to .Karaoke Night and sing. along. [ 
SPLEN DI D ESTATE 
Super-status woodland Thornhill 2 storey COUNTRY SHANGRI-LA 
chalet. Wood in secluded setting. Country kit- Very sharp Bench rural raised ranch-type 
chen, 3.badrooml4-pce & 3-pce. baths. Cir- charm. On 1.6 acres. Circular drive. Root 
culardrlve, one year new. Beautifulsecluded cellar, lots back onto Willow Creek, 
setting. Call Verne Ferguson 635-3389, Marketable timber. Quick-sale: prlce-cutl 
910051. $116,500. Call Brenda Erickson 638-1721, 
$110,000. 9000087. 
. . . . . .  j . . . . . . . . .  , . .~  . . . . . . . .  j I t -  . . . . .  
Join the chorus at George's Pub! 
Northern Motor Inn, 3086 Hwy 16 E., 
Terrace phone 635-6375 
[ ] I I I I  
together had six children, hobo riding in the boxcar was 
Helen and John were hard killed, having been tossed about 
workers. They farmed, raising all among the ties. 
kinds of crops, kept horses, cows, 
pip and chickens. If all that The Ten'aco News, July 22, 
didn't keep them busy enough, 1936; Pogmaster S. Kirkaldy and 
there were also 101s of apple trees Mrs. Kirkaidy put through a fine 
on the farm. They would pick the piece of work on Ttcsday and School tOUll are one of the selvlces plovlded by Heritage Pad(. It is a way of colwwctklg local 
very best and ship them In barrels Wednesday. A few minutes children with the past and making the local heritage a past of their education. 
to England. The lower grade before five on Tta=day aftemeon, 
apples would be made into apple the freight from Prince Rupert 
cider, pulled in with a car containing 
Helen and Johh were business- 145 sacks of mail. Sam made a 
oriented people. She at one point hurried trip to the train and 
started abutter and cheese fac- brought hem back all the sacks 
tory, and years later converted it he could get into his own car, 
to a rug factory. Helen Little also and the others were piled on 
had a flair for the artistic. When- Swain's big truck. Sorting was 
ever the children's hair was cut, started as soon as the first sacks 
she would save it. arrived and continued until nine 
All that hair was fashioned into in the evening, when the public 
a beautiful hair wreath. Today wicket was opened and was kept 
this work of art bangs proudly in open until 11 p.m. that night. At 
the Heritage Park Museum. an early hour on Wednesday Sam 
When son George Little married got busy again and by three 
the girl of his dreams, Clam Best o'clock in the afternoon he had 
of Seattle, he brought her back to his mallsacks all opened and 
Terrace. He had built a cottage delivered. There was also a big 
on Lakeise Avenue. This would mail for the East on Tuesday and 
be their home until they started the two malls established a record 
building the big house in 1914. A for this post office for their time. MOUNTAIN DIGNITY PARK-AREA EDEN 
few years later, George brought The Terrace News, SepL 30, Thornholghts 2 storey bungalow stateliness. 2 storey showplace. 3-bedrooml 
out his mother from Ontario. 1936; 150,000 cedar trees are New. 3-bedroom/2-4-pce. baths, also facility 4-pce. baths. PLUS *Quiet street *Gas heat 
for another bath, large view deck. ALSO *Eat- *Carpeting *Near schools -- shops *Modern 
' I, In kitchen *Kitchen appliances Included kitchen *Deck. Lovely family home in great Sing *Quiet street *Mountain views. Call Gordon area. Call Gordon Hamilton 635-9537, 910033. way Hamllton 635-9537, 910076. $1311,000. $U,S00. 
i 
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I LOoking back.,. Cure for poverty justtce, 
'111117' hstt°d°withthepo°lexpansi°n?Itwasabigquesti°n not charity, advocate says 
W facing city council this week in 1988. The cost of what by Betty Barton part-time basis, to represents low 
. ) . 
started out as an expected $350,000 project was nearing the 
$1 million mark, 
In March 1987, the first professional estimate placed a $469,200 price 
tag on the pool expansion. Five months later, a few niceties were added, 
upping the price to $501,160. In April 1988, more was added and the 
price went up to $565,000. And this week in 1988 the only two tendon 
received for the project were opened and the priced soared another 40 
percent. Geisbrecht Developments of Bums Lake wanted $806,000 and 
Terrace H&H Builders aid they could do the job for only $836,000. 
Would the pool expansion be scrapped? 
I 
n 1988, a group of local residents conducted a random survey of 
450 residents and fouAd that 86 percent wanted a community 
centre. This week in 1989, aldern]an Dave Hull asked city 
administration to initiate a feasibility study for a community centre... It 
would provide a place for large social gatherings and conventions. 
Danny Sheridan suggested half jokingly, "We do have five million 
dollan in borrowing power but..." But he was cut Off by Hull: "We'd 
certainly be remembered." 
Other council issues in 1989 included an extreme dust control measure 
suggested by 18 Hamer Ave. residents. They wanted a permanent 
closure of Hughes St. between Hamer and Straume. The Advisory Parks 
and Recreation Commission wanted council to look at recreational 
facilities in Terrace south. They suggested a number of tennis courts 
should be built. And the downtown parking problem might soon be 
solved. According to city council, a part-time bylaw enforcement officer 
might soon be on the job. 
There was a new bear in town. It was this week in 1989 that the city 
unveiled adonated Kermode that didn't cost a cent but created quite a 
stir. Deciding who should get to stuff the illegally killed bear proved to 
be more difficult than saying "Yes" to the pool expansion project. 
A year ago this w~k a couple of traffic concerns were addressed. 
Council decided to build a 100-foot long chain link fence in the 
northeast corner of GeorgeLittle Memorial Park where it borden Davis 
Ave. This was to prevent children playing in that comer of the park 
from running out on the street. The fence wouldn't go around the comer 
to provide the same protection on Kalum St., though. Even though 
Kalum had a lot more traffic, council said it was further from the 
playground and didn't pose a hazard. 
And itwas one year ago this week that a :$35,000 tent fell out of an 
in-camera Committee of the Whole report. It would be 20 feet high and" 
cover a 60-by-80 foot section of ground, we were told, and the cost of 
buying and maintaining the tent would be recovered through rental fees. 
Why was it bought in secret? City aldermen were asked and Danny 
Sheridan's reply sounded something like this: It was an adjusted item 
handled in an in-camera budget adjustment meeting that had to be 
in-camera because the adjusted figures on the adjustments hadn't been 
adjusted yet and weren't available. What could be more clear? 
A 
round the community in 1988, the Terrace Community Band 
placed first in the B.C. Arts Festival for the second year in a 
row and Terrace resident Liza Cote placed first in at the same 
festival in Senior Speech Art. And the whole community was a winner 
that year, too. We beat our neighbours inthe Tri-City Fitness Challenge 
by a handsome margin. We had 49.9 percent of our population take part 
while Prince Rupert mustered only 42.6 percent and Kitimat failed 
miserably with a 27.5 percent turnout., 
E.T. Kenney primary school was going to get a new adventure 
playground. The old playground had fallen to rot, and thanks to some 
hard-working teachers and students, and a little cooperation between the 
city and school board, the money necessary to build a replacement was 
raised. In 1989, another school playground project was under way. This 
time it was at Copper Mountain Elementary and the whole neighbour- 
hood was involved. The $43,000 required came from the regional 
district, ~e school board and a provincial lottery grant. Much of the 
labour came from community volunteers. 
A year ago this week, the Skeena Valley golf club announced they 
would soon be building the back nine, the R.E.M. Lee Foundation held 
their second annual celebrity auction and roast, and the Terrace Art 
Association asked the city for a little financial help. They needed :$1,546 
to top off a reduced Canada Manpower Challenge '90 grant hat was to 
~V for summer student labour at the Art Gallery. 
In other news, it was 1988 when the lieence for Sustut-Takla timber 
was given to a consortium of Prince George companies. In 1989, Stege 
Logging paid $325,000 for Westar's Rim sawmill in Hazelton, the 
proposed Park Ave. highways yard move to North Coast Road 
Maintenance property east of Thornhill was bogged down in the 
regional district office, and a derailment ear Tyee dumped seven CNR 
coal cars into the Skeena River. 
A year ago this week the regional district was asking Municipal 
Affairs permission for the convenion of the Shames Mountain debt into 
shares in the company. And the regional board didn't "dance on the 
table" but they were pleased that the province was finally going to let 
them in on the "be.,~t kept secret in the province"... The planning of the 
Iskut gold road. For months the regional lx)ard's requests for informa- 
tion on the planning process had been denied, but a year ago this week 
theY were told they could have a seat on the iskut road advisory 
committee. 
The .Terrace Anti-poverty group 
and the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre held a Poverty 
and the Corporate Agenda confer- 
ence May 23. The workshop 
addressed a number of local and 
provincial issues relating to pov- 
erty. 
Workshop guest speaker Pare 
Hemming explained the corporate 
agenda which, she believes, per- 
petuates poverty, "The corporate 
agenda is to maximize profits 
according to business standards. 
This affects government policies 
which protect he interests of cor- 
porations over time rather than 
people., 
Flemming has been a 
spokesperson for ELP since 1988. 
This is her fourth regional meeting 
in B.C. this spring. The organiz- 
ation represents 26 groups through- 
out the province, including Ter- 
race's Anti-Poverty Group. The 
Law Foundation funds ELP on a 
KALOTIRE 
OUR PRICE INCLUDES 
Customer Protection Policy 
Call or See Us First! 
CEDARLAND 
TIRE SERVICE 
LTD. 
4929 Kelth Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6170 
Fax: 635-6176 
income people. 
ELP is working together with the 
local groups on three specific 
campaigns: to raise welfare rates, 
to raise minimum wage and to 
eliminate forced employment of 
single parents on Ministry of 
Social Services and Housing assist- 
ance. The organization ispresently 
supporting two plaintiffs taking the 
provincial government o court 
over the forced employment issue. 
Some of the local issues ident- 
ified during the workshop were 
forced employment, lack of 
affordable housing, child apprehen- 
sion, greater subsidies to foster 
parents than to natural parents, and 
cross-cultural barriers to improving 
one's lot in life. 
Hemming feels it is the role of 
the organization to provide direc- 
tion and lobby local governments 
which, in turn, can lobby the prov- 
incial and federal governments o
change policies that affect the 
impoverished. 
.The group linked poverty with 
poor health, crime, low self-esteem 
and low academic achievement, 
the latter due to inattention caused 
by hunger and malnutrition. 
The session concluded with a 
commitment by both the Women's 
Centre and the Terrace 
AntiPoverty group to begin at the 
local level with a support system. 
Women's Centre administrator 
Mira Nair explained that the tirst 
step will be to get feedback from 
low income residents to determine 
their real needs. The Women's 
Centre will donate the meeting 
space; their first ~ceting is 
tentatively scheduled for June 12 
to get interested people together 
and determine a plan of action. 
Mira and Gerry King of the Ter- 
race Anti-Poverty Group will 
facilitate the meeting. 
Pam Flemming commended the 
group. "This is good impetus to 
keep going and to establish long- 
term directives." 
GIVE 
DAD'A GIFT 
THAT REALLY 
CUTS IT! 
Introducing advanced teclc, ology and design normally 
found on professional chain saws. The STIHL 021, 023 
and 025. 
• Powered to perform 
* Built to last 
• Priced to please 
The quality and dependability that STIHL has 
been building into. its products for 65 years continues 
the tradition of making woodcutting easier and safer. 
Forfull details and a free demonstration, come 
see us today! •"" ' " ' ,  
. , , . -~  t ~ ' l " l U l ®  
-._ , ...... ~ $ Number One Worldwide 
,,,.,," SPECIAL * "mmmmmmmm. • " " "  INTRODUCTORY OFFER m,,,,,,,,t 
II For a limited time only, profe~ional STIHL quality is an even be~er value: I 
II just bring us this coupon before June 29, 1991 and got a'Woodsman" I 
$ carrying case FREE, Approximate retail value $35.95. Offer valid only l 
with the purchase of an 021,023 or 025 chain saw, $ mmmmmmm~¢ 
* -  u . , . . . . , ,  m- -  m. , , , - -  m-  m m mm m 
TERRACE  EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
I I  
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An.yo n.e anld..evelry o n e:i "1 '°" - :,.,,::. , • • " .:.,~- , : .  i i . ,  . ":2::.' '"~" ' " "  ' • -John Badr, a 20- resident of IGtimat:and former, employee of 
• inv i ted  to  Round Tab le  AlcanandEur°can,hasbeenapp°intedt°theb°ard°fN°rthwest'~ i . .Community College. Badr replaces Jeanne Monagha.n of Kitlmat, 
: .. . who  has served a four-year term as trustee. :: . . . .  :... 
The  B~.C. Round Table on the race Inn and a formal, presentation. . Patrick Moore, a member .  of : . . . " . . . .  
Environment and the Economy 
will be sitting.in Terrace Friday. 
AcCording to policy advisor Dr. 
~ck,wilso'n, the group, is willing 
• . . . ,  . " ,  . . ' , . . • 
to hear virtually any concern on 
period in the evening! The open Greenpeaceand,,afishfarmer; Stan
house will give people a chance to* DiXon, a former, Sechelt Indian 
examine Round Table literature ~:Band chief:, :Jim~Lornle,:. marine 
and sp.ea k to the: mem~rs:infor- , manager and secrehary.for Widcan 
mally. The evening, section will Seafood; and Vicky Husband., 
development and the environment, allow 10 minutes for each. formal conservation "chair of the Sierra 
"We want to hear any issue o f  p/esentatibn, foil owed by an Cl..Ub 0fWestern Canada. 
c0ncern to the community," Wilson opportunity for questions and ' . .~..,...~. .. . :..- ............... ~:.........: 
F .................................. :1  • ' " ' i:~!~:~:.:::q:~:~::~.~:~:!:.:..~:~::x:~:::::::::::::::::::.~::.`.~:::::::::::::::!::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: said. "Any economic development answers from the panel. Them will .:.<,:~:: ....... :.-.:~..:::..: ~ ~.~.:~:~:~`~.:~.~....~.~:~.:~`.~.:~:~.~.`:~ .::.:::::.~:~:: :  .  ::.~. .::::'." ' : :~  :::::::::::::::::::::::::: issue." As examples he noted bean hour at the endoftbe formal ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: • .~  . . . . . . . v . . .  , ; ; .  ,.. ..:...:~. .......¢..,:........., .....*.v,,...,....,~..:.:.'.;,:,:.'..'.;.:.:.: ~. . . : .  • " • t:::::.'~:'-~:~:~-~".!~,':~~iiii~: ~'.::!:::~::: ::: .:::::| 
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ronmental, social and economic Rupert and secretary treasurer of [ i )~~~i~i i~ i i i i  i i iiilii i] 
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effects of ,devel°pment on our the Track Loggers Association; Dr. 
future. 
Wiis°n said material gathered bY Log yard rezoning to 
the Round Table will be used to 
put togetherasustainabledevelop- to p eari g 
mentstrategyforth©ptovince. He go ublic h n 
exp~ts a report summarizing 
submissions from the public to be 
finished by the end of this month. 
That should identify the major 
issues, he said. A draft of the 
strategy should be ready by fall, 
when it will be published for com- 
mei~t'from tbe general public, then 
revised and submitted to Cabinet. 
The Terrace session Will consist 
of an open house held from 2 to 5 
p.m. in the afternoon at the Ter- 
Skeena Sawmills is eric step 
closer to having their own log 
storage area. City council agreed 
Monday night to continue negotiat- 
ing a road closure agreement and 
hold a public bearing on a 
rezoning application.. 
The company currently stores 
logs on the opposite side of the 
highway on leased land but recent- 
r . 
ly filed a rezoning application for 
land located immediately west of 
the mill that •they either own or 
have an option to purchase. Along 
with that rezoning application, 
Skeena Sawmills asked for the 
closure of Frank, Green and Good- 
win Streets for additional log stor- 
age. 
EARLY JUNE SPECIALS 
~ "  ~ ~ Cedar Trees 4'.5' $25.00 each 
.~ ) -:;-' ~.. Specially marked 
" !  
GARDEN 
TOOLS 
30 % OFF 
Specially marked 
in stock items only 
2f t  Cotoneastr/1 gal Froebelli Spiraea $7.99 each 
. ?e~lope., ! 
. * _ I .  - . J . - J  . . . . . .  l i t  
SEED Pkts 
20 % OFF 
Sale ends June 8,1991 
Come by and see our selection of 
flowering bedding plants and perennials 
3092 Hwy 16 E., Terrace phone 635-5700 fax 635-4155 
4535 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 
r t~t  ~:;r/lt r / I  K 
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM 
1 year - -  $39.00,. plus GST ~ = 
Close Up magazine, $10 extra =n Terrace and Thornhlll 
;: Cheque all Money Order ~ Master Card D Visa 
Please send subscr, ptmn to: Card No. 
Name 
Address 
Postal Code 
Phone_. 
Sonior,~; in Terrace arid District $30.00 
Senior.~ outside,, of Terrace and District $33.00 
' O*jt r)f Canada $100,00 
Expiry Date 
Mail or bring this form to: 
Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 
The spring 1991 edition Of the Cr0.wnLand Marketing Catalogue 
has. been released by the B.C. govermnenL.The.: catalogue lists 
g0vemmentproperties for=sale 0r:lease. :'!!d'sYear there are, 1,550 
,listings.Thecatalogue is available at no .charge. from the Kalum 
District Forest office, the. B,C. .(3ovenu~enti.Ag ent, or the regional 
Crown Land office in:Smithers, A copy is also on file at the 
Ten'see Public Library. . 
• • . . . 
Pay parking has come to the Terrace-Kitimat airport. Starting On 
June 1 Tra~sprt Canada began Chaf ing 60 ~nts. an hour :for: 
parking in the lot nearest he terminal and 5o:cefits .an hour for 
par. king in the remote lot, Day rates will • be $2.25 and $2 for. :the 
two lols. A weekly rate of $10 is available for the remote lot. 
Negotiators for the Nisga' a Tribal Council and the federal and 
provincial governments will meet in Kincolith June 10 to begin 
their third round of talks on the Nisga'a land question. 
Representatives from all three sides have said _they feel that 
progress has been "steady" on the issues under discussion to date. 
Previous meetings have addressed public education, interim 
measures, data collection and cultural artifacts. 
WANTED: 
Rent-to-own 
Have $20,000 deposit, looking for smalll 
profitable business, preferably grocery. For 
a family, must include living accommodation 
and be close to schools. 
Contact: 
C. Umphrey 
#683--- 10760 149th Ave. 
Edmonton, Alberta T5E 2M8 
: or call 
1.403-478-0298 
the exclusive mover 
HARRY features a 
ld patented 
s collection 
that can be 
onveniently 
emptied 
3 different 
ways 
Also, the large chute design incorporated into the 
rugged die cast aluminum deck insures grass collec- 
tion under any condition DRY, WET or TALL GRASS, 
AS WELL AS LEAVES!!! 
OTHER FEATURES INCLUDE: individual wheel ad- 
justers, ball bearing wheels & electronic ignition. 
The HARRY Lawnmover is available only at FULL 
SERVICE DEALERS because THE BEST DESERVES 
THE BEST. 
NOW AVAILABLE IN 16", 19" &22"  Push Mowers 
and 19"& 22" self-propelled models. Commercial 
Models also available. 
RIVER INDUSTRIES 
(TERRACE) LTD. 
i (~  4427 H,ghway 16 TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5L5 
m ' "  635-7383-  FAX:  635-4076 
VISA Complete Automotive. Lopgrng Mmm~ & InduIItall SuDpIv CBnlre 
m 
H ~ m c w  
I /® 
r 
Local school finances 
. :  . . . .  .'. . . . .  . : " ' , - .  , :  : ,. 
still facing uncertainty 
The cancellation f the dual entry 
Kindergarten program and the 
existence of the Compensation 
Fairness Commissioner a e creat- 
ing an uncertain picture in the 
finances of School District 88. 
Education Minister Stan Hagen 
announced last week that the dual 
entry program was being scrapped 
because in its flint year it had 
created too many difficulties for 
administrators, teachers and dis- 
gruntled parents. The aim of the 
program was to enrol children in 
school at a point as near as poss- 
ible to their fifth birthday, but 
Hagen concluded that he problems 
with the program outweighed its 
benefits. 
The cancellation came, however, 
after school boards had fixed their 
1991-92 budgets, a portion of 
which were based on anticipated 
enrolment of January kindergarten 
students. Barry Piersdorff, secre- 
tary-treasurer for School District 
88, said yesterday the January 
figures will have to be divided into 
students who will enrol this Sep- 
tember and those who will enrol in 
1992. It will be a week before he 
can project new enrolments. 
The district gets its money from 
Victoria based on the number of 
students enroled. That number will 
undoubtedly be lower with the 
cancellation of dual entry, but 
Piersdorff points out that it may be 
offset somewhat by lower staffing 
requirements. "It's all a guess- 
timate at this Point," he said. 
The real effect will be apparent 
when the final enrolment numbers 
are calculated at the end of Sep- 
tember, he added. 
In addition to that uncertainty, 
the board's new collective agree- 
ment with the Terrace District 
Teachers' Association still has to 
be cleared by the province's Com- 
pensation Fairness Commissioner. 
The commissioner's office was  
established by the Ministry of 
Finance and Corporate Relations in 
what the government called a 
move to protect taxpayers. The 
commissioner is empowered to 
examine all public sector collective 
agreements to determine if they are 
within the public's ability to pay. 
He has the authority to reject 
agreements he believes are too 
generous. 
Piersdorff said applying to-the 
commission is more complicated 
than simply forwarding a copy of 
the agreement. "It has to be costed 
out to nuts and bolts," he said. 
"The benefits have to broken down 
to cost per employee." 
Until an agreement is approved 
by the commissioner, the raises 
granted to teachers in the new deal 
can't be paid out. The increases go 
back to June 1990. Piersdorff said 
the money is being held in general 
revenue until a ruling is made. 
He added that the most recent 
reports indicate afour-to six-week 
waiting period after the commis- 
sioner eceives the application. 
The board is also facing a prob- 
lem with its facilities. The city of 
Terrace turned own an application 
last week from the board to allow 
a portable building next to the 
district's Kermey St. headquarters 
to become the permanent home of 
the district Special Services depart- 
ment. Piersdorff said the district 
hasn't been officially notified of 
the rejection, but when it comes, 
the matter will probably to to the 
board's Facilities Committee. 
The building is leased. When 
asked about he term of the lease, 
Piersdorff said it is long enough 
that he district will almost certain- 
ly look for something else to do 
with iL" 
City approves grant 
for Riverboat Days 
Terrace city council has approved 
$5,000 in financial backing for the 
Riverboat Days Committee and 
there may be a little bit more to 
come.  
In complying with a funding 
request from the committee, the 
$5,000 is only a part of the $7,000 
budgeted by the city for Riverboat 
days. The contribution will be used 
for $3,000 worth of fireworks, 
$1,200 worth of advertising and 
$800 worth of secretarial help• 
, . ,  ,s. cou . . , .  
oo , , , , , . ,  . , . c ,  
This year, the Ministry of Transportation and Highways is renegotiating contracts 
in its 28 contract areas. This proposal call is for 2"of these Contract Areas. 
Companies may make propsals on as many contract areas as they wish, but a 
separate proposa/is needed for each. 
The successful contractor will be res~nsible for direct delivery of specific 
maintenance services and for ensuring that business opportunities for small 
operators are retained through competitive sub-contrachn' g. 
The schedule below outlines when Request-~r-Proposals documents will be 
available and closing date for each Contract Area: 
# 24 
#14 
Lakes 
Nicola 
June 17, 1991 
June 24, 1991 
July 5, 1991 
July 12, 1991 
To be considered, 
proposals for any 
contract Area must 
be recei.ved by. 2 p.m. 
on its closing date at 
the following address: 
Project Office 
Highway and Bridge Maintenance 
Ministry of Transportation & Highways 
3D- 940 Blanshard Street 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 3E6 
Phone (604) 387-6931 Fax (604) 356-7276 
Request-for-Propasals documents, costing $500.00, include a General Contract 
Information Package and a Contract Area Information Package. Companies who 
have already purchased the General package at the February 21 st Information 
Conference n~l  only buy the Contract Area Package, at $250.00 for each Area. 
These prices include G.S.T. 
Request-for-Proposals documents can be purchased from the Project Office by 
cash or non-refundable cheque, payable to~e Minister of Finance and Corporate 
Relations. The documents con be couriered (prepaid) upon request. Cheques 
fo~arded prior to the date on which documents will be available will ensure 
prompt delivery. 
Province of 
British Columbia : ~ 
. . , . . . . . . . .  . ° . , . . . .  , , , . . 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Hen Lyall Hanson, Minister 
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SKEENA THEATRE ARTS" PRESENTS: 
I 
LATE NIGHT HORROR MOVIES  
ARE A LAUGHING MATTER 
=RI SAT JUNE 14 1 = 
7:30 P.M.R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
TICKETS $6($4 ADVANCE SIGHT&SOUND) 
k'UUI.,LU [ UKUM 
Protecting the environment... 
Developing the economy... 
Can we do both? 
The British Columbia 
Round Table on the 
Environment and the 
Economy needs 
your help to create a 
provincial strategy for 
sustainable development. 
Interested groups and 
individuals are invited to make 
submissions on any related 
topic, either by writing to the 
address below, or at a public 
forum scheduled for this area. 
Pre-registration is requested 
but not required, and the 
public is invited to attend. 
Terrace 
The Terrace Inn 
4551 Greig Ave. 
Friday, June 7 
2:00 - 5:00 pm Open House 
7:00 - 11:00 pm Public Forum 
R®UND 
TABLE 
• .. lersfindabaterzazy 
For more information contact: 
British Columbia Round Table 
on the Environment and the Economy 
Suite 229-560 Johnson Street 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 3C6 • 
.... 1-800-665-7002 ~,~ 
~'~. . _  (Mon.-Fd.) / /  
